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Abstract
e method of nonequilibrium Green functions (NEGFs) constitutes a solid framework to de-
scribe closed and open quantum systems. It captures situations far from equilibrium including
arbitrary perturbations and correlations—eﬀects higher than ﬁrst order in the binary interactions.
On the contrary, in the absence of external ﬁelds, it reduces to the imaginary-time Matsubara
formalism. e abilities (and succees) of the method originate from its self-consistency and the
conserving aracter of many-body approximations that are introduced by diagram tenique. On
this account, NEGFs have, now for a long time, brought insight into the dynamics of nuclear mat-
ter, non-ideal quantum gases and (semiconductor) plasmas. However, applications to localized,
ﬁnite and strongly interacting systems have emerged only within the recent decade.
e dynamical properties follow from quantum kinetic equations—the two-time Kadanoﬀ-
Baym equations for the one-particle NEGF—the numerical solution of whi is the central topic of
this thesis. e non-Markovian structure of these equations thereby inhibits an unlimited, gradual
propagation of the nonequilibrium Green function: Any self-consistent, future dynamics of the
system is tightly linked to the (complete) past by non-local self-energies. Further, the succe in
obtaining solutions is being diminished if the system under investigation is not isotropic or inho-
mogeneous and, in addition, the spatial topology (e.g., the arge carrier or spin density) needs to
be resolved in time. On top of this, small isolated systems are generally not candidates showing
fast decoherence whi oﬀers lile hope for smooth and well-damped integration kernels.
Despite these diﬃculties, the thesis at hand is devoted to the computation of the two-time
NEGF for ﬁnite, closed systems of whi ensembles of electrons bound by nuclei forming atoms
or molecules are the most natural representatives. Here, in the spirit of the well-studied one-
dimensional helium atom, the electron dynamics in model atoms and molecules is addreed in
ab initio fashion.
To render calculations poible in the ﬁrst place,
(i) a novel hybrid representation of the NEGF is introduced based on the conception of ﬁnite
elements (FE) and the discrete variable representation (DVR), and
(ii) a parallel algorithm is developed that allows for an eﬃcient, well scalable distributed-
memory computation of the full two-time Green function.
e ﬁrst point aributes plenty of ﬂexibility and makes the method readily adjustable to diﬀer-
ent Hamiltonians avoiding the need to, by hand or in intricate numerical manner, calculate the
whole bun of matrix elements of one- and two-particle operators. Also, in consequence, it dras-
tically simpliﬁes the evaluation of self-energies.e second point makes the NEGF approa ready
i
for large-scale, high-performance computing facilities, the resources (of computer power: mainly
memory!) of whi are indispensable for (some of) the calculations presented.
e applicability of the developed methods is demonstrated inter alia on the basis of helium,
beryllium, hydrogen and lithium hydride modeled in one spatial dimension whereby electron-
electron correlations are treated in the second(-order) Born approximation. Aer a thorough dis-
cuion on the self-consistent ground states, the thesis focuses on the electron dynamics in the
linear response regime as well as in the presence of strong external ﬁelds. Overall, to ae the
the performance of the second Born approximation, the results are compared to the Hartree-Fo
approximation, on the one hand, and to the exact solution of the time-(in)dependent Srödinger
equation, on the other hand. In addition, aiming at the poibility of extended time-dependent
calculations, the behavior of the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz is discued.
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Kurzfassung
Diese Kurzfaung ist eine Übersetzung des englisen Abstracts von Seite i.
Die Methode der Nitgleigewit-Greenfunktionen (NGGF) stellt ein robustes Verfahren
dar, um sowohl abgesloene als au oﬀene Quantensysteme zu besreiben. Es erlaubt die Be-
tratung der Vielteilendynamik unter dem Einﬂu von Korrelationen – Eﬀekten von höherer
als zweiter Ordnung in der Weselwirkung – und beliebiger Störungen fern vom Gleigewit.
In Abwesenheit externer Felder reduziert si dieeorie dagegen auf den imaginärzeitlienMat-
subara Formalismus. Die Stärken (und die Erfolge) der Methode liegen in ihrer Selbstkonsistenz
und in der Möglikeit diagrammatise Vielteilennäherungen einzuführen, die makroskopise
Erhaltungätze erfüllen. Diesen Eigensaen ist es zu verdanken, da NGGFen erfolgrei zur
Besreibung von Kernmaterie, nitidealen Quantengasen und (Halbleiter-)Plasmen verwendet
werden. Anwendungen auf endlie, lokalisierte und stark weselwirkende Systeme sind jedo
erst innerhalb der letzten zehn Jahre erfolgt.
Die dynamisen Eigensaen folgen aus quantenkinetisen Gleiungen – den zweizeiti-
gen Kadanoﬀ-Baym Gleiungen für die Einteilen-NGGF –, deren numerise Lösung zentraler
Gegenstand dieser Arbeit ist. Die nit-Markovse Struktur verhindert dabei eine unbegrenzte,
sriweise Propagation der Nitgleigewit-Greenfunktion: Jede selbstkonsistente, zukünf-
tige Entwilung des Systems ist dur nitlokale Selbstenergien streng mit seiner (gesamten)
Vorgesite verknüp. Weiter erswert wird die Lösung, wenn das zu untersuende System
nit isotrop oder inhomogen ist, so da zusätzli die räumlie Topologie (z.B. die Ladungs-
oder Spindite) aufgelöst werden mu. Überdies hinaus weisen kleine, isolierte Systeme generell
große Kohärenzzeiten auf, was wenig Hoﬀnung zur Annahme von glaen und deutli gedämpf-
ten Stoßintegralen bietet.
Trotz dieser Swierigkeiten besäigt si die vorliegende Diertation mit der Berenung
der zweizeitigen NGGF von endlien, abgesloenen Systemen. Im Sinne des wohl untersuten
eindimensionalen Heliumatoms wird die Elektronendynamik in Modellatomen und -molekülen
aufgegriﬀen. Die Besreibung erfolgt dabei ab initio.
Um die Renungen überhaupt zu ermöglien, wird
(i) eine neuartige Hybriddarstellung der NGGF angewendet, die auf der Idee von ﬁniten Ele-
menten (FE) und der diskreten Variablendarstellung (DVR) beruht, und
iii
(ii) wird ein paralleler Algorithmus entwielt, der eine eﬃziente, gut skalierbare Berenung
der vollen zweizeitigen Greenfunktion unter Berüsitigung von verteiltem Speier er-
laubt.
Die FE-DVR-Darstellung ist dabei leit übertragbar auf untersiedlie Systeme und Wesel-
wirkungen, ohne da die Matrixelemente von Ein- und Zweiteilenoperatoren jedes Mal in kom-
plizierter Weise neu berenet werden müen. Außerdem lät si eine drastise Vereinfaung
der Selbstenergien erzielen. Der zweite Punkt ermöglit die Nutzung von Ho- und Höstleis-
tungsrenersystemen, deren Resourcen (in Computerleistung: hauptsäli Speier!) unabding-
bar sind für (einige) der durgeführten Renungen.
Die Anwendbarkeit der entwielten Methoden wird unter anderem für Helium, Beryllium,
Waerstoﬀ und Lithiumhydrid gezeigt, wobei si die Elektronen in einer Raumdimension bewe-
gen und Elektron-Elektron-Korrelationen in der zweiten Bornsen Näherung behandelt werden.
Na einer sorgfältigen Diskuion der selbstkonsistenten Grundzustände besäigt si die vor-
liegende Arbeit mit der Elektronendynamik sowohl im Linear Response Berei als au unter
dem Einﬂu starker externer Felder. Dabei werden die Resultate einerseits mit der Hartree-Fo-
Näherung verglien und andererseits der exakten Lösung der zeit(un)abhängigen Srödinger-
Gleiung gegenübergestellt, um die Güte der zweiten Bornsen Näherung zu untersuen.
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Introduction
e long-range Coulomb interactions between arge carriers—mainly between electrons, pro-
tons1, and electrons and protons—are responsible for the ri, multi-faceted nature of the world
we are living in andwe are a part of. Together with the non-pointlike quantum behavior of the par-
ticles and the spin statistics theorem2, the aractive and repulsive interactions lead to the diverse
(atomic and electronic) structure of all condensed maer [Koh99], the origin of whi is aoci-
ated with the formation of individual atoms and molecules. For an extended solid, for instance, the
ensemble of internal interactions clearly determines whether it is electrically conducting, semicon-
ducting or constitutes an insulator. Furthermore, the interactions mediate thermodynamic and/or
structural phase transitions, participate in the physical and emical properties of (quantum) li-
quids, gases and plasmas, and lead to the existence of ”exotic” quasiparticles su as (indirect)
excitons3 or Cooper (BCS4) pairs [Coo56] whi, as composite bosons, can form Bose-Einstein
condensates [Ket02, CW02] and induce superﬂuidity [Leg99] and superconductivity [Ann04].
1.1 Electron Correlations
All phenomena mentioned in the paragraph above arise in the nonrelativistic framework of a spe-
ciﬁc quantum many-body problem, where the particles are correlated. ereby, in general, the
term ”correlated” means that the particles interact, among one another and with the environment,
via electromagnetic forces and spin (for the study of atomic and molecular systems—apart from the
property of ma5 itself—all gravitational forces can be neglected). However, in quantum many-
body theory, the term ”correlations” is oen used more speciﬁcally: It covers those parts of the in-
teractions that cannot be incorporated into an independent particle model. In perturbation theory,
this ﬁnds its equivalent in the separation of the mean-ﬁeld (Hartree-Fo or Slater-determinant)
1In the presence of neutrons, protons are usually bound into positively arged atomic nuclei by the residual strong
forces. To form protons and neutrons, the strong interaction of the standard model binds together quarks.
2For fermions, this is expreed by the Pauli exclusion principle (Pauli bloing).
3Quasiparticles of an electron and a hole (being spatially separated), e.g., Ref. [BFB11].
4Named aer the Bardeen-Cooper-Srieﬀer theory.
5e ma of the particles is, of course, eential for the transport properties.
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approximation for the system’s total wave function and post-Hartree-Fo methods as, e.g., pro-
vided by the Møller-Pleet formalism [SO96]. Whereas the former method aumes that ea
particle interacts only with the arge distribution due to the other particles6, the laer allow for
systematic corrections of this oversimpliﬁed conception.
Regarding atomic and molecular physics [DE06], correlation eﬀects are responsible for the fact
that already two-electron atoms have a ri electronic structure (for an overview, see Ref. [TRR00])
and reveal very complex (ionization) dynamics when being exposed to strong external ﬁelds,
e.g., [WSD+94, BF99]. ereby, the presence of dynamic correlations drastically limits the direct
numerical solution of the time-dependent Srödinger equation. Currently, the quantum mean-
ical treatment of atomic systems with more than two electrons in full dimensionality, i.e., the treat-
ment of systems beyond the hydrogen molecule, is not feasible without further approximations.
Neverthele, this does not diminish the fundamental interest in electron-electron correlation ef-
fects. On the contrary, due to the emergence of intense and ultra-short laser pulses [BK00, KI09]
as well as novel experimental teniques that allow us to probe electron correlations in a time-
dependent fashion [UMD+97, KGU+04, UUS+07], there exists an increasing demand for detailed
theoretical investigations and ab initio modeling. In order to satisfy this demand, e.g., multi-
conﬁguration teniques [CZK+05, HB11, HLM11] are used to approximate the solution of the
time-dependent Srödinger equation.
However, it is also reasonable to further develop methods that are not based on the many-body
wave function and, instead, allow for a reduced description of interacting quantum many-body
systems. Following this intention, we, in this thesis, apply the method of nonequilibrium Green
functions. Electron-electron correlations, thereby, manifest themselves in non-Markovian, i.e.,
memory eﬀects (retardation).
1.2 Two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym Equations; Overview and Motivation
Being developed about 50 years ago, the two-time (Keldysh-)Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations [KB62,
Kel65a] for the (one-particle) nonequilibrium Green function (NEGF) oﬀer a solid, microscopic
approa to the description of interacting quantummany-body systems far from equilibrium7. e
pioneering works of L.V. Keldysh, G. Baym, and L.P. Kadanoﬀ have been succefully considered
in many contexts, and beyond a great collection of peer-reviewed articles, the interdisciplinary
conferences ”Progre in NonequilibriumGreen’s functions I-IV” held in Rosto (September 1999),
Dresden (August 2002), Kiel (August 2005), and Glasgow (August 2009) as well as the eponymous
Proceedings, published as,
(I) M. Bonitz (Ed.) (World Scientiﬁc, Singapore, 2000),
(II) M. Bonitz and D. Semkat (Eds.) (World Scientiﬁc, Singapore, 2003),
6Some degree of correlation may be aributed to exange eﬀects.
7For two very recent theory reviews by N.J.M. Horing and T. Kita, see Refs. [Hor10] and [Kit10].
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(III) M. Bonitz and A. Filinov (Eds.), J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 35, 011001-012023 (2006), and
(IV) M. Bonitz and K. Balzer (Eds.), J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 220, 001-042 (2010),
witne, that NEGF methodologies, in general, and the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations, in particular,
are of still growing interest in many ﬁelds of resear. Today, ”routine” applications of the method
can be found in quantum transport theory [RS86], in semiconductor optics and electronics [HJ96],
in plasma physics [KSK05] and, respectively, in nuclear and high-energy physics [BM90]. ereby,
the broad spectrum of applications is aributed to the general framework on whi the nonequi-
librium Green functions and their equations of motion are based on: Quantum ﬁeld theory and
quantum statistical meanics.
e Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations (KBE) are integro-diﬀerential equations for the one-particle
NEGF G(1; ¹1), whi, with space-time coordinates8 1 = (~r; t) and ¹1 = (~¹r; ¹t), appears as a two-
time generalization of the reduced (one-particle) density matrix9. Without going into details here
(this is the objective of Chapter 2 of this thesis), the KBE read,
i @
@t
  h^(1)(1)

G(1; ¹1) = C(1  ¹1) +
Z
C
d2 §[G](1; 2)G(2; ¹1) ; (1.1)

 i @
@¹t
  h^(1)(¹1)

G(1; ¹1) = C(1  ¹1) +
Z
C
d2 G(1; 2)§[G](2; ¹1) ;
where both times t and ¹t, and, on the ride hand side, the delta function as well as the integral
are deﬁned on the complex Keldysh contour C. Further, the operator h^(1) incorporates the single-
particle plus mean-ﬁeld energy, and correlations enter via the two-time self-energy functional
§[G](1; ¹1), whi (on diﬀerent levels of many-body perturbation theory) can be constructed by
Feynman diagram teniques and has to be convolved with the nonequilibrium Green function.
Pioneering work on the numerical solution of the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations (1.1) is
due to P. Danielewicz [Dan84a], who in Ref. [Dan84b] has applied the NEGF method to heavy-ion
collisions. ereby, at high beam energies, the modeled dynamics has been studied in the direct
Born approximation10, and comparisons to the (single-time) Boltzmann dynamics have shown that
the KBE approa produces notably superior results. About a decade later, the work ofDanielewicz
has been conﬁrmed and extended to lower energies and densities by H.S. Köhler [Kö95, KM01],
and additional nuclear maer applications including relativistic eﬀects have been presented, see,
e.g., the works of C. Greiner et al. [GWR94] and P. Bożek [Boż97].
In the ﬁeld of dense, correlated electron gases and non-ideal plasmas11, nonequilibrium Green
functions are used by many authors—inter alia byW. Säfer [S96],M. Bonitz [BKS+96], R. Bin-
der [BKBK97] N.H. Kwong [KBBK98], D. Semkat [SKB99, KSB05] and H.S. Köhler [KKY99].
8In general, the vector ~r may also include the spin.
9For the deﬁnition of G(1; ¹1), see Eq. (2.12) in Chapter 2.
10Here, §[G](1; ¹1) is of third order in G.
11Here, we refer to, both, the general one-component plasma (e.g., the hydrogen plasma) and the electron-hole plasma
realized in semiconductors.
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ereby, the subjects of the cited works range from non-Markovian carrier-carrier scaering via
sub-femtosecond relaxation procees, correlation-induced heating and the inﬂuence of initial cor-
relations to a mu-noticed numerical algorithm for propagating the nonequilibrium Green func-
tion for homogeneous fermion systems in the two-time domain, Ref. [KKY99]. From the theoretical
perspective, advances su as the gauge-invariant formulation of the KBEs [KBBS99, BBK+99] or
the derivation of highly-generalized non-Markovian Boltzmann equations [SKB00] have comple-
mented and enried the numerical approaes.
Being closer to speciﬁc experimental setups, the works of H. Haug, P. Gartner and L. Bányai,
e.g., Refs. [HB96, GBH99], deal with the solution of two-time quantum kinetic equations for semi-
conductor electron-hole systems (the interband Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations) including electron-
phonon interaction. Furthermore, by modeling the optically excited carrier dynamics in quantum
dots and wells12, in particular, F. Jahnke and co-workers have generated insight into relaxation
properties and carrier-phonon- as well as Coulomb interaction-induced dephasing meanisms,
see Refs. [GSJ06, LNS+06a, LNS+06b] and references therein.
For practical calculations, all aforementioned works consider the NEGF in momentum space,
whereby, due to the (quasi) homogeneity of the systems, only a single momentum variable is
required, i.e., G(1; ¹1)! G(~p; t; ¹t). en, owing to the non-Markovian integral structure of the
Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations (cf. Eq. (1.1)), the problem to be solved is of dimension D~p + 2, where
D~p=1, 2 or 3, depending on the system’s internal degrees of freedom. Hence, the problem is at
least three-dimensional. On top of that, without further approximations13, the problem size grows
quadratic with time, su that an unlimited integration of the equations of motion is inherently
impoible. From this point of view, solving the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations for spatially
inhomogeneous systems does appear hardly feasible, because one has to account forD~p additional
degrees of freedom leading to a dimensionality of 2(D~p + 1)4 (and le than 8).
Neverthele, with continuously increasing computer power, NEGF methods have become
more and more aractive also for the description of inhomogeneous systems. Again, it is due
to the generality of the method that it has stimulated applications for a variety of ﬁnite systems
su as electrons in atoms and small molecules [SDvL06, DvL07, DSvL06, DvLS06, DvLS06], few-
electron quantum dots [BBvL+09, BB09], molecular junctions [y08], and quantum dot states
coupled to leads [MSSvL08, MSSvL09]. In addition, also applications to laice models in com-
bination with the cluster-perturbation theory [BP11] and to bosons in optical laices [GdSP11]
have been reported. Moreover, the NEGF is used to compute the transport properties of one-
dimensional nanoscale transistors [IKA05] and to simulate the collision of one-dimensional nu-
clear slabs [DRB10, RBBD11]—however, these works mainly focus on the mean-ﬁeld dynamics.
In particular, in Refs. [PvFVA09, PvFVA10], a very systematic analysis of various many-body
approximations ranging from the Hartree-Fo to the T-matrix has been presented, considering
(in a time-dependent fashion) a strongly correlated one-dimensional Hubbard cluster14 consisting
12For an introduction to semiconductor quantum dots, see, e.g., Ref. [BK93]
13As, e.g., provided by the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz [LŠV86].
14We note, that the Hubbard ain has open ends.
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Figure 1.1: Electron dynamics of a one-dimensional Hubbard nanocluster involving six sites and,
respectively, six (panels (a) and (b)) and two electrons (panels (c-e)). Shown is the evolution of the
time-dependent density (or occupation) hn^1i(t) on the ﬁrst laice site aer a ﬁeld of form w(t)=
w0(t) is swited on at siteR=1. e interaction strengthU andw0 are measured in units of the
hopping parameter V =1. While the bla solid curve corresponds to the exact result, the others
refer to the Hartree-Fo approximation (HF, brown dash-doed), the second Born approximation
(BA, green doed), the GW approximation (blue solid) and the T-Matrix approximation (TMA,
red dashed). Figure from M. Puig von Friesen, C. Verdozzi, and C.-O. Almbladh [PvFVA09].
of R = 6 sites and, respectively, N = N" + N# = 2 and 6 electrons (N" = N#). ereby, the
authors have solved the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations (1.1) and, beyond an examination of
the ground state spectral function, have investigated the electron dynamics under the inﬂuence of
weak and strong external ﬁelds. Figure 1.1 (taken from Ref. [PvFVA09]) illustrates the response
of the cluster for diﬀerent interaction strengths U . Note that the system is initially in the ground
state and that the electron density is measured in units of the number of electrons per site and per
spin projection, i.e., n=N(2R) 1.
In panel (a), one observes that, for, both, weak interaction (U = 1) and weak perturbation
(w0=1), all many-body approximations follow well the exact result for the time-dependent den-
sity hn^1i(t), compare the colored lines to the bla line. On the contrary, in the adjacent panel (b),
the simultaneous increase of U and w0 leads to a situation where Hartree-Fo performs rather
poorly while, when correlations are included (see the curves labeled GW, BA and TMA) consis-
tently beer results are obtained. For the Hubbard cluster with only two electrons (panels (c-e)), a
similar trend is observed. In panel (d), it is diﬃcult to compare approximate and exact occupation
dynamics, and, in panel (e), the time-dependent T-matrix approximation appears to produce the
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most accurate results. In summary, this example shows that (i) correlations play an important
role in the dynamics of strongly interacting ﬁnite systems su that a beyond-Hartree-Fo treat-
ment is neceary, and that (ii), along with system size and strength of perturbation, the quality
of the applied many-body approximation can vary in favor of diﬀerent excitation annels. For
this reasons, diﬀerentiated studies also on other systems should be made.
ough it represents a ﬁnite system, the underlying Hamiltonian of the Hubbard cluster in
Figure 1.1 is relatively simple (cf. Eq. (1) in Ref. [PvFVA09]). is is due to the fact, that, ﬁrst, the
electron-electron interaction is short-ranged and that, second, the electrons are aumed to move
only between ﬁxed laice sites. e arge carriers themselves have no spatial extension15, and
the time-dependent density is aracterized by a set of on-site occupation numbers. Consequently,
for the case discued by Figure 1.1, the basis, in whi the NEGF is expreed, has dimension 6.
Rather more complicated is the situation, when the concept of laice sites is abandoned and a
variable arge density distribution has to be resolved in space and time. To this end, the nonequi-
librium Green function G(1; ¹1) can, e.g., be represented on a spatial grid or can be expanded in an
orbital basis that is adapted to the problem considered. When applying grid and, in turn, ﬁnite-
diﬀerence methods16, an eﬃcient way of integrating the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations is
diﬃcult to realize in view of the fact that a large number of grid points (and a small mesh spacing)
will be neceary. For this reason, so far, no numerical work in this direction has been reported
whi explicitly goes beyond the Hartree-Fo approximation and includes correlation eﬀects. On
the other hand, basis expansions of the NEGF according to G(1; ¹1) =Pij i(~r)j (~¹r)Gij(t; ¹t)
are widely deployed: For atomic or molecular systems, the basis functions i(~r) are, e.g., con-
structed from Gau- or Slater-type orbitals, see Ref. [DvLS06, DvL07], and, for quantum dots, it is
a reasonable idea to apply eigenstates of the dot conﬁnement [BBvL+09]. Furthermore, it is oen
poible to optimize the basis set by a separate Hartree-Fo calculation.
As a result of an orbital expansion, the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations (1.1) transform into a set
of matrix equations for the elements Gij(t; ¹t). is directly promotes a numerical treatment. e
drawba is, however, that rather complicated matrix elements for the binary interaction have
to be provided before one can start to integrate the equations of motion. As these ange with
the system under investigation and enter the self-energy in a sophisticated manner, the solution
of the KBEs involves a lot of precomputational analytical and/or numerical eﬀort. In addition,
an oen repeated evaluation of the self-energy kernel §[G](1; ¹1) for many-body approximations
beyond Hartree-Fo will drastically slow down the two-time propagation algorithm [SDvL09].
Hence, within the context of those inhomogeneous systems where, to ensure convergence of the
NEGF and derived observables, eentially more basis functions are needed than for (small- to
moderately-sized) laice models, a spatially and temporally extended solution of the KBEs is very
demanding and limited by the available computer power.
In light of the above discuion, the question arises as to how a proper representation of the
nonequilibriumGreen function can be aieved that allows for an eﬃcient solution of the two-time
15I.e., the inherent structure is neglected for simplicity of the model.
16To account for non-local operators that enter via h^(1)(1) in Eq. (1.1).
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Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations for inhomogeneous but non-laice systems and that, at the same time,
can be applied to a variety of diﬀerent claes of (model) Hamiltonians. As a poible answer to this
question, we, in this thesis, consider a hybrid method that combines the peculiar properties of the
coordinate space with the sparse representation as oﬀered by an orbital basis expansion. Together
with the development of a highly parallelized code whi overcomes hardware limitations, su
an approa (at least for one-dimensional problems) promises a considerable advance towards
extended full two-time solutions of the KBEs.
Finally, we emphasize that the availability of these solutions is, in particular, of relevance if, in
a next step, further approximations su as the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym (GKB) ansatz [LŠV86]
are being applied. In this respect, these calculations serve as well-deﬁned reference solutions. To
follow this logical step will only be a marginal iue within this thesis.
1.3 esis Outline
e outline of this work is as follows.
C 2 (Part I) sets the theoretical framework of this thesis and begins with a general
introduction to quantum statistical meanics and (non)equilibrium Green functions. ereby,
for a fermionic quantum system at ﬁnite temperatures, it presents the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym
equations and brieﬂy reviews the concepts behind conserving many-body approximations. Par-
ticular focus is placed on avoiding the oice of a speciﬁc representation. e Chapter ends with
the equations of motion for the individual Keldysh components of the one-particle NEGF.
In Part II, C 3 and C 4 deal with the numerical methods that are applied to
eﬃciently solve the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations including retardation, i.e., memory eﬀects.
e former introduces the ﬁnite element-discrete variable representation (FE-DVR) and shows
how it is used at great advantage in the construction of the interaction matrix elements and the
self-energies. e laer, implying FE-DVR notation, presents the method of how to integrate the
equations of motion when the system is initially prepared in equilibrium and develops a well-
scalable parallel distributed-memory algorithm for computing the NEGF in the two-time domain.
In addition, the implementation of the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz is discued.
en, in Part III, C 5 outlines the description of atomic and molecular systems in
terms of one-dimensional models. To make the reader familiar with respective areas of applica-
tion, a short (historic) literature overview is presented whi covers the pathway from the one-
dimensional hydrogen and the helium atom in (weak and strong) static and time-dependent exter-
nal ﬁelds including ionization to multi-electron molecules in one dimension that undergo diocia-
tion. ereaer, the underlying model Hamiltonian is discued in detail and the general situation
is illustrated on the example of the diatomic molecule lithium hydride. At the end, the Chapter
gives a brief overview on strong-ﬁeld phenomena and shows that few-electron models being even
simpler than that of helium can be worth studying to aa current iues regarding laser-maer
interaction.
e thesis culminates in the Chapter last but one, C 6, devoted to NEGF results on the
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Table 1.1: Deﬁnition of atomic units [DE06], using the vacuum speed of light c, the electron
ma (arge) me (e), the dielectric constant 0 and the inverse ﬁne structure constant  1 =
40~c/e2137.
Length (Bohr radius) Time Energy (Hartree)
a0 =
40~2
mee2
=
~
mec
0 =
16220~3
mee4
=
~
2c2me
Eh =
e2
40a0
= 2c2me
1 a0  0:529 Å 1 0  24:2 as 1 Eh  27:2 eV
static and dynamic properties of the one-dimensional models of helium (He), beryllium (Be), hy-
drogen (H2), the molecular ion H+3 and lithium hydride (LiH). ereby, all involved electrons are
treated on the same footing, and correlations are included in the second(-order) Born approxima-
tion. Whereas, in the ﬁrst part of this Chapter, the electronic ground state properties are computed
for all mentioned systems from the Dyson equation, the second part covers, in particular, helium
and the lithium hydride. Here, implying dipole and/or ﬁxed-nuclei (Born-Oppenheimer) approx-
imation, the central subject is the nonequilibrium behavior in the presence (non-)perturbative
external ﬁelds. Overall, to aes the quality of the second Born approximation17, the results are
compared to the Hartree-Fo approximation and to exact reference data obtained from the so-
lution of the time-dependent Srödinger equation. On top of that, to explore multi-electron ex-
citations, the last part of the Chapter discues on a slightly diﬀerent model: four electrons in a
one-dimensional quantum well.
Finally, in C 7, some conclusions are drawn.
Unle stated otherwise, atomic units are used throughout the thesis, see Table 1.1.
17In nonequilibrium, this applies to, both, the full two-time evolution of the Green function and the single-time
evolution under the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz.
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P I
Theory

C 2
Quantum Statistical Mechanics
”... (E)quilibrium and nonequilibrium statistical meanics are formally and structurally equivalent
and ... this equivalence is demonstrated by introducing a contour ordering to play the role of the
usual time ordering.” (Quotation from Ref. [RS86]).
is conclusion, drawn by J. Rammer and H. Smith in the Review [RS86], well delineates
the situation when one proceeds from quantum ﬁeld theory in thermodynamic equilibrium to
the nonequilibrium case, and has the consequence that basically all fundamentals known from
(equilibrium) Matsubara theory [FW71, Mah00], e.g., Feynman rules and diagram teniques, can
be transferred and applied to the description of time-dependent procees.
e original work on nonequilibrium statistical meanics and quantum kinetic equations
was pioneered by P.C. Martin [MS59] and J. Swinger [S61] and was developed further by
L.P. Kadanoﬀ and G. Baym [KB62] (in the USA) and, parallel, by L.V. Keldysh [Kel65a] and others
(in the USSR). Regarding the boundary conditions of the kinetic equations, there exist mainly two
approaes that deﬁne self-consistent, stationary initial states: (i) the formulation due to Keldysh
[Kel65a] auming an adiabatically swit-on of the interaction1, and (ii) the use of the grand
canonical ensemble whi leads to an additional imaginary time path.
In the present thesis, we follow the laer approa.
2.1 Quantum Statistical Averages
Let us consider a quantum many-body system of identical particles at a ﬁnite temperature T
( 1 = kBT , with Boltzmann’s constant kB). e exact many-particle state of su a system
is not known. is is a consequence of the system being connected to a bath of other particles,
where, in addition, particles can eventually be exanged with the reservoir (open system). e
laer fact is well incorporated in the mixed state description of the grand canonical ensemble,
whi explicitly allows for variation of particle number.
1e inclusion of initial correlations has become poible due to the work of S. Fujita [Fuj65], A.G. Hall [Hal75] and
P. Danielewicz [Dan84a].
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Figure 2.1: e complex Keldysh (Swinger) time contour C = C(t). Time t2 is later on the
contour than t1, and time t3 is later on the contour than t1 and t2.
In the grand canonical ensemble, the time-dependent observable of any operator O^ is obtained
from,
hO^i(t) = 1
¥0
Tr
h
e K^(t)O^
i
; (2.1)
with the partition function¥0=Tr[e K^(t0)] and the grand canonical Hamiltonian K^(t)=H^(t) 
N^ being time-independent for t < t0. Further, ^ = 1¥0 e
 K^(t0) (N^ ) is just the equilibrium
density (particle number) operator, and is the one-particleemical potential. Due to the equality
U^(t0   i; t0)= e K^(t0) of the unitary time evolution operator U^(t; t0)=Tt e i
R t
t0
d¹t K^(¹t), with
usual time-ordering guaranteed by Tt, we can rewrite2 the above average as,
hO^i(t) = 1
¥0
Tr
h
U^(t0   i; t0) U^(t0; t) O^ U^(t; t0)
i
(2.2)
=
1
¥0
Tr

TC

e i
R
Cd¹tC H^(¹tC)O^

:
Reading from right to le, Eq. (2.2) represents the starting point for the extension of the Matsubara
tenique [Mat55] to nonequilibrium situations, introducing a complex time variable tC = t + i
and a corresponding time-ordering operator TC (cf. second equality in Eq. (2.2)), that acts along
the round-trip Keldysh contour C = C(t), see Figure 2.1.
Despite the fact that Eq. (2.2) allows for calculating time-dependent properties of a quantum
system from ﬁrst principles, it has more consequences:
(i) Formally, the presence of the contour C, motivates a contour algebra for contour-ordered
functions. Su an algebra has been described by D.F. DuBois [DuB67] and D.C. Lan-
greth [Lan67], and ﬁnds its application in the Langreth rules [RS86], see Chapter 2.3.4.
(ii) Particularly for two-time quantities3, su as the nonequilibrium Green function to be de-
ﬁned below, a (3  3) matrix representation is convenient [Wag91]. To this end, diﬀerent
contour branes can be labeled, ”+”, ” ”, and ”j”, cf. Figure 2.1.
2Using the cyclic invariance of the trace.
3In the extended Keldysh space, i.e., including the imaginary-time path from t0 to t0   i.
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(iii) Eq. (2.2) is, a priori, not restricted to the thermodynamic limit, where particle number N
and volume V become macroscopic at NV =const:, but is also applicable to ﬁnite systems as
well as to the ground state (!1).
2.2 Dynamics of Creation and Annihilation Operators
For a many-fermion wave function jfngi = jn1; n2; : : :i with spin orbital [SO96] occupation
numbers ni = 0; 1, particle number N =
P
i ni and inner product hfngjfn0gi =
Q
i nin0i , the
creation (annihilation) of an electron in a single-particle state jii is described by an operator,
f^ yi

f^i

; (2.3)
that acts in Fo space [Foc32], F=L1i=0F (i), according to,
f^ yi jn1; n2; : : : ; ni; : : :i = ( 1)s (1  ni) jn1; n2; : : : ; ni + 1; : : :i ; (2.4)
f^i jn1; n2; : : : ; ni; : : :i = ( 1)s ni jn1; n2; : : : ; ni   1; : : :i ;
where s =Pi 1j=1 nj . Note that f^ij0i = 0 is just a special case of the annihilator action. As result
of Eq. (2.4), one obtains a correctly antisymmetrized (N1)-electron wave function. ereby,
the built-in state antisymmetrization is, in the Heisenberg picture, provided by the equal-time
anticommutation relations4, h
f^i(t); f^
y
j (t)
i
+
= ij ; (2.5)h
f^ yi (t); f^
y
j (t)
i
+
=
h
f^i(t); f^j(t)
i
+
= 0 ;
where f^i(t) and if^ yj (t) are canonically paired, e.g., [Hor10], and the number operator for particles
in a state jii reads,
n^i(t) = f^
y
i (t)f^i(t) ; (2.6)
i.e., N^(t)=Pi n^i(t). e generalization of Eq. (2.6) is given by,
n^ij(t; t0) = f^
y
i (t)f^j(t
0) ; (2.7)
whi is connected to the one-particle density operator, ^(1)ij (t)= n^ij(t; t0)jt=t0 .
Using the creation and annihilation operators (we neglect a superscript ”H” that indicates
the Heisenberg picture), the Hamiltonian for a quantum many-body system including a two-body
4For bosons, creation and annihilation operators, b^yi and b^i, obey corresponding commutation relations and
have actions, b^yi (t) jn1; n2; : : : ; ni; : : :i =
p
ni + 1 jn1; n2; : : : ; ni + 1; : : :i and b^i(t) jn1; n2; : : : ; ni; : : :i =p
ni jn1; n2; : : : ; ni   1; : : :i.
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interaction h^(2) can be expreed in the second-quantized form,
H^(t) = H^(1)(t) + H^(2)(t) (2.8)
=
X
i;j
hijh^(1)(t)jji f^ yi (t)f^j(t)
+
1
2!
X
i;j;i0;j0
hi; jjh^(2)ji0; j0i f^ yi (t)f^ yj (t)f^j0(t)f^i0(t) :
e ﬁrst line divides the Hamiltonian into a non-interacting and an interacting part, where, in
the second line, h^(1)(t) denotes the single-particle contribution, containing kinetic plus potential
energy, and ji; ji= jii 
 jji.
For a given H^(t), the dynamics of the creation and annihilation operator follow from the
Heisenberg equation,
@
@t
f^i(t) = i
h
H^(t); f^i(t)
i
  ; (2.9)
whi yields, 
i @
@t
ij   hijh^(1)(t)jji

f^j(t) = hi; kjh^(2)jj; li f^ yk(t) f^l(t) f^j(t) : (2.10)
Here, any double occurrence of indices implies an additional summation over all states (Einstein
notation). Moreover, Eq. (2.10) depicts the most general form of the equation of motion as it is
not limited to a speciﬁc quantum meanical representation. e usual representation of H^(t),
and, respectively, of Eq. (2.10), using electron ﬁeld operators  ^y(1) ( ^(1)) with 1=(x; t) and spin
included in variable x, is obtained with the transformation to a coordinate basis fjxig,
 ^y(1) =
X
i
hijxif^ yi (t) ;
 
 ^(1) =
X
i
hxjiif^i(t)
!
: (2.11)
One, then, recovers [KB62],
i @
@t
  h^(1)(1)

 ^(1) =
Z
d¹1 h^(2)(1  ¹1)  ^y(¹1)  ^(¹1)  ^(1) ;
with, usually, h^(1)(1) = h^(1)(x1; i @@x1 ; t1) and h^(2)(1  ¹1) = (t1   t¹1) h^(2)(jx1   x¹1j).
Below, instead of the ﬁeld operators, we use the operators f^i(t) in order to emphasize the
general structure. is is of relevance for the basis representation applied in Chapter 3.
2.3 Nonequilibrium Green Functions (NEGFs)
2.3.1 Deﬁnitions
Without applying a speciﬁc representation, the one-particle nonequilibriumGreen function (NEGF)
is deﬁned as,
G(1)i1i¹1(t1; t¹1) =  i
D
TCff^i1(t1)f^ yi¹1(t¹1)g
E
; (2.12)
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whi, according to Eq. (2.2), equals
G(1)i1i¹1(t1; t¹1) =  
i
¥0
Tr
h
U^(t0   i)TCff^i1(t1)f^ yi¹1(t¹1)g
i
:
Note that, due to the presence of the time-ordering operator TC , all times5 vary on the full Keldysh
contour C (cf. Figure 2.1), and that we, therefore, can deﬁne Green functions related to diﬀer-
ent domains in Keldysh space. Moreover, the Green function contains the one-particle (reduced)
density matrix in the limit of equal times (>0),
F (1)i1i¹1(t) = lim!0

 iG(1)i1i¹1(t; t+ )
 def:=  iG(1)i1i¹1(t; t+) ; (2.13)
and, hence, is directly connected to many physically relevant observables6. For the two-particle
nonequilibrium Green function, it is,
G(2)i1i2;i¹1i¹2(t1; t2; t¹1; t¹2) = ( i)
2
D
TCff^i1(t1)f^i2(t2)f^ yi¹2(t¹2)f^
y
i¹1
(t¹1)g
E
: (2.14)
Any n-particle Green function with n>2 is deﬁned likewise taking a prefactor of ( i)n.
2.3.2 e Kadanoﬀ-Baym Equations
e equation of motions for the NEGFs follow directly from the time evolution of the creation and
annihilation operators. G(1) obeys the following pair of coupled integro-diﬀerential equations—the
Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations7 [KB62]:
(KBE I.)
i @
@t1
i1i2   hi1jh^(1)(t1)ji2i

G(1)i2i¹1(t1; t¹1) (2.15)
= C(t1   t¹1) i1i¹1   i
Z
C
dt2 hi1; i2jh^(2)(t1   t2)ji3; i4i G(2)i4i3;i¹1i2(t1; t2; t¹1; t
+
2 ) ;
(KBE II.)
adjoint of Eq. (KBE I.) with t1 $ t¹1 : (2.16)
Here, again, summation is implied over all indices appearing twice. A few remarks are in order:
(i) On the right hand side (r.h.s.) of Eq. (KBE I.), we have introduced the short notation
h^(2)(t1   t2) = C(t1   t2) h^(2) for the generalized two-body interaction.
(ii) e boundary and initial conditions for Eqs. (KBE I.) and (KBE II.) can be summarized in
the Kubo-Martin-Swinger (KMS) conditions8 [Kub57],
G(1)i1i¹1(t0; t¹1) =  G
(1)
i1i¹1
(t0   i; t¹1) ; G(1)i1i¹1(t1; t0) =  G
(1)
i1i¹1
(t1; t0   i) ; (2.17)
where H^(t) is aumed to be time-independent for t<t0.
5We neglect the subscript C in t1, t¹1, cf. Eq. (2.2).
6One-body quantities follow from hO^(1)i(t) =P
ij
F (1)ij (t) hjjo^(1)jii.
7For a bosonic system, the contour integral in (KBE I.) and (KBE II.) has a prefactor of +i.
8Consider Eq. (2.12) at t1; t¹1 = t0   i and use the cyclic property of the trace.
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(iii) e Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations for the one-particle Green function are not closed: Gener-
ally, the equation of motion for G(n) requires information from G(n 1) and G(n+1), see,
e.g., Refs. [KSK05, Hor10]. erefore, Eqs. (KBE I.) and (KBE II.) indicate only the ﬁrst
equations of a complete hierary known as the Martin-Swinger (MS) hierary [MS59].
(iv) A perturbation expansion of G(1) can be performed in the same manner as that of quantum
ﬁeld theory of equilibrium using a generalized S-matrix SC [Kit10]. Equivalently, a formal
closure of the MS hierary is obtained by replacing the contour integral  i RCdt2 : : : on
the r.h.s. of Eq. (KBE. I) by, Z
C
dt2 §(1)i1i2(t1; t2)G
(1)
i2i¹1
(t2; t¹1) ; (2.18)
with the two-time self-energy §(1), being a functional of G(1) and h^(2).
(v) Self-consistent approximations for §(1) in point (iv) obey conservation laws and preserve
particle number, momentum and energy. is iue has been investigated ﬁrst by J.M. Luttin-
ger and J.C. Ward [LW60] analyzing the thermodynamic potential in terms of the exact
self-energy. Later, a suﬃcient condition was given by G. Baym [Bay62]. It states that, if
§(1) is generated from the Luinger-Ward functional © as9,
§(1)i1i2(t1; t2) =
©[G(1)]
G(1)i2i1(t2; t1)
; © = lnhSCi ; (2.19)
the over-all conservation laws are automatically fulﬁlled10. For this reason, approximations
for the self-energy according to Eq. (2.19) are called ©-derivable and can be constructed by
diagram tenique. e topologically distinct diagrams11 for © up to second order (leading
to the second Born approximation of §(1)) are shown in Figure 2.2.
(vi) For completene, we present the explicit structure of the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations in co-
ordinate representation. Replacing the states jii by (spin) orbitals jxi and using,
i1i2 ! (x1   x2) ;
hx1jh^(1)(t)jx2i ! (x1   x2) h^(1)(1) ;X
i2
!
Z
dx2 ;
the ﬁrst equation of motion (2.15) aains the closed form [Kit10, Hor10],
i @
@t1
  h^(1)(1)

G(1; ¹1) = C(1  ¹1) +
Z
C
d2§(1; 2)G(2; ¹1) ; (2.20)
with X (1; ¹1)=X (1)x1;x¹1(t1; t¹1) (X =G;§), and notational simpliﬁcations
C(1  ¹1)=C(t1   t¹1)(x1   x¹1) and
R
Cd2
def:=
R
Cdt2
R
dx2 .
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a
© = + + + + : : :
b
§ = + + + + : : :
Figure 2.2: Topologically distinct ﬁrst- and second-order (skeleton) diagrams for (a) the Luinger-
Ward functional ©[G(1)] and (b) the derived self-energy §[G(1)]. Arrows denote NEGFs, wavy
lines mark two-body interactions h^(2). e ﬁrst two diagrams (being of ﬁrst-order in the inter-
action) lead to the Hartree-Fo approximation, the two subsequent diagrams are added for the
second(-order) Born approximation.
An important quantity subject to a conserving approximation is the average total energy,
cf. deﬁnition (2.8). ereby, in terms of the NEGF, the average one-body energy hH^(1)i is—as all
one-body observables—given by12,
hH^(1)i(t) =  iG(1)ij (t; t+) hjjh^(1)(t)jii ; (2.21)
whereas the determination of the average two-body interaction energy hH^(2)i is somewhat more
involved (>0),
hH^(2)i(t) = 1
2!
hi; jjh^(2)ji0; j0i
D
f^ yi (t) f^
y
j (t) f^j0(t) f^i0(t)
E
(2.22)
=   i
2!
lim
!0
Z
C
d¹t§(1)ij (t; ¹t)G(1)ji (¹t; t+ )
def:=   i
2!
Z
C
d¹t§(1)ij (t; ¹t)G(1)ji (¹t; t+) :
e second equality, including the contour integral, is obtained by comparing the expreion of
Eq. (2.22) to the self-energy deﬁnition (at t¹1>t1 on C):Z
C
dt2§(1)i1i2(t1; t2)G
(1)
i2i¹1
(t2; t¹1) (2.23)
=  i
Z
C
dt2 hi1; i2jh^(2)(t1   t2)ji3; i4i G(2)i4i3;i¹1;i2(t1; t2; t¹1; t
+
2 )
= i
Z
C
dt2 C(t1   t2) hi1; i2jh^(2)ji3; i4i
D
TCff^i4(t1) f^i3(t2) f^ yi2(t+2 ) f^
y
i¹1
(t¹1)
E
= i hi1; i2jh^(2)ji3; i4i
D
f^ yi¹1(t¹1) f^
y
i2
(t+1 ) f^i4(t1) f^i3(t1)
E
:
9An explicit expreion for © is given, e.g., in Ref. [DSvL06].
10is is a direct consequence of the (symmetry) conditions (A) and (B) for a conserving approximation formulated
by G. Baym and L.P. Kadanoﬀ in Ref. [BK61].
11e terms ”irreducible” and ”proper” are oen used as synonyms in conjunction with the resulting self-energy.
12Note that Einstein’s notation is applied.
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2.3.3 e Dyson Equation; Equilibrium Limit
e Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations (KBE I.) and (KBE II.) include the usual Dyson equation for the
equilibrium Matsubara Green function [Mah00] as the special case of G(1)i1i¹1(t1; t¹1) having purely
imaginary time arguments: t1; t¹1 2 ft0   i j0g. In our notation, the Dyson equation has
the form [DvL05],
(DE I.)
  @
@
i1i2   hi1jh^(1)ji2i

GMi2i¹1() = ()i1i¹1 +
Z 
0
d¹ §Mi1i2(   ¹)GMi2i¹1(¹) ; (2.24)
in whi we have applied the transformation rule13,
XMi1i¹1(1   ¹1) =  iX
(1)
i1i¹1
(t0   i1; t0   i¹1) ; X = G;§ ; (2.25)
and the Matsubara self-energy §M functionally depends upon GM and h^(2). e one-particle
equilibrium density matrix is14, then (>0),
F (1)i1i¹1(t  t0) = lim!0G
M
i1i¹1
( ) def:= GMi1i¹1(0 ) : (2.26)
Any self-consistent GM() that satisﬁes Dyson’s equation and the KMS conditions15 (2.17), for
a speciﬁc oice of the self-energy, serves as an appropriate initial state for the time evolution of
a quantum system subject to the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations and the time-dependent Hamiltonian
H^(t) of Eq. (2.8). Due to this signiﬁcance, we want to outline the solution of Eq. (2.24) for three
diﬀerent situations.
First, consider the noninteracting Green function that describes an ideal Fermi system. Here,
the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.24) vanishes due to §M  0. e formal solution of the Dyson equation, then,
reads,
GM() / exp( h^(1) ) : (2.27)
e proportionality factor is obtained from the comparison of hH^(1)i = hijh^(1)jji GMji(0 ) with
the textbook result [Mah00],
hH^(1)i =   @
@
ln¥0

0;V
=
1X
i=0
i ¹n(; i   ) ; (2.28)
at constant fugacity 0=e and volume V , where ¥0=
Q1
i=0[1+e (i )] is the ideal partition
function, ¹n(; )=[1 + exp()] 1 denotes the Fermi-Dirac distribution, and the energies i are
13In equilibrium quantum ﬁeld theory, the Hamiltonian is time-independent whi means that Green functions and
self-energies become functions of time-diﬀerences only.
14In agreement with Eq. (2.13).
15e KMS conditions require GMij() to be antiperiodic in , i.e., GMij( + )= GMij().
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Figure 2.3: Diagrammatic representation of the Dyson equation (2.32) and integration region
(gray) for ﬁxed  =  in GM(). Plain arrows denote G0, double plain arrows indicate GM.
e shaded circle represents the self-energy kernel §K constructed from §M and §0.
eigenvalues of hijh^(1)(t0)jji. Consequently, if the states fjiig together with the energies fig
form an eigensystem of Hamiltonian H^(1), the Matsubara Green function is diagonal,
GMi1i¹1() = i1i¹1¹n(; i   )e (i ) : (2.29)
If, instead of , the particle number is ﬁxed, the emical potential follows from inversion of
equation N=P1i=0 ¹n(; i   ).
Second, consider the Dyson equation under the constraint of the self-energy being time-local,
i.e., when §M() = ()§0. is holds true for any ﬁrst-order perturbation expansion of the
Green function where correlations are being neglected. We write G0 for GM, and readily obtain
the Dyson equation as16,
(DE II.) 
  @
@
i1i2   hi1jfh^(1) +§0gji2i

Gi2i¹1() = ()i1i¹1 : (2.30)
A consistent way to omit the delta function () is to restrict the Green function to [ ; ]nf0g,
see, e.g., Ref. [BF07]. With the above consideration, it is clear that the solution is also of form (2.29)
including renormalized energies and, if neceary, a diﬀerent emical potential. However, we
note, that in Eq. (2.30),§0 functionally depends upon the solution (more precisely, on the one-body
density matrix GM(0 )) su that the Dyson equation must be iterated up to self-consistency17.
In addition, the average total energy is not of form (2.28) but,
hH^i =

hijh^(1)jji+ 1
2
§0ij

G0ji(0 ) : (2.31)
is is a direct consequence of Eq. (2.22).
16e expreions §0ij and hjj§0jji are equivalent.
17For weakly to moderately interacting systems, a suitable starting point may be the noninteracting Green function.
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In the third and most general case, the self-energy §M may have a non-trivial  -dependence.
In this situation, we can use Eq. (2.30) to transform the Dyson equation into integral form,
(DE III.)
GMi1i¹1() = G0i1i¹1() +
Z 
0
d1
Z 
0
d2 G0i1i2(   1) §Ki2i3(1   2)GMi3i¹1(2) ; (2.32)
§Ki1i¹1() = §
M
i1i¹1
()  () §0i1i¹1 ;
whi has the diagrammatic representation as shown in Figure 2.3. Further, it is to be noted that§0
is a functional of G0 only (in ﬁrst order), while the self-energy§M involves ﬁrst- and higher-order
diagrams expreed by the full propagator GM. For self-consistency, Eq. (2.32) is, again, solved by
iteration with GM=G0 as the natural starting point. Moreover, as the Matsubara Green function
is antiperiodic in , cf. Fn. 15 (footnote), it is suﬃcient to solve the Dyson equation on either the
half interval [ ; 0) or (0; ]18. Finally, with Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22), the average total energy reads,
hH^i =

hijh^(1)jji+ 1
2
§M;0ij

GMji(0 ) +
1
2
Z 
0
d §M;1ij ( )GMji() ; (2.33)
where we have introduced §M() = ()§M;0 + §M;1(). It is important to realize that the
ﬁrst-order contributions to the interaction energy extracted from §0 and §M;0 are not identical.
2.3.4 Matrix Formulation and Properties
Generally, the one-particle NEGF can be wrien as a linear combination of two functions with
ﬁxed contour-ordering. ese are called correlation functions and are deﬁned by (for simplicity,
we neglect the state indices i1 and i¹1),
G(1)(t1; t¹1) = C(t1   t¹1) g>(t1; t¹1)  C(t¹1   t1) g<(t1; t¹1) ; (2.34)
g>(t1; t¹1) =  i
D
f^(t1)f^ y(t¹1)
E
;
g<(t1; t¹1) = i
D
f^ y(t¹1)f^(t1)
E
;
where C(t) is the step function along the Keldysh contour. For practical calculations, it is oen
more convenient to unambiguously specify the position of the time arguments on C, i.e., the af-
ﬁliation to a unique bran of the contour, cf. Figure 2.1. To this end, the nonequilibrium Green
function can bee seen as a (3 3) matrix19 in Keldysh space, e.g., [Wag91, MR99],
G(1)(t1; t¹1)!
0BB@
g++ g+  g+j
g + g   g j
gj+ gj  gjj
1CCA ; (2.35)
18e former interval is more convenient as it includes the density matrix F (1)ij = GMij(0 ). Sometimes, also the
symmetric interval [  1
2
; 1
2
]nf0g is being considered, e.g., [PvFVA10].
19ere are nine poibilities to distribute t1 and t¹1 along the contour branes ”+”, ” ”, and ”j”.
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Figure 2.4: Matrix representation of G(1) with components gM (green), gd, ge, g> and g<. Note
that gd and ge can be converted into ea other, see Eq. (2.38), and that g> (g<) on the upper
(lower) triangle ACD (ABC) can be expreed by g> (g<) on the lower (upper) triangle.
in whi time t1 (t¹1) is aributed to the rows (columns). e following notations [BSE06, SDvL09]
are commonly used ( 2 f+; g),
g< = g+  ; g> = g + ; gc = g++ ; ga = g   ; (2.36)
gd = gj ; ge = gj ; gM = gjj :
In the stated order, we have the leer and greater correlation function, the causal and anti-
causal Green function, two (so-called) mixed Green functions20, and the Matsubara Green func-
tion, cf. Figure 2.4. Four of them are completely independent, either gM, gd, g<, and g> or gM, gd,
gc, and ga, since,
gc/a(t1; t¹1) = C([t1   t¹1]) g>(t1; t¹1) + C([t¹1   t1]) g<(t1; t¹1) : (2.37)
Further, we ﬁnd (t; t1; t¹1 2 [t0;1] and  2 [ ; 0]),
gM(0 ) =  ig<(t0; t0) ; (2.38)
gM() =  igd(t0   i; t0) ;
gd(t0   i; t) =
h
ge(t; t0   i(   ))
iy
;
g?(t1; t¹1) =  
h
g?(t¹1; t1)
iy
;
g>(t; t) =  i+ g<(t; t) ;
where the ﬁrst two lines represent the initial conditions for calculating the NEGF by time propa-
gation, cf. Chapter 4, and the last two properties (as indicated by Figure 2.4) allow one to restrict
20Generally, one does not distinguish the origin of the real-time argument.
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Multiplication Convolution
Component c(t1; t¹1)=a(t1; t¹1) b(t¹1; t1) c(t1; t¹1)=
R
Cdt2 a(t1; t2) b(t2; t¹1)
cM aM bM aM ? bM
cd ad be ad  bA + aM ? bd
ce ae bd aR  be + ae ? bM
c> a> b< aR  b> + a>  bA + ae ? bd
c< a< b> aR  b< + a<  bA + ae ? bd
cR aR b> + a> bA aR  bR
cA aA b< + a< bR aA  bA
Table 2.1: Langreth rules for multiplication and convolution of two contour-ordered functions a
and b. e operations  and ? are deﬁned by Eqs. (2.42) and (2.43).
the evaluation of g<(t1; t¹1) to t1 t¹1 and of g>(t1; t¹1) to t1>t¹1. Being equivalent to the usage
of correlation functions, the dynamics can be described also in terms of retarded and advanced
quantities deﬁned as21,
gR/A(t1; t¹1) = C([t1   t¹1])

g>(t1; t¹1)  g<(t1; t¹1)
	
: (2.39)
gR = gc   g< = g>   ga ;
gA = gc   g> = g<   ga :
epartitioning intomatrix components is virtually poible for any two-time function deﬁned
on the contour C. us, the same representation (with identical nomenclature) proves valid for
the self-energy §(1). In particular,
§d(t0   i; t) =
h
§e(t; t0   i(   ))
iy
; §?(t1; t¹1) =  
h
§?(t¹1; t1)
iy
: (2.40)
Moreover, concerning the matrix structure (2.35), complex-time integrals (as they enter the equa-
tions of motions of the NEGF) are of great importance. Let us consider the convolution,
c(t1; t¹1) =
Z
C
dt2 a(t1; t2) b(t2; t¹1) ; (2.41)
of two contour-ordered functions a and b. e decomposition of c into parts is controlled by the
Langreth rules22 [LW72], whi are shown in Table 2.1 and comprise the following shorthand
notation (t1; t¹1 2 C and x; y 2 fR;A; >;<; d; eg),
[ax  by](t1; t¹1) =
Z 1
t0
d¹t ax(t1; ¹t) by(¹t; t¹1) ; (2.42)
21ese are formally obtained by performing a ”Keldysh rotation”, see, e.g., [RS86].
22Synonymously with ”analytic continuation” or ”Langreth theorems”.
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for all quantities ax (by) that allow for a real-time second (ﬁrst) argument. To be conform with
transformation (2.25), we present explicit results for those integrals in Table 2.1 that involve imag-
inary-time (Matsubara) quantities (here, t; t1; t¹1 2 [0;1] and  2 [ ; 0]),
[aM ? bM]() =
Z 
0
d¹ aM(   ¹) bM(¹) ; (2.43)
[aM ? bd](t0   i; t) =
Z 
0
d¹ aM(   ¹) bd(t0   i¹ ; t) ;
[ae ? bM](t; t0   i) =
Z 
0
d¹ ae(t; t0   i¹) bM(¹   ) ;
[ae ? bd](t1; t¹1) =  i
Z 
0
d¹ ae(t1; t0   i¹) bd(t0   i¹ ; t¹1) :
Analogous rules are obtained for the multiplication of two Keldysh space functions (without in-
termediate integration), see the second column in Table 2.1.
Using the the matrix components of G(1) and §(1), the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations
for can be summarized in compact form23 [vLDdf, SDvL09],
(KBE III.)
 @1 ¹1 gM =  +§M ? gM ; (2.44)
@1 g
> = §R  g> +§>  gA +§e ? gd def:= i>1 ;
 g< @¹1 = gR  §< + g<  §A + ge ? §d def:= i<2 ;
@1 g
e = §R  ge +§e ? gM def:= ie ;
 gd @¹1 = gd  §A + gM ? §d def:= id ;
with diﬀerential operators @1 ¹1= @@   h^(1)(t0) and @1;¹1= i @@t1;¹1   h^
(1)(t1;¹1). e ﬁrst equation is
just the Dyson equation in short form, and we call the right hand sides of the remaining equations
collision integrals ix (x=?; ed) as they account for the binary interactions. ereby, the theta
functions included in the retarded and advanced quantities, cf. Eq. (2.39), limit the integration
regions to previous times.
2.4 Summary
In this Chapter, we have given a brief introduction to quantum statistical meanics and its formu-
lation by means of nonequilibrium Green functions. ereby, the description is oriented towards
the extended Keldysh contour C (cf. Figure 2.1) whi consistently depicts the transition from
thermodynamic equilibrium to arbitrary nonequilibrium situations. Furthermore, generality of
the presented formulas and equations is preserved by giving a representation-le formulation in
terms of one-particle spin orbitals jii. Changing the basis is mediated by a linear transformation
of type (2.11).
23In line 2 and 4 of Eq. (2.44), the operators @¹1 are acting to the le.
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e two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations for the diﬀerent Keldysh components of the one-
particle nonequilibrium Green function, see (KBE III.) on page 23, represent the central equations
of this thesis. Starting from self-consistent initial states, their solution in Hartree-Fo and second
Born approximation (cf. Figure 2.2) is the objective of Part III. Since the numerical treatment of
gx (x=M; >;<; e; d) imposes strong allenges on the numerics especially when inhomogeneous
quantum systems are being explored, the design of eﬃcient solution strategies is in the center of
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 (Part II).
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P II
Numerical Methods

C 3
Representation of the
Nonequilibrium Green Function
Although the theory of quantum statistical meanics regarding systems far from equilibrium is
well developed and great progre has been made on the basis of nonequilibrium Green functions
(NEGFs) in the recent decade, see Refs. [BE00, BSE03, BFE06, BBE10] (as highlighted in Chap-
ter 1), there are, from the numerical perspective, still great allenges related to the solution of
the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations in the presence of retardation eﬀects. In addition, further
evaluation and clariﬁcation of the performance of many-body approximations is claimed, partic-
ularly, for strongly correlated systems, see, e.g., Refs. [PvFVA09, PvFVA10].
As already outlined in the introduction of this thesis, the solution of the two-time Kadanoﬀ-
Baym equations for homogeneous fermion systems has been widely explored and the numerical
treatment has been perfected, see Ref. [KKY99]. However, for inhomogeneous and ﬁnite quantum
systems1 including quite a number of discrete bound states, the NEGF approa is still far from
being a standard tool for describing the correlated many-body dynamics. Although the available
computer power is permanently increasing, this has to do with the increased computational com-
plexity in comparison with the application of NEGFs on homogeneous systems. For this reason,
we, in the present Chapter, want to establish a highly useful framework for representing the NEGF
in numerical calculations with large inhomogeneity and spatial extend.
As seen in the previous Chapter, the one-particle NEGF G(1)i1i¹1(t1; t¹1) deﬁned in Eq. (2.12) with
spin orbitals jji (j = i1; i¹1), is in coordinate representation oen abbreviated as G(1; ¹1), where
1=(x1; t1) stands for space, spin and time variables (spin is included in x1). e main purpose of
this Section is to develop an eﬃcient representation regarding the spatial variables in the NEGF.
More precisely, the goal is to set up a hybrid form of grid and basis method whi oﬀers addi-
tional advantages absent in a usual basis expansion, e.g., [BBvL+09]. is becomes poible by
means of the ﬁnite element-discrete variable representation (FE-DVR) to be introduced in Chap-
ter 3.2, whi, at least in one spatial dimension2, provides an easy-to-handle and well-adapted
1ese are subject of investigation in Part III of this thesis.
2We note that straight-forward generalizations to higher dimensionality are not ruled out.
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representation of the nonequilibrium Green function.
But ﬁrst of all, in the following Section, we discu on the spin degrees of freedom.
3.1 Electron Spin Variables
In the zero-temperature limit (!1), the NEGF ansatz and the pure state description in terms of
a many-body wave function merge into one another. is means that, for theNe-electron ground
state, the one-particle nonequilibrium Green function needs to be conform with the spin wave
function jS;MSiwith predeﬁned total spin S andMS=PNen=1mSn 2f S; S+1; : : : ; S 1; Sg
whi involves the spin z-components mSn=12 of the individual electrons. ereby, jS;MSi
obeys,
S^2 jS;MSi = S(S + 1) jS;MSi ; S^z jS;MSi = MS jS;MSi ; (3.1)
S^z;n jS;MSi = mSn jS;MSi ; S^2n jS;MSi =
3
4
jS;MSi ;
where S^ =PNen=1 S^n denotes the total spin operator.
For particle numbers Ne  5, the resulting spin states are summarized in Table 3.1. e ex-
plicit form of jS;MSi can be constructed, gradually, by using Clebs-Gordan coeﬃcients [Pau79,
CS53], by applying generalized spin-ladder operators, see, e.g., Ref. [Mad04], or, directly, by diag-
onalizing the matrix of S^2 in the basis jmS1 : : :mSN i= jx1 : : : xNei with xi2f"; #g. ForNe=2,
we obtain the well-known singlet spin wave function j0; 0i = 1p
2
(j"#i   j#"i), and the three
triplet states j1; 1i= j##i, j1; 0i= 1p
2
(j"#i + j#"i), and j1; 1i= j""i according to the multi-
plicity ofM =2S + 1. For Ne>2, the number of states grows rapidly (with 2Ne ) and additional
degeneracies may occur, see Table 3.1.
Of course, on the level of the many-body wave function, the introduction of jS;MSi makes
sense only for predeﬁned total spin and situations where space and spin degrees of freedom can
be separated3. e symmetry of the coordinate wave function is then adapted accordingly to get
a completely antisymmetric state jfngi.
In the remainder of this thesis, we want to focus on the following two cases:
(S1) singlet states for even particle number Ne, and,
(S2) spin states with the largest poible value of S for Ne either even or odd.
According to Table 3.1, (S1) and (S2) represent spin conﬁgurations whi indicate no additional
degeneracy. Systems with conﬁguration (S1) have an equal number of electrons of ea spin and
are usually referred to as closed-shell4 systems. In molecular orbital theory, also the term ”spin-
restricted” is used to denote the double occupancy of states. Electron ensembles with property
(S2) are indicated as being spin-polarized. ese include, e.g., the triplet states for Ne =2 or the
quintet states for Ne=4.
3Realize that this is generally poible for spin-independent Hamiltonians.
4In contrast to open-shell systems that have, at least, one unpaired electron.
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Table 3.1: Term claiﬁcation for electronic systems with particle number Ne. In total, there exist
2Ne spin states jS;MSi of whi, at ﬁxed total spin,M=2S + 1 are linear independent.
Ne 2Ne Terminology Total spin S MultiplicityM Degeneracy1
1 2 singlet 12 2 n.d.
2 4 singlet 0 1 n.d.
triplet 1 3 n.d.
3 8 doublet 12 2 two-fold
quartet 32 4 n.d.
4 16 singlet 0 1 n.d.
triplet 1 3 three-fold
quintet 2 5 n.d.
5 32 doublet 12 2 ﬁve-fold
quartet 32 4 four-fold
sextet 52 6 n.d.
1 n.d. means nondegenerate.
e advantage of the spin-state constraints is obvious. In both cases, the NEGF can be regarded
as independent of the electron spin variables su that,
G(1)i1i¹1(t1; t¹1)! G
(1)
p1p¹1
(t1; t¹1) ; (3.2)
where p1 and p¹1 label spatial orbitals jp1i and jp¹1i, i.e., spin is excluded, and the creation and
annihilation operators in Eq. (2.12) transform accordingly. e diﬀerence of the spin conﬁgurations
(S1) and (S2) is then parametrically taken into account via the self-energy,
§(1)i1i¹1(t1; t¹1)! §
(1)
;p1p¹1
(t1; t¹1) ; (3.3)
with degeneracy factor , and, again, basis indices p1 and p¹1 referring to spatial orbitals. For the
modeling of closed-shell singlet states, ifNe is even, we set =2 accounting for double occupancy
of states. For any spin-polarized system, it is =1. e explicit construction of§(1);p1p¹1 is discued
in Chapter 3.3.3 including the respective interpretation of self-energy diagrams.
3.2 e Finite Element-Discrete Variable Representation (FE-DVR)
3.2.1 General Idea and Fields of Application
It is well-known that standard grid methods for solving (non-)linear partial diﬀerential equations
usually require very small grid spacings5, if ﬁnite diﬀerence methods are used to approximate the
5To aieve adequate accuracy.
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diﬀerential operators. On the other hand, expansions of the unknown in function space are oen
limited due to the number of elaborate matrix elements that (repeatedly) have to be computed.
In this dilemma, the ﬁnite element-discrete variable representation (FE-DVR) opens a com-
promise approa [CMK+04]. e general idea is to divide the space into a series of ﬁxed ﬁnite
elements, where, in ea element, a few locally deﬁned so-called DVR basis functions act as in-
formation carriers. ereby, the DVR functions rely themselves on a subordinate grid based on a
particular Gau quadrature and, similarly to B-splines with compact support, have optimal inter-
polating aracter. In this sense, the FE-DVR method is a hybrid approa employing, both, ﬁnite
elements (i.e., spatial grids) and, at intervals, a basis representation of the quantity of interest6.
In anticipation of the following Sections, we note that the FE-DVR tenique has the ability to
preserve the best aspects of a grid and a basis and leads to sparse representations of the kinetic
and potential energy (cf. Chapter 3.3.1). is is primarily aributable to the DVR [LHL85] whi
is widely used in quantum emistry [LC07].
Originally, the FE-DVR method has appeared as an alternative to basis set expansions of the
multi-particle wave function entering the time-dependent Srödinger equation (TDSE). Pioneer-
ing work in this direction is due to T.N. Rescigno and C.W. McCurdy (currently at Lawrence Berke-
ley National Lab, Berkeley, California, USA), see Ref. [RM00], as well as B.I. Sneider (National
Science Foundation, USA), see Ref. [SCH06].
Further developments and employment of the method concern scaering problems in com-
bination with time-dependent close coupling [Hu06] and the study of atoms and molecules in
intense ﬁelds. For instance, the bound and continuum states of H+2 as well as its photoionization
cro sections are addreed in Refs. [TMR09a, TMR09b]. e extension to neutral (i.e., molecu-
lar) hydrogen can be found in [TMR10]. Moreover, calculations for the strong-ﬁeld ionization of
molecular ions in circularly polarized light have been reported in Ref. [HC06b]. To date, combined
FE and DVR semes are also used in the implementation of multiconﬁguration time-dependent
Hartree-Fo (MCTDHF), see, e.g., [HLM11, HB11] and references therein.
One of the key properties of the FE-DVR method regarding the propagation of the TDSE, be-
yond its high accuracy at a minimum number of grid points and the avoidance of complicated
matrix elements (see Chapter 3.3.3 below), is the poibility for a highly eﬀective code paralleliza-
tion when using the real-space product ansatz [SC05]. e aievable O(n)-scaling (where n is
the total number of grid points) has been demonstrated on various two- and three-dimensional
problems [SCH06] and leads to crucial computational speed-ups.
In our application of the method, however, these speciﬁc scaling properties are not important.
Instead, we focus on the FE-DVR beneﬁts regarding the treatment of the electron-electron interac-
tions in the two-time self-energy whi, seen individually, require mu computational expense
and many resources in NEGF calculations.
For our purpose, we discu the FE-DVR method in one spatial dimension (1D). e general-
ization to 2D and 3D is straight forward, see, e.g., Ref. [SCH06].
6In our case, this will be the two-time NEGF.
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Figure 3.1: e intervalS as discretized in FE-DVR representation. e generalized Gau-Lobao
(GGL) points xim, withm=0; 1; : : : ; ng  1 in any ﬁnite element [xi; xi+1], are used to construct
a local DVR basis.
3.2.2 Deﬁnitions
We consider a one-dimensional interval S = [0; x0] whi, below and in Part III of this thesis, is
also referred to as simulation box.
First, we arbitrarily partition the interval S into a number of ne ﬁnite elements [xi; xi+1],
i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; ne   1g, see Figure 3.1,
0 = x0 < x1 < x2 < : : : < xne 1 < xne = x0 : (3.4)
Second, in ea ﬁnite element, we establish a pointwise representation of all data in terms of
points that arise from a Gau quadrature rule. is is the basic idea of the discrete variable repre-
sentation and paves the way toward a local polynomial basis. In our case, the DVR is constructed
from the Gau-Lobao quadrature, cf. Appendix A. However, the actual interval boundaries are
not 1 as aumed by usual quadrature rules like Gau-Legendre. Instead, they follow the FE
arrangement of Eq. (3.4). For this reason, we have to consider generalized Gau-Lobao (GGL)
points and similarly generalized aributed weights [RM00]. ese (in element7 i) are deﬁned by,
xim =
1
2
h
(xi+1   xi)xm + (xi+1 + xi)
i
; (3.5)
wim =
1
2
wm(xi+1   xi) ;
where m=0; 1; : : : ; ng   1, cf. Figure 3.1. e standard Gau-Lobao points xm (for ﬁxed ng)
are deﬁned as roots of the derivative of Legendre polynomials Ln(x) according to,
0 =
dLng 1(x)
dx

x=xm
: (3.6)
e corresponding weights wm follow from,
wm =
2
ng (ng   1) [Lng 1(xm)]2
: (3.7)
7Whereas the ﬁrst ﬁnite element is indicated by i=0, the last is indexed i=ng   1.
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Figure 3.2: Integration of a function g(x) in the context of a ﬁnite element-discrete variable repre-
sentation of the interval S=[0; x0]with ne=3 elements ([0; x1], [x1; x2], and [x2; x0]) and ng=5
GGL points. In panel (b), the red curve demonstrates the integrand being expanded in the FE-DVR
basis im(x) of Eq. (3.13) whi las of the DVR functions f00 (x) and fne 1ng 1 (x), cf. Chapter 3.2.3.
Once a speciﬁc set of points fxmg (with aociated weights fwmg) has been computed, we can
approximate an integral G over a function g(x) spanning the simulation box S by segmentally
applying the quadrature rule:
G =
Z x0
0
dx g(x) =
ne 1X
i=0
Z xi+1
xi
dx g(x) 
ne 1X
i=0
ng 1X
m=0
g(xim)w
i
m : (3.8)
As the convergence of the right hand side of Eq. (3.8) to the exact result with respect to the number
of grid points may be faster than polynomially, in many situations a relatively small value of
ng.10 is suﬃcient for a highly accurate G. For an illustration with ne=3 and ﬁve GGL points
per element, see Figure 3.2. Further, we emphasize that, by construction, the integration is exact
for g(x) being a polynomial of degree 2ng   1 and le.
In ea individual ﬁnite element i, the interpolating polynomials behind Eq. (3.8) are of La-
grange type and are usually referred to as DVR or Lobao shape functions f im(x), see Figure 3.3 (a)
and Refs. [RM00, MW88]. eir explicit deﬁnition reads,
f im(x) =
8>><>>:
Y
m0 6=m
x  xim0
xim   xim0
; xi  x  xi+1
0 ; x < xi and x > xi+1
: (3.9)
As all DVR functions equal zero outside their aigned interval [xi; xi+1], they, as desired, deﬁne
a local basis set. Moreover, we notice that the ﬁrst (last) polynomial with m= 0 (m= ng   1)
remains ﬁnite at the le (right) interval boundary xi (xi+1) whereas all the others vanish at both
points, cf. the bla dashed and dash-doed lines in Figure 3.3 (a) and compare with the red curves
form=1; 2; : : : ; ng   2.
For further reference, we collect the most important mathematical properties of the Lobao
shape functions:
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Figure 3.3: FE-DVR basis construction from the Lobao shape functions f im(x) of Eq. (3.9) (see the
red and bla lines in panel (a)) with parameters ne=3 and ng=5. In panel (b), the ﬁrst and the
last DVR function is neglected in the orthonormal basis set fim(x)g, cf. Eq. (3.13), as any physical
quantity is aumed to be zero at and beyond the simulation box boundaries 0 and x0. Further, the
bridge functions (bla) whi extend over two adjacent FEs (element i has overlap with element
i+1) ensure communication between the diﬀerent grid domains and guarantee spatial continuity
of the expanded quantity. In the speciﬁc case shown, the basis has dimension nb=11.
(F1) identity of Lobao shape functions at generalized Gau-Lobao points,
f im(x
i0
m0) = 
ii0
mm0 ; (3.10)
(F2) orthogonality, Z x0
0
dx f im(x)f i
0
m0(x) = 
ii0
mm0w
i
m ; (3.11)
(F3) ﬁrst derivative evaluated at generalized Gau-Lobao points,
df im(x)
dx

x=xi
0
m0
=
8>>>><>>>>:
1
xim
Y
¹m6=m;m0
xim0   xi¹m
xim   xi¹m
; m = m0
m;ng 1 + m0
2wim
; m 6= m0
: (3.12)
Note that, for proving property (F2), the integral has to be evaluated under the usage of the gen-
eralized Gau-Lobao quadrature rule of Eq. (3.8).
3.2.3 FE-DVR Basis Functions
From property (F2) in Chapter 3.2.2, we see that, aer normalization, the Lobao shape functions
enable the construction of an orthonormal basis set whi spans the whole space S = [0; x0] if
the individual ﬁnite elements are properly joined together.
For simulation purposes, we want to aume that any physical quantity vanishes at the bound-
aries of the simulation box (i.e., at x=0 and x=x0) and, of course, outside S . As a consequence,
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we can neglect the DVR functions f00 (x) and fne 1ng 1 (x) in the construction of the basis, see Fig-
ure 3.3 (b). In addition, for continuity of the basis, we combine the last Lobao shape function
f ing 1(x) of element i and the DVR function f
i+1
0 (x) of element i+1 into a single function whi
is referred to as ”bridge” function, cf. the bla lines in Figure 3.3 (b). e remaining basis functions
are called ”element” functions.
e resulting FE-DVR basis [RM00] is deﬁned by,
im(x) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
f ing 1(x) + f
i+1
0 (x)q
wing 1 + w
i+1
0
; m = 0 (bridge function)
f im(x)q
wim
; else (element function)
; (3.13)
wherem is ranging from 0 to ng   2. Further, the FE-DVR basis has dimension,
nb = ne(ng   1)  1 ; (3.14)
and is orthonormal in the sense of the generalized Gau-Lobao quadrature, cf. Eq. (3.8).
Regarding the function g(x) in Eq. (3.8), the removal of the twoDVR basis functionsmentioned
above means that one aumes limx!0 g(x) = limx!x0 g(x) = 0. Consequently, g(x) is not
appropriately represented in the ﬁrst and last element (and so is the integral), see the red curve
in Figure 3.2 (b) whi displays the integrand expanded in the corresponding FE-DVR basis, i.e.,
g(x)Pim cimim(x)with cim=R x00 d¹x g(¹x)im(¹x). We note that this problem is directly related
to the Gibbs phenomenon in Fourier series and concerns all quantities whi are not continuously
diﬀerentiable within the simulation box S .
Although the indices i and m in Eq. (3.13) can be addreed with a single multi-index p =
(i;m), we, in the remainder of this work, keep this notation to avoid ambiguity. Computationally,
it is convenient to use the following arrangement,
p = (0; 1); (0; 2; ); : : : ; (0; ng   2); (0; 0); (1; 1); (1; 2); : : : ; (1; ng   2); (1; 0);
: : : ; (ne   1; 1); : : : ; (ne   1; ng   2) ; (3.15)
where the bridge functions (i; 0) allocate the last position for ﬁxed i, cf. Figure 3.3 (b).
Moreover, a generalization of the FE-DVR basis of Eq. (3.13) to a variable number of DVR
functions in ea element is straight forward, see Ref. [SCH06].
3.3 FE-DVR Hamiltonian; Matrix Elements and Self-energies
In FE-DVR representation, the creation (annihilation) operator [f^ i1m1 ]y (f^ i1m1 ) produces (deletes) a
particle in (from) the state jp1i = j(i1m1)i = i1m1(x). Introducing the kinetic energy t^(1), the
single-particle potential energy v^(1) as well as the notations,
hp1jh^(1)(t)jp2i ! hi1i2m1m2(t) = ti1i2m1m2 + vi1i2m1m2(t) ; (3.16)
hp1; p2jh^(2)jp3; p4i ! ui1i2;i3i4m1m2;m3m4 ;
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with h^(1)(t) = t^(1)( ir) + v^(1)(x; t), the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.8) takes the form,
H^(t) =
X
i1i2
X
m1m2
hi1i2m1m2(t) [f^
i1
m1(t)]
yf^ i2m2(t) (3.17)
+
X
i1:::i4
X
m1:::m4
ui1i2;i3i4m1m2;m3m4 [f^
i1
m1(t)]
y[f^ i3m3(t)]
yf^ i2m2(t)f^
i4
m4(t) :
e matrix elements (the one- and two-electron integrals) deﬁned by Eq. (3.16) have to be
evaluated in the FE-DVR basis speciﬁed. ereby, in contrast to an arbitrary (non-FE-DVR) ba-
sis8, it turns out that, for any partitioning of the simulation box according to Eq. (3.4), all matrix
elements aain simple, semianalytical forms, cf. Ref. [CMK+04]. e results are discued below.
Moreover, concerning the nonequilibrium Green function and the self-energy of Eq. (3.2) and
Eq. (3.3), from now on, we notify the FE-DVR representation by,
G(1)p1p¹1(t1; t¹1)! gi1i¹1m1m¹1(t1; t¹1) ; (3.18)
§(1);p1p¹1 [G
(1); h^(2)](t1; t¹1)! §i1i¹1;m1m¹1 [g; u](t1; t¹1) ;
where the coordinate representation is recovered by9,
G(1)(x1t1; x¹1t¹1) =
X
i1m1
X
i¹1m¹1
i1m1(x1)
i¹1
m¹1
(x¹1) g
i1i¹1
m1m¹1
(t1; t¹1) : (3.19)
e (33)matrix structure on the Keldysh contour C, cf. Chapter 2.3.4, is indicated by giving the
appropriate index x2fM;R;A; >;<; d; eg in gx and §x.
3.3.1 Single-particle Energy
In FE-DVR representation, the matrix of the single-particle contribution v^(1) to the potential en-
ergy is readily evaluated. Following property (F1), the matrix is completely diagonal with regard
to element and DVR indices (cf. also Figure 3.4),
vi1i2m1m2(t) =
Z x0
0
dxi1m1(x) v^
(1)(x; t)i2m2(x)
= i1i2m1m2~v
i1
m1(t) ; (3.20)
where
~vi1m1(t) =
8<: v^
(1)(xi1ng 1; t) ; m1 = 0
v^(1)(xi1m1 ; t) ; else
: (3.21)
e same expreion holds for any other local operator, e.g., for the dipole operator d^(1).
8E.g., the basis of eigenstates of the potential v^(1)(x).
9e same expreion holds for the self-energy §(1) (x1t1; x¹1t¹1).
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Some care needs to be taken when evaluating the matrix elements of the kinetic energy, whi,
in atomic units, involves the operator t^(1)= r22 :
ti1i2m1m2 =
Z x0
0
dxi1m1(x) t^
(1) i2m2(x) : (3.22)
e reason for a careful analysis of Eq. (3.22) is the nonlocality caused by the second derivative and
the fact that all basis functions10 im(x) have discontinuous derivatives at the element boundaries
x
¹i (¹i2f0; 1; : : : ; neg), cf. deﬁnition (3.13). We note, that, usually, smooth orbitals are required to
correctly deﬁne the kinetic energy.
Following Ref. [RM00], the consistent expreion for the second derivative of a FE-DVR basis
function considered under an integral is given by,
r2im(x) =
8><>:
r2im(x) ; x 6= x¹i
rim(x+) rim(x )

(x  x¹i) ; x = x¹i
; (3.23)
where the second line takes into account that the ﬁrst derivative is not continuously diﬀerentiable
at the element boundaries. e indices ”+” and ” ” denote the right- and le-hand limit. Hence,
we can write,
ti1i2m1m2 = 
1
2
X
¹i
lim
!0
Z x¹i+1 
x¹i+
dxi1m1(x)r2i2m2(x) (3.24)
  1
2
X
¹i
Z x0
0
dxi1m1(x)

ri2m2(x+) ri2m2(x )

(x  x¹i)
=  1
2
X
¹i
lim
!0
h
i1m1(x)ri2m2(x)
ix¹i+1 
x¹i+
(3.25)
+
1
2
X
¹i
lim
!0
Z x¹i+1 
x¹i+
dx
h
ri1m1(x)
i h
ri2m2(x)
i
  1
2
X
¹i
lim
!0
i1
m1(x)

ri2m2(x
¹i + ) ri2m2(x
¹i   )

=
1
2
(i1i2 + i1;i21)
Z x0
0
dx
h
ri1m1(x)
i h
ri2m2(x)
i
: (3.26)
Here, we have integrated by parts and, in Eq. (3.25), the ﬁrst and the third term cancel. e last
equality is due to the fact that the basis functions have non-vanishing overlap only in the same
and adjacent elements, compare with Figure 3.3. Performing the integral in Eq. (3.26), we arrive
10Although they have no jump discontinuities, the basis functions are not smooth beyond element boundaries.
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a b c
Figure 3.4: Matrix structure of the potential energy vi1i2m1m2 , panel (a), the kinetic energy ti1i2m1m2 ,
panel (b), and the interaction part ~ui1i2m1m2 of Eq. (3.31), panel (c), in ﬁnite element-discrete variable
representation. e arrangement of multi-indices p1;2=(i1;2;m1;2) is as in Eq. (3.15). Within the
simulation box S=[0; x0] with x0=3 a0, we, exemplarily, have osen the potentials v^(1)(x)=
1
2(x   32)2 and h^(2)(jx   ¹xj) = [(x   ¹x)2 + 1] 1/2 in atomic units. e color coding ranges
from negative values (blue) and zero (white) to positive values (orange). With non-equidistant
subintervals and nb = 11 basis functions, the FE-DVR basis is as in Figure 3.3. Moreover, the
speciﬁc form of the interval partitioning is responsible for the broken symmetry and dominating
matrix elements in the upper le corner, see in particular panel (b).
at the ﬁnal result,
ti1i2m1m2 = (3.27)
1
2
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
i1i2(~t
i1
ng 1;ng 1 + ~t
i1+1
00 ) + i1;i2+1~t
i1
ng 1;0 + i1;i2 1~t
i2
0;ng 1
[(wi1ng 1 + w
i1+1
0 )(w
i2
ng 1 + w
21+1
0 )]1/2
; m1 = m2 = 0
i1i2~t
i1
ng 1;m2 + i1;i2 1~t
i2
0m2
[wi1ng 1 + w
i1+1
0 ]1/2
; m1 = 0;m2 > 0
i1i2~t
i1
m1;ng 1 + i1;i2+1~t
i1
m10
[wi1m1(w
i2
ng 1 + w
i2+1
0 )]1/2
; m1 > 0;m2 = 0
i1i2~t
i1
m1m2
[wi1m1w
i1
m2 ]1/2
; m1;m2 > 0
;
where the quantity ~t is connected to the ﬁrst derivative of the Lobao shape functions, cf. property
(F3) in Chapter 3.2.2,
~tim1m2 =
X
m
h
rf im1(xim)
i h
rf im2(xim)
i
wim : (3.28)
Moreover, from Eq. (3.26) and Eq. (3.27), we see, supposing the index arrangement of Eq. (3.15),
that the kinetic energy matrix in FE-DVR representation has a blo diagonal structure. A more
detailed analysis yields that these blos have a single element overlap at ti1i2m1m2 withm1=m2=0,
compare with Figure 3.4.
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3.3.2 Interaction Energy
In nonequilibrium Green function theory, the interaction energy11 is connected to the two-time
self-energy §[g; u] of Eq. (3.18), whi, functionally, involves knowledge of the Green func-
tion g and the matrix elements u of the binary interaction potential (the two-electron integrals),
cf. Eq. (3.16). In the FE-DVR picture and in the physicist’s notation12, using the pure form without
anti-symmetrization, the two-electron integrals are deﬁned by,
ui1i2;i3i4m1m2;m3m4 =
Z x0
0
dx
Z x0
0
d¹xi1m1(x)
i3
m3(¹x) h^
(2)(jx  ¹xj)i2m2(x)i4m4(¹x) ; (3.29)
and are symmetric with respect to the interange of (i1m1)$ (i2m2), (i3m3)$ (i4m4) and
pairs (i1m1; i2m2)$ (i3m3; i4m4). Evaluating the integrals in Eq. (3.29), we ﬁnd a high degree
of diagonality:
ui1i2;i3i4m1m2;m3m4 = 
i1i2
m1m2
i3i4
m3m4 ~u
i1i3
m1m3 : (3.30)
We emphasize already at this point that it is this property whi will greatly simplify the summa-
tion over parts of Feynman skeleton diagrams in Chapter 3.3.3, and, hence, will make the FE-DVR
method favorable in comparison to other basis sets. Only in coordinate representation, a similar
result is obtained.
e elements of matrix ~u deﬁned in Eq. (3.30) are readily obtained with use of Eq. (3.20):
~ui1i3m1m3 =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
h^(2)(jxi1ng 1   xi3ng 1j) ; m1 = m3 = 0
h^(2)(jxi1ng 1   xi3m3 j) ; m1 = 0 and m2 > 0
h^(2)(jxi1m1   xi3ng 1j) ; m1 > 0 and m2 = 0
h^(2)(jxi1m1   xi3m3 j) ; m1;m2 > 0
: (3.31)
We note, that ~u is symmetric but cannot be simpliﬁed any further in ﬁnite element-discrete variable
representation, i.e., in comparison with the (blo) diagonal potential (kinetic) energy of Chap-
ter 3.3.1, all matrix elements have to be taken into account in practical calculations. However, in
contrast to the full u of Eq. (3.29), the memory requirement of whi scales asO(nb4), the matrix
~u is very memory-friendly.
Figure 3.4 (c) shows the structure of matrix ~ui1i2m1m2 for the case of a so-Coulomb potential
h^(2)(jx  ¹xj)=[(x  ¹x)2 + 1] 1/2 (in atomic units) and a FE-DVR basis of size nb=11.
3.3.3 Lowest-order Self-energies
Using the matrix elements of the interaction potential deﬁned above by Eqs. (3.29) to (3.31), we can
state explicit expreions for the self-energy. Here, we consider irreducible (topologically distinct)
11For the corresponding expectation value, see Chapter 5.2.
12For the usual emist’s notation, see, e.g., Ref. [SO96].
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Feynman diagrams up to the second Born approximation as depicted in Figure 2.2 of Chapter 2.
Also, we aume, respectively, a spin-restricted (i.e., closed-shell) or a spin-polarized system, cf.
the cases (S1) and (S2) outlined in Chapter 3.1.
Due to the high degree of diagonality found in the previous Section, in a FE-DVR basis, in-
teraction lines are represented by elements of the matrix ~u whi is of same dimension than the
Green function g. Consequently, §[g; u] =§[g; ~u] whi signiﬁes a drastic simpliﬁcation (see
the discuion below) [BBB10a]. In addition, according to the Feynman rules [BF07], any closed
propagator loop is multiplied by a spin degeneracy factor of  = 2 (for electrons) to account for
double occupancy of states if a closed-shell system is being described13. Otherwise, =1.
e (ﬁrst-order) Hartree-Fo self-energy is then given by,
§HF;i1i2;m1m2 [g; ~u](t; t
0) = C(t  t0)§HF;i1i2;m1m2 [g; ~u](t) (3.32)
= C(t  t0)

§H;i1i2;m1m2 [g; ~u](t) + §
F;i1i2
m1m2 [g; ~u](t)

;
where,
§H;i1i2;m1m2 [g; ~u](t) = =  i  i1i2m1m2
X
im
~ui1im1m g
ii
mm(t; t
+) ; (3.33)
§F;i1i2m1m2 [g; ~u](t) = = i ~u
i2i1
m2m1 g
i2i1
m2m1(t; t
+) : (3.34)
In the second(-order) Born approximation, we add the non-local expreion,
§2ndB;i1i2;m1m2 [g; ~u](t; t
0) = +
=
X
im
X
¹i ¹m
~ui1im1m ~u
¹ii2
¹mm2 g
i¹i
m ¹m(t
0; t) (3.35)


 gi1i2m1m2(t; t
0) g¹ii¹mm(t; t
0)  gi1¹im1 ¹m(t; t0) gii2mm2(t; t0)

;
whi has a direct term, involving , and an exange contribution.
13For electrons, =2+1 with spin magnitude = 1
2
[Kit10].
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In the general case (e.g., compare with Ref. [BBvL+09]), the calculation of a self-energy §
involving M vertex points in its diagrammatic representation requires nb2M 2 summations for
ea of the nb2 matrix elements. However, due to the speciﬁc form of u in FE-DVR representation,
a lot of summations can be omied. e reduction of complexity is considerable,
O

nb
2M 2! O nbM 2 : (3.36)
Hence, the evaluation of a single matrix element of the Hartree term scales linear in nb rather
than quadratically, and the scaling behavior of the exange contribution14 is independent of
nb. Very signiﬁcant improvement is obtained for second- and, principally, also for all higher-
order self-energy contributions. Concerning the second Born term, cf. Eq. (3.35), for ea element
§2ndB;i1i2;m1m2 (t; t
0), the eﬀort is reduced from O(nb6) to a quadratic scaling, O(nb2). For clariﬁca-
tion, we emphasize that, in Eqs. (3.32) to (3.35), any summation over p= (i;m) is equivalent to
summing over the total basis size nb.
at the scaling of Eq. (3.36) is of great beneﬁt to the practical implementation is elucidated
by the following example: Suppose a typical basis size of nb=50. en, concerning the Hartree
self-energy (whereM=2), a number of 2500 summations have to be performed when a non-FE-
DVR basis is used. On the contrary, in the FE-DVR case, only 50 summations are required. On top
of that, the exange term involves only the multiplication of two matrix elements (cf. Eq. (3.34))
instead of a full matrix multiplication consuming 2500 additional summations.
Of course, the reader may ask why a direct implementation of the above self-energy expres-
sions is advantageous in the context of available, highly eﬃcient linear algebra routines. Indeed,
for the Hartree-Fo part, the scaling is le important. However, already at the level of the second-
order self-energy (withM=4), the situation becomes dramatic. Here, the number of summations
is 506=1:5625 1010 against 2500 per matrix element §2ndB;i1i2;m1m2 (t; t0). is means a computa-
tional reduction of more than six orders of magnitude when a FE-DVR basis is used. Particularly
with reference to the fact that higher-order self-energies have to be computed for diﬀerent time-
arguments during the propagation of the NEGF (see Chapter 4), the FE-DVR scaling turns out to
be highly favorable15.
3.4 Summary
In this Chapter, we have outlined the representation of the one-particle (two-time) nonequilibrium
Green functionG(1)i1i¹1(t1; t¹1), cf. Eq. (2.12), in terms of a speciﬁcally designed basis in real space—the
FE-DVR basis im(x) introduced in Eq. (3.13). On the one hand, this one-dimensional basis is very
special from the constructional point of view, but, on the other hand, it oﬀers great ﬂexibility due
to its grid-based origin aributed to the partitioning of the simulation box into ne ﬁnite elements
14Regarding a single matrix element §F;i1i2m1m2(t).
15For algorithm speed-up, previous NEGF codes [BBvL+09] usually perform various tests for small self-energy con-
tributions and neglect those in the high-dimensional summation. However, this is at the expense of accuracy, and can
be fully avoided in the present FE-DVR formalism.
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(FE). In addition, within the FEs, a number of ng 1 locally interpolating functions that arise from
the discrete variable representation (DVR) enable excellent spatial resolution.
Further, spin is included into the formalism in terms of a degeneracy factor  allowing for the
description of spin-polarized systems (with  = 1, e.g., H2 in the triplet state, cf. Chapter 6) and
closed-shell systems (with =2, comprising singlet states for even particle number). In order to
simultaneously take both cases into account in the numerics16, the nonequilibrium Green function
is normalized with respect to Ne/, where Ne is the system’s total particle number. Hence, the
degeneracy factor only parametrically enters in the self-energies of Eqs. (3.32) and (3.35) and needs
to be considered when calculating observables, see Chapter 5.
In FE-DVR representation, the matrix elements required in the equations of motion for the
NEGF (see below) are obtained in simple semianalytic fashion. ereby, in contrast to other basis
sets, the FE-DVR method maintains the beneﬁcial properties of the coordinate representation and
reduces the four-indexed quantity u (the two-electron integrals, cf. Eq. (3.29)) to a two-indexed
quantity ~u. By considerably improving the scaling with basis size, this has great advantages in the
construction of the ﬁrst-, second- and, principally, all higher-order self-energies (Chapter 3.3.3).
Further, the only required input for a FE-DVR basis setup in an interval [0; x0] with deﬁned FEs
are Gau-Lobao points xm and their aigned weights wm (for details and a table of relevant
sets fxm; wm} with ng=3 to 15, see Appendix A).
In summary, the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations read in FE-DVR representation17,
(FE-DVR I.)
i @
@t
i1i2m1m2   ¹hi1i2m1m2 [g; ~u](t)

gi2i¹1m2m¹1(t; t
0) = C(t  t0) i1i¹1m1m¹1 (3.37)
+
Z
C
dt2§2ndB;i1i2;m1m2 [g; ~u](t; t2) g
i2i¹1
m2m¹1
(t2; t0) ;
(FEDVR II.)
adjoint of Eq. (FE-DVR. I.) with t$ t0 ; (3.38)
where time-local self-energies are absorbed in the single-particle energy (hi1i2m1m2(t) = ti1i2m1m2 +
vi1i2m1m2(t), cf. Eq. (3.16) and Chapter 3.3.1),
¹hi1i2m1m2 [g; ~u](t) = h
i1i2
m1m2(t) + §
HF;i1i2
;m1m2
[g; ~u](t) : (3.39)
For completene, we also present the Dyson equation for the equilibrium Matsubara Green
16Details are presented in Chapter 4.
17As stated above, the notation implies summation over all indices that appear twice.
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function in FE-DVR notation (cf. Eq. (2.32) and note transformation (2.25)),
(FE-DVR III.)
gM;i1i¹1m1m¹1() = g
0;i1i¹1
m1m¹1
() (3.40)
+
Z 
0
d1
Z 
0
d2 g0;i1i2m1m2(   1)§K;i2i3;m2m3 [g0; gM; ~u](1   2) gMi3i¹1m3m¹1(2) ;
with,
§K;i2i3;m2m3 [g
0; gM; ~u]() = §2ndB;i2i3;m2m3 [g
M; ~u]()  ()§HF;i2i3;m2m3 [g0; ~u] ; (3.41)
where the mean-ﬁeld (Hartree-Fo) Green function g0() follows from (cf. Eq. (2.30); for times
t<t0, Hamiltonian (3.17) has no explicit time-dependence),
(FE-DVR IV.)
  @
@
i1i2m1m2   ¹hi1i2m1m2 [g0; ~u](t0)

g0;i2i¹1m2m¹1() = () 
i1i¹1
m1m¹1
: (3.42)
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C 4
Solving the
Two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym Equations
Primarily, in this thesis, we are aiming at solving the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations without
further approximations1 except for the self-energy §(t; t0) whi, however, remains a two-time
quantity in a beyond-mean-ﬁeld treatment, cf. Chapter 3.3.3. ereby, as outlined in the previ-
ous Chapter, the FE-DVR method provides a ﬂexible basis and an accurate representation of the
NEGF. However, apart from greatly simplifying the construction of the self-energies and hav-
ing, in general, the potential to reduce the neceary basis size, the use of ﬁnite elements and the
discrete variable representation has no further advantages referring to the time evolution of the
nonequilibrium Green function.
Whereas Hartree-Fo-type solutions of the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations (FE-DVR I.+II.)2 are
readily obtained by solely propagating the one-particle density matrix (or the leer correlation
function g<(t; t0)jt=t0 ), full two-time solutions are still a allenging iue due to the computa-
tional cost whi scales as t2f , where tf is the total simulation length (or time). For fast decaying
integration kernels3, there exist computational teniques to improve the scaling behavior, see,
e.g., Ref. [Zwo08]. However, for systems that are basically not connected to an environment (as
the atomic and molecular models to be discued in Part III of this thesis) su an approa is not
applicable as, here, correlations are fairly persistent. Consequently, one has to account for the
complete history of the non-Markovian dynamics.
For this reason, if further approximations su as the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz (see
Chapter 4.3) are to be avoided, an eﬃcient two-time propagation algorithm is required that is
able to handle large NEGF data without immense lo in performance. Applying state-of-the-
art high-performance computing strategies, we, in Chapter 4.2, develop an advanced method of
propagation on the basis of the (serial) propagation seme described in Refs. [SDvL09, PvFVA10]
1I.e., the present approa is distinct to the frequently used concept of utilizing the NEGF framework to derive
single-time master (transport) equations.
2See the summary of the previous Chapter.
3e right hand sides of the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations (FE-DVR I.+II.).
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(for a recapitulation see Chapter 4.1 and Appendix B). As a result of this development, we obtain
a parallel algorithm whi involves only small overhead due to inter-proce communications and
is ready for supercomputer usage.
4.1 Method of Propagation
4.1.1 Preparation of Initial States
According to Eq. (2.38) in Chapter 2, at time t0, any initial state is uniquely deﬁned by,
g<;i1i2m1m2(t0; t0) = i g
x;i1i2
m1m2(0
 ) ; g>;i1i2m1m2(t0; t0) =  i gx;i1i2m1m2( ) ; (4.1)
gd;i1i2m1m2(t0   i; t0) = i gx;i1i2m1m2() ;
where, in FE-DVR notation, gx;i1i2m1m2() is a Matsubara Green function on the imaginary part of the
Keldysh contour C. In order to ensure stationarity, for a given many-body approximation, gx must
be a self-consistent solution of the Dyson equation, i.e., x=0;M. Here, g0 generally denotes the
Matsubara Green function in Hartree-Fo approximation, and, with gM, we refer to the second
Born approximation, cf. Eqs. (FE-DVR III.) and (FE-DVR IV.) in the summary of Chapter 3.
e Hartree-Fo Green function is obtained in the form,
g0;i1i2m1m2() = c
ii1
mm1 c
ii2
mm2 g
i
m[g
0]() ; (4.2)
where,
gim[g
0]() = ¹n(; im[g
0]) exp

  im[g0]

; (4.3)
and ¹n(; ) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. Further, im are the eigenvalues of the real, symmetric
matrix4 ¹h[g0; ~u] renormalized by the emical potential , compare with Eq. (2.29) of Chapter 2.
e components of the eigenvectors of ¹h are denoted ci1i2m1m2 and enter Eq. (4.2). We emphasize that
the emical potential  is obtained implicitly by enforcing the correct normalization to ¹n(; ),
i.e., Ne 1=
P
im ¹n(; 
i
m).
Due to the dependence5 of ¹h on g0, the self-consistent initial state has to be determined iter-
atively su that ¹h and g0() become stationary. ereby, an arbitrary symmetric density ma-
trix g0;i1i2m1m2(0 ) serves as starting point. Moreover, we note that the  -dependence is steadily of
exponential form, but, in comparison with the Hartree-Fo orbital picture represented through
Eq. (4.3), cf. also [BBvL+09], in the FE-DVR basis (Eq. (4.2)), ea matrix element of g0 contains a
superposition of many diﬀerent exponentials.
In the zero-temperature limit (!1), the iterative procedure is similar to the self-consistent
ﬁeld (SCF) method [SO96] whi allows for computation of the Hartree-Fo ground state wave
function. In addition, the emical potential is then situated within the HOMO-LUMO gap, i.e.,
4¹h is the Hartree-Fo energy deﬁned in Eq. (3.39).
5To be precise, the dependence of Eq. (4.3) on the Green function g0 is not fully functionally, because ¹h only depends
on the one-particle density matrix g0;i1i2m1m2(0 ).
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in the energy interval between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). If we call the Hartree-Fo orbital energies6 1; 2; : : : ; nb
and sort them by energy, the emical potential is given by = 12(Ne 1 + Ne 1+1).
If neceary, as in SCF calculations, diﬀerent methods su as averaging (damping) or extrap-
olation semes can be used to promote convergence, see, e.g., Ref. [Jen99].
To calculate the self-consistent initial state in the second Born approximation, the full Dyson
equation (3.40) needs to be iterated starting from the Hartree-Fo Green function (gM!g0 in the
ﬁrst evaluation of the right hand side):
gM;i1i2m1m2() = g
0;i1i2
m1m2() + i
(2);i1i2
m1m2 [g
0; gM; ~u]() ; (4.4)
where, cf. Ref. [BBB10b],
i(2);i1i2m1m2 [g
0; gM; ~u]() =
Z 
0
d¹ g0;i1im1m(   ¹) i(1);ii2mm2 [g0; gM; ~u](¹) ; (4.5)
i(1);i1i2m1m2 [g
0; gM; ~u]() =
Z 
0
d¹ §K;i1i;m1m[g
0; gM; ~u](   ¹) gM;ii2mm2(¹) ;
and the self-energy kernel §K is deﬁned as in Eq. (3.41). For the domain of integration for ﬁxed 
in Eq. (4.4), remember Figure 2.3 in Chapter 2. With Eq. (4.5), the collision term has been divided
into two separate convolution integrals whi, in ea iteration cycle, are solved consecutively.
is approa, at least in the FE-DVR context, has been found to be more stable, controllable and
substantially more eﬃcient (for large nb) than transforming the Dyson equation (3.40) into a set
of linear equation systems, for details, see Refs. [BBvL+09, DvL05]. Moreover, it saves memory
and allows for an easier code parallelization.
As in previous works [BBvL+09], we use a uniform power mesh [DvL05, KE02] to discretize
all functions on the  -interval [ ; 0]. ereby,  =0 means the limit ! 0 , and, as outlined
in Chapter 2, the Matsubara Green function for positive  can be obtained via the antiperiodicity
property of gx (x=0;M). Generally, the uniform power mesh provides an accurate representation
of the Green function7 whi is peaked around =  and =0, see Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), and note
that electron correlations will only lead to small deviations in the exponential decay or increase.
Being adapted to this behavior, the mesh is osen dense around both interval endpoints. It is
constructed by np   1 bisections of the lower (upper) part of the interval [ ; 12] ([ 12; 0])
and the introduction of an even-spaced grid of nu + 1 points in ea resulting subinterval. e
total number of grid points is then n = 2nunp + 1 and the smallest, respectively, largest mesh
spacing reads (2npnu) 1 and (4nu) 1. For the treatment of g0 and §K at the time diﬀerences
   ¹ whi not necearily meet a mesh point, cf. Eq. (4.5), we linearly interpolate.
During the iteration of the Dyson equation (4.4), a very sensitive parameter is the particle
number Ne = 
P
im g
M;ii
mm(0
 ), the preservation of whi may strongly depend on the speciﬁc
oice of mesh parameters nu and np. Further, as abort criterion, we recommend testing the
6ese are the non-renormalized eigenvalues of matrix ¹h.
7For a diﬀerent but equivalent numerical treatment of the Keldysh contour C, see, e.g., Ref. [PvFVA10].
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absolute norm8 of the one-particle density matrix and the correlation energy9 for convergence.
ereby, the correlation energy has the advantage of acting as a global convergence measure
because it involves information of all  , cf. Eq. (5.7).
4.1.2 Full Two-time Propagation of the NEGF
For integrating the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations (FE-DVR I.) and (FE-DVR II.) in the presence of
external ﬁelds (included via ¹h(t), cf. Eq. (3.39)) [KKY99], we straight forwardly discretize both
time arguments of g?(t; t0) in units of , where in atomic units  10 1. For a diﬀerent approa
using relative and center-of-ma variables see, e.g., Ref. [ZHWC03]. Further, we make use of the
symmetry between g> and g<, cf. Eq. (2.38), and arrive at the two-dimensional grid displayed in
Figure 4.1, see the open and closed dots. Concerning the mixed Green functions gd( i; t) (and
ge(t; i)), we represent the variable t on the same equidistant grid, and, for the imaginary time
argument  i , we keep the uniform power mesh as introduced for the Matsubara Green function
gM() in Chapter 4.1.1.
Explicitly, the propagation of the nonequilibriumGreen function follows the method described
in Refs. [SDvL09, PvFVA10] and is based on the earlier work of S. Köhler et al. [KKY99]. In an
abstract form with gx(t) being either gx(t;  ) or gx(  ; t) (x=>;<; e; d) and dropping the FE-
DVR basis indices, the evolution of the NEGF is obtained from ( 10 1),
gx(t+ ) = Px gx(t); ¹h[g<; ~u](t); ix[g; ~u](t)	 ; (4.6)
where, for the given situation, the other time argument (whi is indicated by ”  ” and may be
real or complex) is ﬁxed. e function Px determines the dependency of the unknown Green
function gx(t+) on its current value gx(t), the actual single-particle energy ¹h(t) and the collision
integral10 ix(t). Further, ¹h(t) contains the Hartree-Fo self-energy and only depends on g<(t; t)
(i.e., on the density matrix), compare with Eq. (3.39). e collision integral ix incorporates the
second-order Born terms11, cf. Chapter 3.3.3.
We remark that, in the very ﬁrst time step (where, without lo of generality, t=0 in Eq. (4.6)),
all collision terms ix(t) vanish, and gx(0) is deﬁned by the initial and boundary conditions of
Eq. (4.1). Moreover, for the special case of propagating g< along the time diagonal (compare with
Figure 4.1), we have to extend Eq. (4.6) to,
g<(t+ ; t+ ) = P<diag
n
g<(t; t); ¹h[g<; ~u](t); i<diag[g; ~u](t; t)
o
; (4.7)
where,
i<diag[g; ~u](t; t) = i
>
1 [g; ~u](t; t)  i<2 [g; ~u](t; t) : (4.8)
8e absolute norm of a matrix is deﬁned as the sum of the absolute values of all entries.
9For the deﬁnition see Eq. (5.7) in Chapter 5.
10For the collision integral, whi is a two-time quantity, we use the same notation than for the nonequilibrium
Green function. In particular, i>(t) i>1 (t;  ) and i<(t) i<2 (  ; t).
11Or, in general, all self-energy contributions that are of higher than ﬁrst order in ~u.
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e idea behind obtaining the right hand sides of Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) is to treat h(t) (the
noninteracting Hamiltonian) and the time-local self-energy §HF [g<; ~u](t) on the same footing in
terms of a time evolution operator ut(t) whi satisﬁes i @tut 0(t) = ¹h(t)ut 0(t). en, ut(t)
allows for a unitary gauge transformation of the Green function (for details, see Ref. [SDvL09])
and, e.g., the expreion for the greater correlation function in Eq. (4.6) becomes,
g>(t+ ) = u(t)g>(t)  iut+(t)
Z t+
t
d¹t uy¹t(t) i
>
1 (¹t) : (4.9)
Similar formulas can be derived for the other Keldysh components g<(t), gd(t) and ge(t). ereby,
the remaining integrals (cf. the last term in Eq. (4.9)) are readily evaluated by auming ix(t) to
be stationary within the time interval [t; t + ]. e resulting expreions for Px and P<diag in
Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) are given in Appendix B together with a detailed overview of the algorithm
and useful hints for algorithm tests12. Finally, to reduce discretization errors, we emphasize that
the arguments in Px and P<diag can be updated during the time stepping by a predictor-corrector
method [SDvL09].
In the last part of this Section, we want to focus on the collision integrals, the structure of
whi is of great importance when establishing a parallel code as outlined in Chapter 4.2. Again,
dropping all FE-DVR indices and implying matrix multiplication, i>1 and i<2 are deﬁned by13,
i>1 (t; t
0) =
Z t
0
d¹t§> < (t; ¹t) g>(¹t; t0) +
Z t0
0
d¹t§> (t; ¹t) g< >(¹t; t0) (4.10)
+§e ? g
d ;
i<2 (t
0; t) =
Z t0
0
d¹t g> <(t0; ¹t)§< (¹t; t) +
Z t
0
d¹t g<(t0; ¹t)§< > (¹t; t)
+ gd ? §e ;
where X? 7 is used to indicate the diﬀerence X?   X7 (X = g;§). ereby, we only write
out the ﬁrst two terms14, because the last term §e ?gd, respectively gd ?§
e
 , involves only a trivial
integration over the imaginary bran of the Keldysh contour (cf. Eq. (2.43)) and needs no further
aention at this point.
Making use of the symmetry relations (2.38) and (2.40), Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) illustrate the com-
position of the collision integrals that are required for two representative time steps: g>(t; t0)!
g>(t + ; t0) (see the red arrow in panel (a)) and g<(t0; t)! g<(t0; t + ) (panel (b)). ereby,
the red-bordered areas (cf. the solid, dashed and dash-doed lines) indicate the required Green
functions that directly enter either integral i>1 or i<2 , and the bla-bordered domains denote the
12e Hartree-Fo part of the algorithm, where ix(t)  0 8x 2 f>;<; e; dg, has been succefully tested on the
breathing mode of 2 to 20 interacting fermions in a harmonic trap, cf. Refs. [BBHB09, BHBB10a]. For a discuion
on the Kohn mode dynamics [BBvL07] including correlations and ix(t) treated in the second Born approximation, the
reader is referred to Appendix B (page 115).
13Remind the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations in the compact form of Eq. (2.44).
14In full detail, the collision integrals are given in Appendix B.
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a Collision integral i>1 (t; t0) b Collision integral i<2 (t0; t)
Figure 4.1: Construction of the collision terms i?1;2 of Eq. (4.10) as convolution integrals in the
two-time domain. Panel (a) refers to the collision term i>1 (t; t0) whi is neceary to propagate
g> from point (t; t0) to point (t + ; t0), see the red arrow. Panel (b) shows the situation for g<
being propagated from point (t0; t) to point (t0; t + ). In both panels, open (closed) dots in the
lower (upper) triangle represent the discretized correlation function g> (g<), cf. Figure 2.4, and, on
the time diagonal t1= t2, we work with g<, cf. Appendix B. While, the red-bordered areas reveal
Green functions that directly enter the collision integral, the bla-bordered areas denote Green
functions that enter via the self-energies §? . Note that the last integral §
e
 ? g
d (gd ? §e) in i>1
(i<2 ) is not covered in this Figure, cf. Eq. (4.10).
NEGFs that enter via the self-energies §> and§< whi ea depend functionally on g> and g<,
compare with Eq. (3.35). In general, for ﬁxed time ”  ” in Eq. (4.6) (t0 in Figure 4.1), the collision
integrals involve the following Green functions in the two-dimensional plane of Figure 4.1: (i)
those whi are lying on the edge of the expanding square, i.e., whi have time argument t, and
(ii) those whi depend on earlier time arguments and are situated on straight lines (parallel to the
time axes) that intersect at point (  ;  ). For the diagonal time step of Eq. (4.7), the regions (i) and
(ii) become equal, compare with Figure 4.3 (a) further below.
According to the above discuion, in the practical calculation, the entire nonequilibriumGreen
function (g>, g< and gd; all being complex) needs to be stored to perform the collision integrals of
Eq. (4.10). ereby, the amount of data, being added in ea time step, increases steadily because a
number of 2t  1 1 correlation functions and n tmixed Green functions (here, t is a multiple of
) are newly computed when going from t to t+  in either t1 or t2 direction, cf. Figure 4.1. Also,
note that, in the FE-DVR representation, ea Green function component gx(t; t0) (x=>;<; d)
consists of a number of nb2 matrix elements.
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Figure 4.2: Memory required by g> and g< as function of ﬁnal propagation time tf (in units
of 0) for full two-time NEGF calculations with FE-DVR basis size nb and time step length .
Whereas the line style distinguishes diﬀerent values of nb, the color coding refers to the indicated
values of . Further, the gray arrows show the case where tf = 50 0,  = 0:02 0 and nb =
100. Hardware limitations: (A) ”Fermion” (Linux) cluster of Institute of eoretical Physics and
Astrophysics of Kiel University: ”fermion0x” nodes (x=40; 41; 42), ea with 32 cores and 256
gigabyte of shared memory, no wall time. (B) ”ice1” (”xe”) nodes at HLRN (the North-German
Supercomputing Alliance): maximum resource request of 64 (16) nodes, ea with 8 cores and
16 (64) gigabyte RAM, wall time: 12 h (24 h), Intel Xeon Harpertown E5472. (C) ”ice2” nodes at
HLRN: calculations limited to 256 nodes, ea with 8 cores and 48 gigabyte RAM, wall time: 12
h, Intel Xeon Gainestown X5570.
Neglecting the mixed Green function15, the total memory demand scales as (in byte),
O

16nb2(tf  1)2

; (4.11)
where tf denotes the ﬁnal time of propagation and the prefactor accounts for a double-precision
representation of complex numbers (where, per number, 2  8 byte are occupied). Note that, for
Eq. (4.11), all symmetry properties have been borne in mind and only those parts of g> and g<
are stored whi are really needed (see the dots in Figure 4.1). Exemplarily, a two-time NEGF
calculation of temporal length tf=50 0 with resolution =0:02 0 and nb=100 FE-DVR basis
functions comprises one terabyte of data solely for the correlation functions. If gd is being included
with n =200 mesh points, cf. Fn. 15, the memory increases by 80 gigabyte. Hence, g? requires
the dominant part of memory.
15e storage demand for gd scales linear in the ﬁnal propagation time tf. In byte: O(16nb2n tf  1), where n is
the number of points on the uniform power mesh, cf. Chapter 4.1.1.
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Focusing on the correlation functions, Figure 4.2 gives a more general overview of the scaling
property (4.11) and displays the memory allocation for diﬀerent values of nb and  in a double
logarithmic plot—the example discued above is indicated by the gray arrows. As can be seen,
it is relatively easy—for various parameter seings—to rea the amount of data of one terabyte
that has to be proceed during the integration of the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations. Moreover, to
rea the femtosecond time domain (10 fs correspond to 413 0), one has to restrict oneself to
small FE-DVR basis sets and/or to large time steps >0:05. In atomic (or molecular) applications,
see Part III of this thesis, su a ”hard” restriction will directly lead to non-converged results and
an unstable propagation of the NEGF including divergent collision integrals and the violation of
energy and momentum conservation. For this reason, we are generally limited to the simulation of
the system’s short-time dynamics with tf being eentially le than 10 fs. en, simultaneously,
an adequate time step and an accurate basis can be aieved.
Apart from the physical requirements of the modeled system, the numerical propagation of
the NEGF according Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) is, of course, likewise limited by the acceible computer
hardware and power. e thi bla lines labeledA-C in Figure 4.2 indicate the principal hardware
limitations of (super) computers, with shared and/or distributed-memory conﬁgurations, that have
been available during this work. For the computational speciﬁcation and conﬁguration, see the
caption of Figure 4.2.
On the newest ”Fermion” nodes16, two-time NEGF calculations with up to 256 gigabyte of
shared memory are poible, see label A in Figure 4.2. For their usage, a parallel, shared-memory
code has been established on the basis of OpenMP17 aritecture [CJvdP08]. Beyond the ”Fermion”
compute resources, the supercomputing system at HLRN (the North-German Supercomputing Al-
liance18), provides plenty of ﬂexibility regarding the number of available CPUs and the acceible
RAM per node, see label B and C. us, more accurate and/or longer simulations are poible.
However, for an eﬃcient usage of the HLRN, reliable high-performance computing strategies with
message passing paradigms (to account for the distributed-memory aritecture and maive par-
allel computing) are indispensable to obtain results within the wall time limit, see Chapter 4.2.
reshold C in Figure 4.2 denotes the ultimate limit at HLRN (12:288 terabyte) whi, however,
cannot be reaed in actual NEGF calculations19. Instead a memory allocation up to a few terabyte
seems realistic.
4.2 Advanced Code Parallelization and Performance
In principle, the performance of the propagation algorithm outlined above can be directly improved
by parallelizing all major loops in OpenMP. However, in su an approa, the nonequilibrium
16ese have been available from autumn 2010.
17OpenMP stands for ”Open Multi-Proceing”.
18Computing time at the HLRN has been provided via Grant No. shp0006. For more information on the
HLRN system (in German: ”Norddeutser Verbund zur Förderung des Ho- und Höstleistungsrenens”), see
hps://www.hlrn.de.
19We expect that the algorithm performance will drop considerably when being close to this threshold.
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Green function remains deﬁned as a global shared-memory object, and one disregards the main
problem in the propagation: the enormous amount of (dynamic) memory whi must be provided
to account for the non-Markovian structure of the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations. ereby, the RAM
requirements (&1 terabyte) discued in Chapter 4.1.2 are usually beyond those oﬀered by shared-
memory computer aritectures. For this reason, we, in this Section, develop a parallel algorithm
whi, on the one hand, is ready for large-scale distributed-memory computing20 and, on the
other hand, ensures an eﬃcient time stepping. To completely avoid oen-repeated and expensive
accees to non-local memory, we, in particular, put emphasis on a well-adapted distribution of
the memory and exploit the speciﬁc structure of the collision integrals analyzed in the previous
Section. Doing so leads to an algorithm whi operates at minimum communication costs.
Below, the whole discuion on distributed-memory computing is based on the phraseol-
ogy of the Meage Paing Interface (MPI) [GLS99]. ereby, MPI pursues a diﬀerent strategy
than OpenMP. Here, multiple copies of one and the same program are launed21, and the num-
ber of program copies deﬁnes the total number p of MPI procees (hereinaer also called MPI
ranks). Parallelization is aieved by solving independent but synronized subtasks on ea rank,
whereby information is exanged by point-to-point and/or collective communications. e usual
identiﬁcation of a speciﬁc MPI proce is as follows: e ﬁrst MPI rank is labeled 0, the second is
1, the third is 2, etc., and the last MPI proce (or rank) is p  1.
Although the incorporation of the mixed Green function gd is straightforward in the algorithm
described below, we, for simplicity, focus on the propagation of the correlation functions and
aume the system to be prepared initially in the Hartree-Fo state, cf. Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3).
4.2.1 Distribution of Memory
By Figure 4.1 of Chapter 4.1.2, it has been discued in great detail how the correlation functions g>
and g< enter the collision integrals, i.e., the right hand sides of the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations (3.37)
and (3.38), cf. the summary of Chapter 3. From the computational point of view, regarding a
parallel algorithm with many MPI instances, it is highly advantageous if all Green functions that
are required by speciﬁc collision integrals i>1 and i<2 are directly acceible by the MPI proce
whi is performing these integrals22. In this way, no Green function needs to be communicated
between diﬀerent MPI ranks, and, the collision integrals are readily evaluated.
For precomputed self-energies §? , su a seme is realized by a decomposition of the dis-
cretized two-time plane T =[0; tf] [0; tf] into arrays of diﬀerent perpendicular blos [BBB10c].
Depending on the number of MPI procees available, the memory is then distributed su that the
nonequilibrium Green function in diﬀerent domains is aributed to distinct MPI ranks. For the
simplest case of p=2MPI procees, the required decomposition of T is illustrated in Figure 4.3 (a)
and (b), see the blue areas. In general, the desired situation is obtained when the Green function
20A similar algorithm has been developed independently by M. Garny and M.M. Müller, see Ref. [GM10].
21On diﬀerent compute nodes (i.e., CPUs) with either partly shared or separate RAM.
22I.e., are available from the RAM of the corresponding compute node.
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aMPI process 0 bMPI process 1
Figure 4.3: Distribution of memory (blue areas in panels (a) and (b)) for the simplest case of two
MPI procees (p=2) involved in the two-time propagation of the nonequilibrium Green function.
For p>2, we arrive at a multicolored eboard-like paern whi has a ”primitive cell” of side
length (p   1), cf. Ref. [BBB10c]. As in Figure 4.1, the open (closed) dots in the lower (upper)
triangle represent g> (g<). In the case shown, the ﬁnal propagation time tf is an odd multiple of
. e bla and red arrows indicate the propagation of the NEGF from t1;2 = 4 to 5, whi
requires the self-energies at times (4; tn) and (tn; 4) 8 tn 2 f0; ; 2; 3; 4g, see the bla-
dashed-bordered area. Further, the time steps highlighted (as representative examples) by the
red arrows involve the Green functions in the red-dashed-bordered domains whi are directly
acceible by the aributed MPI proce.
at point (tm; tn)2T is stored in the memory of two MPI procees, labeled r1 and r2, where23,
r1 = (tm 1) mod p = m mod p ; (4.12)
r2 = (tn 1) mod p = n mod p :
If the memory is organized blowise24 according to the overlapping blue bla-bordered hor-
izontal and vertical arrays in Figure 4.3 (a) and (b), Eq. (4.12) implies that the entire NEGF is
eﬀectively stored twice. is, of course, is a compromise but goes along with eentially reduced
communication eﬀort and excellent computational performance and scalability (see below).
To avoid confusion on this iue, we remark that, form=n, the compute nodes r1 and r2 are
equal (i.e., they refer to the same MPI rank), and, consequently, some memory can be saved on
23Note that ti= i where i2N0. Further, for tm>tn (tm tn), we refer to g> (g<).
24Usually, this is advantageous for the evaluation of the collision integrals i>1 and i<2 , cf. Figures 4.1 and 4.3.
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ea rank25. However, the aociated memory proportion scales as26 1/p, and, hence, the speciﬁc
way of storing the nonequilibrium Green function on the individual nodes becomes le and le
important the more MPI procees are being involved in the propagation. Note that, for cluster
computations with p>32, the percentage of avoidable duplicate storage is below 2%.
4.2.2 Inter-process Communications; Algorithm Overview
As outlined above, there exists an adequate distribution of memory that allows for a simple
parallel-handling of the collision integrals. However, the above discuion has, so far, omied
the self-energies that also enter the collision integrals of Eq. (4.10). For an eﬃcient treatment, it is
a good idea to precompute§? , in parallel, on the individual compute nodes and then to make them
known to all other procees by a collective MPI communication, see the bla-dashed-bordered
areas in Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) and compare them to the local memory domains.
Beyond the self-energies, further communication is due to the single-particle energy ¹h(t)
whi has to be constructed together with the deduced matrices u(t) and v(t), see Appendix B.
As this task involves a diagonalization of ¹h(t), only a single CPU is arged with this task, and,
subsequently, u(t) and v(t) are transferred to all other compute nodes because both quantities
are required in Px, (x=>;<; d) and P<diag of Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7).
Once the self-energies, u(t) and v(t) are available on ea MPI rank, the propagation of
the nonequilibrium Green function can be carried out in t1 and t2 direction, see the bla and red
arrows in Figure 4.3. To this end, ﬁrst, i>1 (t;  ) and i<2 (  ; t) are computed on the same CPU and,
consequently, g>(t + ;  ) and g<(  ; t + ) are obtained in sequence but buned on a single
MPI proce. Further, the propagation of g< on the time diagonal is prompted by the MPI proce
that computes g<(t; t+ ). In the last step, all newly calculated data needs to be aigned to local
and non-local storage sectors where the laer requires additional MPI communications. From
Figure 4.3, it emerges that the destination of this communication is the same compute node for all
determined Green functions.
To be speciﬁc, we want to give a detailed overview on the algorithm. e notes below indicate
the individual steps to be performed, and Figure 4.4 accentuates the data that is exanged between
diﬀerent compute nodes. When we discretize the time according to tn=n and consider the case
where a number of p MPI procees (ranks or copies of the code) are launed, the algorithm is
structured as follows27:
(i) On ea MPI rank (i.e., on proce 0 to p  1), set n=0.
(ii) On rank 0, use the Matsubara Green function of Eq. (4.2) to initialize g<(0; 0).
(iii) On ea rank, for reference, set tn=n.
25is concerns the overlap ofmemory blos at points (ip+r; jp+r)2 T , where i; j2N0 and r2f0; 1; : : : ; p 1g
denotes the MPI rank.
26is, is readily obtained by auming tf  1 to be divisible by p.
27Note that, for simplicity, we neglect gd and start from the Hartree-Fo Green function, cf. point (ii).
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Figure 4.4: Parallelized propagation of the nonequilibriumGreen function including a number of p
MPI procees and distributed memory (cf. Chapter 4.2.1). Vertically aligned squares are aributed
to the same MPI proce, and the content of the gray and red boxes indicate the quantities that are
computed and communicated. All tasks performed by proce (nmod p) are highlighted in red.
Further, the bla box in the third line refers to an internal aignment of the newly computed
Green function, cf. point (vi.a) in the algorithm. e gray and red arrows show the direction of
communication: Collective communications (implemented via MPI_Bcast() [GLS99]) are repre-
sented by solid lines, and non-bloing point-to-point communications (realized via MPI_Isend()
and MPI_IRecv()) are given by dashed lines. Synronization aer the non-bloing communi-
cations is ensured by MPI barriers (MPI_Barrier()), see labels B. Note that, besides the main
propagation loop (variable n), there appear internal loops (variable i) when n becomes larger than
the number of procees available. If n>p, at least one MPI rank has to propagate more than one
pair of correlation functions (g>; g<). Short notations: §>(ti)=§> (tn; ti), §<(ti)=§< (ti; tn),
g>(ti) = g>(tn+1; ti), and g<(ti) = g<(ti; tn+1). e leer correlation function on the time
diagonal, g<(tn+1; tn+1), is treated together with g<(tn; tn+1), compare with point (vi.a).
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(iv.a) OnMPI rank (nmod p), compute and diagonalize the Hartree-Fo energy ¹h(tn) = h(tn)+
§HF [g
<; ~u](tn). Using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of ¹h(tn), calculate the matrices
u(tn) and v(tn) according to Eq. (B.4) in Appendix B. Further, initiate a broadcast of
u(tn) and v(tn) to all other MPI procees.
(iv.b) On ea MPI rank except (nmod p) receive u(tn) and v(tn).
(v.a) On theMPI ranks (imod p) for all in, compute the self-energies§> (tn; ti) and§< (ti; tn).
For ea calculated self-energy § , initiate a broadcast and to all other procees.
(v.b) On ea MPI rank j 6= (imod p) for all i  n, receive the self-energies §> (tn; ti) and
§< (ti; tn).
(vi.a) On ea MPI rank (imod p) for all in, ﬁrst, perform the collision integrals i>1 (tn; ti) and
i<2 (ti; tn) and, secondly, compute the new Green function g>(tn+1; ti) and g<(ti; tn+1)
using Eq. (B.2). ereby, MPI rank (nmod p) also generates the new Green function on the
time diagonal, i.e., g<(tn+1; tn+1). Further, on ea rank, that is involved, initiate a send of
the computed Green functions to rank ((n+ 1)mod p) and store the Green functions in the
local memory. Note that, thereby, proce ((n+ 1)mod p) does not need to communicate,
and that rank (nmod p) has to transfer also the new time-diagonal Green functions.
(vi.b) On MPI rank (n+ 1)mod p, receive all the Green functions sent in step (vi.a).
(vii) As MPI rank (nmod p) has knowledge of the time-diagonal collision integrals whi enter
the deﬁnition of the correlation energy (cf. Eq. (5.6)), it is responsible for computing all
neceary observables.
(viii) Finally, on ea rank, wait for all point-to-point communications to be completed (see the
labels B in Figure 4.4), and, with n incremented by one, return to (iii).
Finally, in order to resume the propagation of theNEGF beyond thewall time limit of the bat-
job system, we optionally allow ea MPI rank to baup its data in binary format. However, we
note, that the amount of data to be stored on the ﬁle system becomes very large for progreed
time-evolution. is slows down the algorithm considerably and, particularly, consumes large
resources on reinitialization.
4.2.3 Performance Tests
e implementation of the MPI-parallelized distributed-memory algorithm outlined in the previ-
ous Section has been intensively tested with varying numbers of procees and, in addition, has
been compared to the serial implementation of Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) (cf. also Appendix B) to ensure
that exactly the same results are obtained. ereby, it turned out that the overhead due to MPI
communications and synronizations is small and that an eﬃcient propagation of the two-time
nonequilibrium Green function is aieved.
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Figure 4.5: MPI-code performance: Speed-up ratio S(p) = T1/Tp as function of the number of
procees p involved in the parallel algorithm of Chapter 4.2.2. As test system, we have considered
the one-dimensional helium atom (cf. Part III of this thesis) including nb = 23 FE-DVR basis
functions. In the legend, the numbers in round braets denote the number of time steps that are
propagated using the HLRN bat system (green, blue and red curves) and the ”Fermion” cluster
(bla). While the shortest HLRN-calculation has been performed by the ”xe” nodes, the other
calculations have been carried out by the ”ice1” nodes. Further, the performance drop between p=
4 and 8 is caused by internal aritecture diﬀerences. e thin bla solid lines indicate a degree of
parallelization between 90 and 99% (in steps of 1%) according to Amdahl’s law S(p), cf. Eq. (4.13).
For comparison, the yellow solid curve shows the performance of the shared-memory code that
has been parallelized on the basis of OpenMP.
Figure 4.5 shows the result of systematic performance tests that are based on the propagation
of the NEGF for the one-dimensional helium atom, see Chapter 5 and 6. To this end, runs of
diﬀerent temporal length (i.e., with a diﬀerent number of total time steps at ﬁxed  = 0:025 0)
were performed on the ”Fermion” cluster28 and on the ”xe” (”ice1”) nodes at HLRN including up
to 512MPI procees. For details on the compute nodes, see the caption of Figure 4.2.
e degree of parallelization is measured in terms of the speed-up ratio S(p)=T1/Tp, whi
compares the total computing (or run-) time Tp of a parallel program execution including p MPI
ranks to the runtime T1 consumed by the serial run (p=1). For the performance tests displayed,
the restriction to a relatively small number of FE-DVR basis functions (nb =23) is explained by
the fact that the serial run had to complete within the time interval deﬁned by the default wall
time (12 h) of the HLRN bat system .
In the double logarithmic plot of Figure 4.5, the ideal speed-up is denoted by the gray straight
28Here, for a MPI job, the maximum number of acceible CPUs is p=32.
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line. Regarding the test calculations, we observe, that the speed-up ratio is relatively close to
the ideal case in all cases (see, also, the average gradient of the curves). Further, S(p) does,
generally, not collapse for large p, although the algorithm has the tendency to become ineﬃcient
if the number of propagated time steps equals the number of used procees, cf. the slight drop oﬀ in
S(p) at p=128 and 256. However, this eﬀect is reduced the more MPI ranks are involved, cf. the
red curve in Figure 4.5. In addition, we note that the performance drop between 4 and 8 procees
on the ”Fermion” and ”ice1” nodes29 occurs for internal aritectural reasons leading to anges
in the program execution when more than 4 CPUs are being included. us, actually, some care
needs to be taken when comparing T1 and Tp with p > 4 in the speed-up ratio, and, eventually,
the scaling is even beer as indicated by the curves in Figure 4.5.
Moreover, Figure 4.5 compares the measured scalability to that of a simple speed-up predictor
in parallel computing, Amdahl’s law [HJS00] (see the thin bla lines):
S(p) = [(1  ) + /p] 1 ; (4.13)
where  2 [0; 1]. Deviations from the ideal scaling (S1(p) = p) are obtained through  < 1, and
the sequential fraction of the program is identiﬁed as 1   . From the Figure, we see that on
both considered maines, our parallel code aieves good performance with a typical degree of
parallelization of more than 95% ( > 0:95). Hence, constituting le than 5%, the serial fraction
of the code is prey small.
Finally, the yellow solid curve in Figure 4.5, displays the speed-up ratio for the OpenMP-
parallelized code mentioned in Chapter 4.1.2. Although this code reveals an equally good perfor-
mance, it is very limited in application because it requires shared-memory aritecture.
4.3 e Generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym (GKB) Ansatz
As practically all neceary information on the described quantummany-body system is contained
in the one-particle density matrix (1)(t) = i g<(t; t), it would computationally be highly ad-
vantageous if one only needs to propagate the leer correlation function in the direction of the
time diagonal t1= t2, cf. Figure 4.3. Of course, in the time-local Hartree-Fo approximation, this
is directly poible as the system’s time evolution is Markovian (i<diag(t; t)0 in Eq. (4.7)). How-
ever, when correlations are being included, su an approa is inhibited due to retardation, i.e.,
memory eﬀects whi explicitly require a non-Markovian treatment. en, in Eq. (4.7), we have to
incorporate the full collision integral i<diag(t; t) whi, neglecting initial correlations (ge= gd=0
in Eq. (4.10)), reads,
i<diag[g; ~u](t; t) =
Z t
0
d¹t

§> (t; ¹t) g
<(¹t; t)  §< (t; ¹t) g>(¹t; t) (4.14)
+ g<(t; ¹t)§> (¹t; t)  g>(t; ¹t) §< (¹t; t)

;
29Note that this behavior is not present for computations on the ”xe” nodes at HLRN.
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and includes many oﬀ-time-diagonal Green functions either directly or indirectly via §> (t;  )=
§> [g; ~u](t;  ) and §< (  ; t) = §< [g; ~u](  ; t). Usually, the collision term i<diag(t; t) cannot be
simpliﬁed any further. In particular, the introduction of a ﬁnite memory depth [BKS+96, VKŠ06]
is inapplicable for the atomic and molecular systems under investigation in Part III of this thesis30.
Neverthele, from the perspective of theory, Eq. (4.14) can be simpliﬁed by additional ap-
proximations. e idea behind su a simpliﬁcation is based on the fact that there exists an exact
relation between the two-time correlation functions g? and the single-time phase-space distribu-
tion function (or one-particle density matrix (1)(t)). Hence, in a procedure, the basis of whi
is similar to the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [HK64] (whi proves the existence of an unambigu-
ous relation between the system’s density and its many-body wave function), two-time Green
functions at t 6= t0 can be reconstructed from their values on the time diagonal (t= t0).
e simplest form of su a reconstruction has found its way into the literature as the gener-
alized Kadanoﬀ-Baym (GKB) ansatz and is based on the pioneering work of P. Lipavský, V. Špička
andB. Veliý, see Ref. [LŠV86]. eGKB ansatz extends the common (or original) Kadanoﬀ-Baym
ansatz to arbitrary nonequilibrium situations. With f being the Wigner (distribution) function,
the common Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz reads [KB62, ŠVK05a],
g<(t; t0)  f((t+t0)/2)

gA(t; t0)  gR(t; t0)

; (4.15)
where gR and gA are the retarded and advanced Green functions, cf. Eq. (2.39). ereby, the
applicability of Eq. (4.15) is limited to the quasi-particle picture and (temporally as well as spatially)
slowly varying external perturbations [KB62].
Extending Eq. (4.15), the GKB ansatz31 is given by [BE00, BSE06],
g?(t; t0)  

gR(t; t0) (1)? (t
0)  (1)? (t) gA(t; t0)

; (4.16)

(1)
? (t) = i g?(t; t) = 1 i g7(t; t) ;
where (1)? (t) may be understood as a generalization of the one-particle density matrix.
Since its emergence, the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz has been widely used in the gener-
ation of transport equations [HJ96, ŠVK05b, ŠVK05c, VKŠ06]. ese are non-Markovian (quantum)
kinetic equations for one-time quantities su as theWigner function mentioned above. Moreover,
including comparisons to full two-time calculations, the GKB ansatz has been tested, e.g., on in-
terband Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations for optically excited electron-hole plasmas [KBBK98], whereby
also electron-phonon coupling has been taken into account [GBH99]. Concerning its application
on the dynamics of small and spatially inhomogeneous systems, we emphasize that there is, so
far, very lile experience.
e generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz in form of Eq. (4.16) can be motivated and derived in
diﬀerent ways, see, e.g., Refs. [LŠV86, ŠVK05a]. To call for a causal time structure in the (acausal)
30is is due to slow relaxations. Hence, even for large memory depths, energy conservation is heavily violated.
31Note that the GKB ansatz is sometimes also called the Lipavský ansatz, see, e.g., Ref. [Bon98], to emphasize the
original publication. Moreover, slightly diﬀerent expreions than Eq. (4.16) exist whi diﬀer in the prefactor conven-
tion of the one-particle nonequilibrium Green function [ŠVK05a].
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original ansatz (4.15) thereby represents the most intuitive approa. More formally, Eq. (4.16)
is obtained as the leading term in an iterative reconstruction proce of the two-time correlation
functions, for details see Ref. [LŠV86]. From this fact, it follows that the GKB ansatz is already
approximate from the beginning. Neverthele, it is in agreement with the conservation of density
(particle number), energy and momentum.
Furthermore, we see from the deﬁnition, that the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz depends
on two propagators—the retarded and advanced Green functions. ese have to be speciﬁed when
making practical use of the ansatz. Principally, gR and gA obey similarly complex equations of
motion as the correlation functions. us, application of the GKB ansatz is not poible with gR
and gA on the same level of perturbation theory. Usually, one neglects all binary interactions and
uses gR/A of the ideal (i.e., noninteracting) system as reference. In our approa, we will consider
the retarded and advanced Green function in mean-ﬁeld (Hartree-Fo) approximation. To this
end, the time-dependent single-particle energy ¹h(t)=h(t) + §HF [g<; ~u](t) is consistently taken
into account in the construction of gR and gA (see below and Appendix C).
In conclusion, under the usage of the generalized Kadanoﬀ Baym ansatz (4.16), the time-
stepping procedure for the NEGF reduces to,
g<(t+ ; t+ ) = P<diag
n
g<(t; t); ¹h[g<; ~u](t); i<diag[g; ~u](t; t)
o
; (4.17)
where,
i<diag[g; ~u](t; t)  i<diag[g?; gR; gA; ~u](t; t) : (4.18)
ereby, on the right hand side of Eq. (4.18), the leer and greater correlation functions g? enter
with equal time arguments, and the retarded and advanced Green functions, gR and gA, obey the
following equations of motion (matrix notation is implied, and a(t; t0) denotes the corresponding
spectral function a(t; t0)= i [g>(t; t0)  g<(t; t0)]),
i @
@t
  ¹h(t)

gR/A(t; t0) = (t  t0) a(t; t0) ; (4.19)
+ adjoint equation with t$ t0 ;
where the single-particle energy ¹h(t) is deﬁned outside of Eq. (4.19).
Details of the algorithm are compiled in Appendix C.
4.4 Summary
While the previous Chapter has focused on an advantageous and ﬂexible grid-based representation
of the NEGF using complementary features of the FE and DVRmethod, with this Chapter, we have
laid the foundations for an eﬃcient two-time propagation of the nonequilibrium Green function
in the presence of external ﬁelds. Taken together, both strategies should facilitate more extended
NEGF calculations on (strongly) inhomogeneous systems beyond the (time-local) Hartree-Fo
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approximation—to demonstrate this inter alia for model atoms and molecules is the goal of Part III
of this thesis.
Being based on a highly adapted distribution of memory over all compute nodes, the parallel
algorithm developed in Chapter 4.2 permits the management of large computational resources.
ereby, the performance tests on the bat-job system of the North-German Supercomputing
Alliance (HLRN) have shown that large cluster computations at a high degree of parallelization
are poible. Note that the HLRN holds rank 77 and 78 (63 and 64) according to the June 2011
(November 2010) top 500 list of supercomputer sites32.
Beyond the realization of an eﬃcient two-time propagation, we, in Chapter 4.3, have outlined
the opportunity for NEGF calculations with drastically reduced computational eﬀort. To this end,
the oﬀ-time-diagonal Green functions are approximately reconstructed from their values on the
time diagonal in terms of the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym (GKB) ansatz, cf. Eq. (4.16). is method
should enable larger simulations regarding, both, basis size and length. To present ﬁrst GKB
results and to ae their quality with regard to the description of correlation eﬀects is one of the
objectives of Chapter 6. With correlations treated in the second Born approximation, the GKB
ansatz will be compared, on the one hand, to the Hartree-Fo approximation and, on the other
hand, to full two-time NEGF and exact calculations.
32See hp://www.top500.org for the LINPACK benmarking of supercomputers.
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P III
Application to
Model Atoms and Molecules

C 5
Model Description of Atoms and Molecules
”We will adopt the restriction that the electrons move along only one axis. e atom that results
from this restriction to one dimension is only a shadow of real helium ... and cannot be expected to
substitute for helium in any respect that involves more than one dimension—all questions regard-
ing angular momentum, angular correlations, light polarization other than linear, etc., are out of
range.” (Quotation from Ref. [HGE94]).
5.1 Introduction
Of course, the modeling of atomic (and, consequently, molecular) systems in reduced dimension-
ality leaves out the complex structure of our three-dimensional world, that indeed manifests itself
quantum meanically in the presence of the system’s angular momentum and its coupling to
many other degrees of freedom. Hence, the level of abstraction is drastic and applications may be
limited. However, precisely the arising simplicity thereof—not only with regard to historically re-
stricted numerical scope—has provided the foundation for the succe of one-dimensional models.
It all started with the publication of a thorough study of the hydrogen atom in one spatial
dimension, Ref. [Lou59], including hard (jrj 1), so (rounded-oﬀ) and truncated Coulomb po-
tentials. e corresponding single-electron Srödinger equations are analytically solvable and
exemplify that degeneracy may exist in one-dimensional systems, see Ref. [XDD97]. Later, many
authors (e.g., Refs. [SEJ90, RKB91, SF94] and references given therein) have performed simulations
on ionization and photoelectron spectra, numerically integrating the time-dependent Srödinger
equation. ereby, the model H-atom turned out to be an ideal tool for studying a number of
phenomena and applications.
Soon thereaer, the idea was also recognized for two-electron systems. In a series of early pa-
pers [JES88, PGB91, GE92, GE92, GE93, RTW93, HGE94, LCdAOdA96], the one-dimensional (1D)
helium atom has been explored for its static and dynamic properties applying exact1, approximate
1Propagating the time-dependent Srödinger equations on a two-dimensional laice.
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(e.g., TDHF) and semiclaical methods, for a detailed overview see Ref. [TRR00]. ese investi-
gations led to a solid understanding of the bound and continuum structure, identifying Rydberg
series of singly excited states as well as series of autoionizing resonances—doubly excited states
that can decay and lead to asymmetric line shapes as explained by U. Fano [Fan61]. Moreover,
the meanisms of diﬀerent ionization procees have been analyzed in the strong-ﬁeld regime
(cf. Section 5.2.2 and Chapter 6). Overall, due to the presence of many features of the true helium
atom, quite reliable qualitative results have been obtained in the one-dimensional context.
With a focus on laser ﬁelds and pulses, 1D helium has been further used to investigate rescat-
tering and nonsequential ionization procees, e.g., Ref. [Bau97]. Beyond the ﬁxed-nuclei (adia-
batic or Born-Oppenheimer [SO96]) approximation2, also ion recoil-momentum distributions have
been calculated [LGE00]. Since then, the 1D helium atom has been revisited, e.g., within the time-
dependent extended Hartree-Fo approximation [DvL01], or with the intention to derive and test
improved exange-correlation functionals in (time-dependent) density functional theory (DFT),
see Refs. [RB09b, RB09a]. Today, the 1D helium model is still actively used, e.g., Ref. [CRB10],
and serves as a ”testing ground” for multi-electron calculations [ZKBS04, HBB10].
Finally, the succe of the 1D two-electron model stimulated the description of molecules on a
similar footing. ere exist a number of intense-ﬁeld applications to the hydrogenic molecules H2
and H3 as well as their positive ions in one dimension including so-Coulomb [YZB96, KKB01,
SKY07] and contact (-function) interaction [Lap81]. Again, also semiclaical studies [LC08] have
been performed whi, together with a semiclaical quantization [Gut90], have singled out peri-
odic orbits that help to understand the emical bond. In addition, the H2 model has been coupled
to quantized photon ﬁelds [NY00]. Recently, the hydrogen molecule (and its ion) drew particular
interest in the ﬁeld of aosecond physics exploring, e.g., Bohmian quantum trajectories [TB11].
More complex 1D systems have been subject to time-dependent multiconﬁguration Hartree-Fo
teniques [ZKF+03, CZK+05] (focusing on correlation eﬀects in the ionization of molecular atom
ains with several active electrons) and to DFT [TMM09] (revisiting the diociation of monohy-
drides, examples of heteronuclear molecules).
Certainly, the author is aware of the fact that, during the recent decade, the theoretical in-
vestigation of ﬁeld-maer interaction is more and more concerned with full three-dimensional
calculations (e.g., [VS10]) and their comparison to experiment (see Refs. [BK00, KI09], to name
only two reviews with regard to intense and ultra-short ﬁelds). However, as long as the explicit
three-dimensional information is dispensable, few-electron models including even simpler poten-
tials than that of 1D helium (as simple as the box potential, see Ref. [BBB10d]3) are able to give
insight into topics of current interest. Oen, su an approa goes along with some (severe) con-
ceptual and/or computational advantages su as simplifying the problem of deﬁning single and
double ionization yields. On top of that, one-dimensional models may rapidly reveal the basic
2Due to the large ma diﬀerence between nuclei and electrons (mn/me > 1836), the nucleus can be seen as
inﬁnitely heavy su that electronic and nuclear wave function can be separated.
3iswork illuminates the inﬂuence of electron-electron correlations on the double ionization in a typical aosecond
xuv-infrared pump-probe experiment.
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inﬂuence of new ﬁeld parameters (leading, eventually, to novel ﬁeld eﬀects) probing the electron
dynamics triggered, e.g., by aosecond pulses [BS02] or by laser pulses with irp Ref. [XNG09].
e objective of the present work is not to contribute to the understanding of multi-electron
systems or to reveal even new physical ﬁndings. Instead, as a proof of principle, we demon-
strate and examine the applicability of the two-time nonequilibrium Green function framework
by reference to model atoms and molecules using a grid-based FE-DVR approa whi allows
for an eﬃcient solution of the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations. Furthermore, our results for
the ground state and dynamic properties cannot be exact as the method of NEGFs is based on a
systematic but approximate introduction of electronic correlations. However, in the long term per-
spective, the use of NEGFs may surpa other approaes with respect to the number of treatable
electrons.
5.2 Model Hamiltonian for Atoms and Molecules; Observables
Generally, we are interested in the time-dependent, correlated motion of electrons in atoms or
molecules including external electromagnetic ﬁelds whi themselves can be treated claically.
e ﬁeld-electron interaction is described by (p^i= iri is the momentum of electron i),
t^
(1)
i + v^
(1;field)
i =
1
2

p^i +
1
c
~Ai(t)
2
  i(t) ;
h
p^i; ~Ai(t)
i
  6= 0 ; (5.1)
where ~Ai(t)= ~A(~ri; t) is the vector potential and i(t)=(~ri; t) denotes a scalar potential. Since
the electric and magnetic ﬁelds ( ~E and ~B) are invariant with respect to a gauge transformation4,
one can work with diﬀerent gauges in Eq. (5.1). e two most common ones are the length (ﬁeld
or longitudinal) gauge and the velocity (Coulomb, radiation or transversal) gauge.
In the electric-dipole approximation (EDA)5, the vector potential ~Ai(t)= ~A(t) becomes inde-
pendent of ~ri su that p^i and ~Ai(t) commute (cf. Eq. (5.1)). Using the length gauge (i.e., applying
the gauge function ¤(~r; t)=  ~Ai(t)~ri in Eq. (5.1) and taking 0i=0, see footnote 4), we have,
t^
(1)
i + v^
(1;field)
i =
1
2
p^2i  
@
@t
~A(t)~ri ; (5.2)
where the electric ﬁeld is given by ~E(t)=  @@t ~A(t). e ﬁrst term in Eq. (5.2) is the usual kinetic
energy of electron i whereas the second term is responsible for the coupling to the ﬁeld. In the
(reduced6) velocity gauge one would obtain the second term as  i ~A(t)r.
Considering the external dipole-ﬁeld ~E(t) linearly polarized along the x-direction, the Hamil-
tonian of the one-dimensional ﬁxed-nuclei models for atoms and molecules reads in ﬁrst quanti-
4I.e., with respect to the transformations ~A0i = ~Ai + r¤i and 0i = i   1c @@t¤i, where the gauge function
¤i=¤(~ri; t) is an arbitrary scalar.
5Auming a ﬁeld-maer interaction region of the order of 1 a0, the electric-dipole approximation is valid for photon
energies (in atomic units) !/c1 or !137 (in atomic units). Hence, the EDA entirely captures the regime of visible
light and continues to be applicable up to the uv (and so xuv) regime.
6Neglecting the term whi is quadratic in the vector potential.
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zation (EDA, length gauge),
H^(t) = H^(1)(t) + H^(2) (5.3)
=
NeX
i=1

t^
(1)
i + v^
(1;field)
i (t) + v^
(1;system)
i

+
NeX
1i<j
h^
(2)
ij ;
with (in atomic units),
t^
(1)
i =  
1
2
@2
@x2i
; (5.4)
v^
(1;field)
i (t) = E(t)xi ;
v^
(1;system)
i =  
NnX
n=1
Znp
(xi   yn)2 + cn
;
h^
(2)
ij =
1q
(xi   xj)2 + c
:
Here, xi denotes the position of the i-th electron, i2f1; : : : ; Neg, and the locations of the nuclei
of atomic number (arge) Zn are given by yn with n 2 f1; : : : ; Nng. If Nn > 1, the molecular
bond lengths (the distances between nucleim and n) are dnmb = jyn   ymj, n 6=m2f1; : : : ; Nng.
e parameters c> 0 (concerning the electron-electron interaction) and cn> 0 (aributed to the
nuclei) regularize the respective Coulomb potentials, see Section 5.2.1.
In the following, we want to denote the electronic ground state energy hH^gsi. Further, for
molecules (Nn> 1), the binding energy hH^bi is the sum of hH^gsi and all unregularized nucleus-
nucleus interactions,
hH^bi = hH^gsi+
NnX
1m<n
Zm Zn
dmnb
: (5.5)
e molecular ground state is aracterized by the minimum binding energy with respect to vari-
ation of the nuclear geometry, i.e., hH^gsb i = mindmnb 2RhH^bi.
e general expreion for the system’s total energy is hH^i(t) = hh^(1)i(t) + hh^(2)hf i(t) +
hh^(2)corri(t), where, using the nonequilibrium Green function in FE-DVR representation, the one-
particle energy, the Hartree-Fo energy and the correlation energy are given by7,
hh^(1)i(t) =  i  Tr[h^(1)(t) g<(t; t)] =  i 
X
i1m1
X
i2m2
h^(1);i1i2m1m2 (t) g
<;i2i1
m2m1(t; t) ; (5.6)
hh^(2)hf i(t) =  
i 
2
Tr[§HF (t) g<(t; t)] ;
hh^(2)corri(t) =  
i 
2
Tr[i>1 (t; t)] :
72f1; 2g denotes the spin degeneracy factor.
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e initial equilibrium ground state energy hH^gsi is obtained by replacing the leer (and greater)
correlation functions in Eq. (5.6) by the Matsubara Green function i gM(0 ), cf. Eq. (2.38), and
considering the limit  ! 1 whi is well satisﬁed for Eh  1. In particular, the collision
integral term then reduces to (implicating the second Born approximation and the transformation
rule of Eq. (2.25)),
hh^(2)corri =
X
i1m1
X
i2m2
Z 
0
d §2ndB;i1i2;m1m2 ( ) gM;i2i1m2m1() : (5.7)
For completene, we also give the deﬁnition of the density and related quantities in terms of
the NEGF. e one-electron density8 is computed according to,
hn^(1)i(x; t) =  i g<(xt; xt) =  i
X
i1i2
X
m1m2
i1m1(x)
i2
m2(x) g
<;i1i2
m1m2(t; t) : (5.8)
Again, the equilibrium ground state density follows from the insertion of the Matsubara Green
function. e total number of electrons is hN^ei(t)=
R
dx hn^(1)i(x; t)= i Pi1m1 g<;i1i1m1m1(t; t),
whi is the trace over the one-particle density matrix (1);i1i2m1m2 (t)= i g<;i1i2m1m2(t; t) times the spin
degeneracy factor. e time-dependent dipole moment (being in atomic units equal to the average
electron position) is given by,
hd^(1)i(t) =  i Tr[x^(1) g<(t; t)] =  i
X
i1i2
X
m1m2
x^(1);i1i2m1m2 g
<;i2i1
m2m1(t; t) ; (5.9)
x^(1);i1i2m1m2 =
Z x0
0
dxi1m1(x)x
i2
m2(x) / i1i2m1m2 :
e explicit matrix elements of the operator x^(1) are obtained as a special case of Eq. (3.20)
(v^(1)(x; t) = x). Moreover, the evolution of the dipole moment is closely related to the ﬁeld-
induced (dynamic) polarizability  [Buc67],
hd^(1)i(t) = hd^(1)0 i+
1
2
(t)E(t) + : : : ; (5.10)
(!) = 2
Z +1
 1
dt [hd^
(1)i(t)  hd^(1)0 i] ei!t
E(t)
;
where, in the ﬁrst line, hd^(1)0 i denotes the permanent dipole moment and terms higher than ﬁrst-
order in the electric ﬁeld (i.e., hyperpolarizabilities) have been neglected.
5.2.1 General Remarks
emodel Hamiltonian of Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) involves a number of parameters. While the particle
numbers (Ne;n) and atomic numbers (Zn) are generally predeﬁned by the system of interest (e.g.,
Ne=Z1=2 and Nn=1 for 1D helium), the values for yn, cn and c have to be motivated.
8Being normalized to Ne/.
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Figure 5.1: Heteronuclear molecule lithium hydride (LiH) modeled in one dimension. (a) One-
electron potential v^(1;LiH)i for three diﬀerent values of the regularization parameter ¹c= c1 = c2,
see Eq. (5.4), and corresponding one-electron density hn^(1)i(x) in Hartree-Fo approximation
(singlet state). e bond length is ﬁxed to db=3:5 a0. e doed line refers to the pure Coulomb
potential. (b) Inﬂuence of the regularization parameters ¹c and c on the binding energy hH^bi as
function of the bond length db (Hartree-Fo approximation). From boom to top, ¹c (in a0) is
increased from 0:1 via 0:2, 0:5 and 1:0 to 2:0. e solid red line (with minimum hH^bi at about
db = 3:5 a0) denotes the case ¹c = c = 1. e corresponding quintet state (represented by the
gray line; cf. Table 3.1) has non-binding aracter. Further, the solid bla (thi) line indicates the
binding energy curve for the true LiH molecule [JKC06]. e connected dots mark the minima in
the binding energy curves for ¹c-values of 0:1 to 2:0 in steps of 0:1.
For atoms, obviously, y1 is irrelevant as long as the atomic extension in equilibrium and
nonequilibrium is well covered by the simulation box [0; x0], cf. Section 3.2. For molecules9, the
distances of the nuclei positions y1; : : : ; yNn deﬁne the bond lengths whi themselves depend
on the electronic structure. us, the relative positions dmnb = jyn   ymj have to be computed
self-consistently together with the electronic properties. In the ﬁxed-nuclei approximation, the set
fyng corresponds to the ground state conﬁguration and is not altered during the system’s time
evolution, see the example discued below. Moreover, due to the reduction of dimensionality, the
model Hamiltonian only allows for the description of molecules with linear geometry.
e parameters cn and c remove the singularity of the Coulomb potential and soen the inter-
action between all arge carriers involved. is is neceary to avoid divergences in the FE-DVR
matrix elements and, consequently, keeps the total energy ﬁnite. In Eq. (5.4), the asymptotic behav-
9For all calculations, we center the molecule at x0/2.
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ior of the so-Coulomb potential v^(1;system)i as function of the distance rn=xi   yn is Coulombic
(/jrnj 1) for jrnj1 (in atomic units) and provides a harmonic cutoﬀ at r=0: v^(1;system)i (rn)=
  Znpcn + Zn2pc3n r
2
n +O(r4n) for jrnj1. e same holds for the electron-electron repulsion h^(2)ij .
In a simple picture, the regularization of the Coulomb potential may be seen as simulating a
transverse spread10 of themulti-electronwave function su that electronsmay be able to pa ea
other. However, care needs to be taken with this interpretation as it does not apply simultaneously
to the smoothing of the electron-nucleus interaction. Also, there is no straightforward mapping
of the full three-dimensional Hamiltonian onto its 1D counterpart of Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4). A more
fundamental argument for the removal of the singularities (besides the avoidance of numerical
diﬃculties) is that, by anging the soening parameters, the ground-state and/or binding energy
hH^gs/bi and the ionization potentials IP can be easily varied and adapted to the corresponding
real 3D system without destroying the long-range aracter of the Coulomb potential [TMM09].
In Figure 5.1, this is demonstrated for the molecule lithium hydride (LiH) in one dimension, where
Ne = 4, Nn = 2, Z1 = 3 and Z2 = 1. ereby, all results are obtained in the Hartree-Fo
approximation whi gives the correct qualitative picture11.
Figure 5.1 (a) shows how the one-electron potential anges with the soening of the electron-
nucleus araction and how this aﬀects the electron density (c = 1) at ﬁxed Li-H separation.
Whereas the density directly at the lithium and the hydrogen atom strongly varies, it remains
nearly constant in between. is is consistent with the overlap of molecular orbitals of diﬀerent
sites (or atoms) being eentially governed by the internuclear distances. In Figure 5.1 (b), the Li-H
binding energy curve is depicted for diﬀerent sets of parameters. With the increase of ¹c (for the def-
inition see the Figure caption), a gradual transition from a very dense and strongly bound system
to a weakly bound system with large bond length takes place. ereby, the regularization of the
electron-electron interaction only slightly shis the binding energy and the resulting equilibrium
bond length. For values about c=cn=1 (red solid line), one approaes the bond aracter of the
real 3D LiH molecule (thi bla line). Moreover, while all aforementioned ﬁndings have referred
to the singlet state with closed-shell spin conﬁguration, the gray curve in Figure 5.1 (b)—having no
minimum—indicates that there exists no stable quintet state of total spin S=2 for the 1D lithium
hydride molecule.
In the remainder of this work, we focus on the case cn = c= 1 (8n) whi represents a rea-
sonable oice and is also widely used in the literature for describing, both, atoms and molecules,
e.g., Refs. [HGE94, KKB01].
Further, although being regularized, the so-Coulomb potential provides bound states whi
follow the Rydberg scaling law [JES88], i.e., their asymptotic energy behavior is inverse to n2 (for
n1 2 N). is leads to well-deﬁned ionization thresholds—the ground states of the positively
arged ions—and is responsible for the complex electronic structure of atoms andmolecules. Con-
10An extension perpendicular to the x-direction.
11At least for small to moderate internuclear distances. For db !1, Hartree-Fo can fail in describing the dis-
sociation and, hence, can lead to incorrect threshold energies. For a discuion on this point and for the inclusion of
electron-electron correlations on the ground-state density and binding energy, see Chapter 6.
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sequently, the atomic or molecular spectrum, also in 1D, comprises (i) one-electron excited states
and (ii) series of multi-electron (autoionizing) resonances embedded in one- or more-electron con-
tinua [TRR00]. While the former states originate from transitions of individual electrons into
energetically higher atomic or molecular orbitals, the laer exist solely due to binary correlations
and point out the multi-electron nature.
e degree of correlation can be expreed, e.g., by means of the correlation energy,
hH^corrgs i = hH^exactgs i   hH^hfgsi ; (5.11)
whi is the diﬀerence of the exact total energy, hH^exactgs i, and the total energy hH^hfgsi as obtained
in Hartree-Fo approximation. Another option to describe the level of correlation is based on the
information entropy (see Chapter 6.1.1).
5.2.2 A brief Overview on Strong-ﬁeld Phenomena
In a static (or alternating) external electric ﬁeld, the dc (ac) Stark eﬀect leads to shis and spliings
of the atomic and molecular energy levels. However, standard perturbation theory for the linear
or quadratic Stark eﬀect12 neglects the fact that, in the presence of intense ﬁelds, high-lying states
are subject to a relatively fast decay in time. One of the corresponding strong-ﬁeld phenomena is
known as tunnel ionization (TI) for optical to infrared (ir) wavelengths and results from a large
distortion of the nuclear potential whi, at large intensities, is bend down and forms an oscil-
lating potential barrier through whi electrons may tunnel most eﬀectively at maximum ﬁeld
amplitude in polarization direction [DE06]. At even larger intensities, TI merges into ”over the
barrier ionization” where the energy level of an electron is energetically above the tunnel barrier
su that it can directly escape from the atom or molecule.
Another ionization annel is the absorption of several photons. If n photons of frequency
or photon energy !ph are required for ionization, i.e., if n!ph becomes larger than the electron
binding energy, the rate for multi-photon ionization (MPI) is proportional to (I! 1ph )n [Kel65b].
Typical intensities for the absorption of two photons start from I =1014 W/cm2. Of course, also
more than the minimum number of photons that are actually needed to overcome the ionization
potential can be absorbed. is proce is known as ”above threshold ionization” and leads to
equidistant peaks (separated by !ph) in photoelectron spectra that measure the kinetic energy of
the released electron [PAM88].
In contrast to a resonant excitation or a direct ionization (linear phenomena), TI and MPI are
examples of nonlinear eﬀects whi can be claiﬁed by the Keldysh parameter =!ph
p
2IpE 10
(in atomic units), see, e.g., Ref. [DE06], where Ip denotes the ionization potential of the system
andE0 is the electric ﬁeld strength. Whereas for the multi-photon regime 1, tunnel ionization
dominates for 1.
Moreover, strong-ﬁeld ionization procees can be experimentally used to generate higher-
harmonics radiation [BK00]. Here, the ionized electron is, by means of the laser ﬁeld, driven ba
12Note that the linear Stark shi vanishes for atoms and molecules with zero permanent dipole moment.
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to the atom (or molecule) and, instead of undergoing interactions with residual bound electrons or
nuclei13, it recombines by emiion of electromagnetic radiation [YCAFE08]. As the frequencies
of the emied light are higher harmonics of the irradiated laser frequency14 the eﬀect is called
higher-harmonic generation (HHG). A typical HHG spectrum shows a well-formed plateau at
intermediate photon energies and a claically motivated cut-oﬀ at 3:17Up + Ip (in atomic units
where Up = E20(4!2ph) 1 denotes the ponderomotive, cycle-averaged kinetic energy [Kel65b])
whi is able to rea the so x-ray regime.
Generally, all aforementioned intense-ﬁeld phenomena are compatible with a single active
electron (SAE) description, i.e., they do not involve the presence of other electrons in the atom
or molecule. However, there are many strong-ﬁeld situations where the SAE treatment fails and
also a mean-ﬁeld picture is insuﬃcient. In these cases, dynamic correlation eﬀects participate to a
substantial level.
emost prominent indication of time-dependent electronic correlations is the ”knee” structure
observed in the double-ionization (DI) of noble gases [WSD+94, LTC98]. Here, up to certain
threshold intensities (typically as large as 1015 W/cm2) the DI yield is several orders of magnitude
larger than predicted from a sequential picture, where the second electron is aumed to escape
from the singly arged ion. e underlying meanism is well-investigated in full 3D [BF99,
FLCC01] on the basis of the strong-ﬁeld approximation and claical methods but has also been
extensively studied in reduced dimensionality, for 1D helium see, e.g., Refs. [DvL01, WB06] and
references therein.
Today, a still increasing number of experimental setups use sources of bright, coherent and
ultra-short laser pulses (e.g., created by HHG teniques) and permit, in a time-dependent fashion,
to resolve ultra-fast (sub-femtosecond) procees inside atoms or molecules, e.g., Ref. [UUS+07].
From the theoretical perspective, su experiments require accurate time-dependent modeling,
particularly with a focus on correlation eﬀects because their study is experimental reality. As rep-
resentative example, where electron correlations are important and even have the ability to domi-
nate the (ionization) dynamics, we want to, brieﬂy, outline a typical aosecond pump-probe exper-
iment [HC06a] that has beenmodeled in one spatial dimension by S. Bau et al., see Ref. [BBB10d].
In this TDSE study, a very simpliﬁed model of a helium-like atom is considered: two electrons
with singlet spin conﬁguration in a one-dimensional potential well with v(1;system)i = 1:6 Eh for
xi 2 [ 2:8a0; 2:8a0] and zero outside the interval. Further, the electron-electron interaction is as
in Eq. (5.4) (c=1). Despite the simplicity of this model, it qualitatively captures the features of the
1D helium atom, including discrete (one- and two-electron) bound states and continuum states of
the singly and doubly ionized system, for the energy levels and ionization potentials see inset of
Figure 5.2 (a).
Aiming at the investigation of the single and double ionization, the model atom is exposed
to a two-color (xuv-ir) laser ﬁeld with Gauian carrier envelopes, E(t) = Exuv(t) + Eir(t) =
13is would be a correlated proce, e.g., leading to impact ionization.
14For symmetry reasons, only the odd harmonics are being emied.
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Figure 5.2: Single (y^(1)) and double ionization yield (y^(2)) as function of the pulse delay d for
a pump-probe experiment whi involves a simple 1D two-electron model atom studied by the
TDSE (blue lines) and TDHF (red dashed line in the upper panel). e inset in (a) shows the
exact level diagram of the system, the ground state (gs), the ionization thresholds (I(1;2)p ) and the
xuv ﬁeld (red arrow, !xuv = 1:99 Eh, xuv = 10 0). In (a), the intensity of the probing infrared
pulse (bla dashed line, ir = 45 0) is I = 8:8  1013 W/cm2, in (b), I = 3:5  1014 W/cm2.
e bla doed line in the lower panels depicts the instantaneous infrared intensity, / jEir(t)j2.
Moreover, the green doed curve in (b) denotes respective results for the 1D helium model as
deﬁned in Chapter 5.2.1. Figures are according to S. Bau et al., cf. Ref. [BBB10d].
E0xuv exp (  (t d)
2
22xuv
) cos(!xuv(t   d)) + E0ir exp (  t
2
22ir
) cos(!irt) in EDA, cf. Eq. (5.4). ereby,
d denotes the time delay between both pulses, and, typically, xuv  ir. e xuv ﬁeld acts as the
pump pulse with a photon energy of !xuv = 1:99 Eh, i.e., it promotes the system nonresonantly
into the ﬁrst continuum, cf. the red arrow in the inset of Figure 5.2 (a). Further, its relatively low
intensity suppreesmulti-photon absorption. On the other hand, the ir pulse (!ir=900 nm) probes
the atom but is not strong enough to produce signiﬁcant strong-ﬁeld tunneling or multi-photon
ionization. For the speciﬁc pulse parameters, see the caption of Figure 5.2 or Ref. [BBB10d].
Figure 5.2 (a) and (b) resolve the single and double ionization yields (see the blue solid curves)
for two diﬀerent intensities of the probing ir pulse ((a) 8:81013 W/cm2 and (b) 3:51014 W/cm2)
as function of the pump-probe delay. Note that, for negative d, the maximum of the xuv pulse is
rushing ahead, cf. E(t) as given above. While in both cases the single ionization yield instanta-
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neously follows the ir-ﬁeld intensity15, the DI signal is strongly intensity-dependent forming an
additional peak at negative delays (see the bla arrow) and, in particular, does not at all follow a
time-dependent Hartree-Fo description, see the red dashed line whi is several orders of mag-
nitude too small. e explanation is a highly non-linear proce: e preceding xuv populates a
shake-up state (see, e.g., Ref. [LLD+05], and the gray arrows in the level diagram) whi, at about
d = 40 0, is within rea of impact ionization induced by the probing ir ﬁeld. Interestingly,
Figure 5.2 (b) shows that, at intensities larger than 1014 W/cm2, the release of electrons from the
shake-up state becomes the dominant annel for DI. at the underlying meanism is indeed
due to a rescaering proce (whi, in the same manner, is responsible for the appearance of the
”knee”) can be understood by a semiclaical trajectory analysis, for details see Ref. [BBB10d].
In conclusion, this brief discuion on a pump-probe scenario emphasizes the role of electron
correlations and shows that they can be the driving force in time-dependent strong-ﬁeld phe-
nomena. ereby, in the present example, the complete failure of TDHF is due to the absence of
the two-electron shake-up state (see label S in Figure 5.2 (a)), whi only appears in a correlated
treatment of the model system. Moreover, we also stre that for the 1D helium atom as deﬁned
in Chapter 5.2.1, i.e., including Coulomb-like potentials for the electron-nucleus interaction, one
obtains similar results. ese are depicted by the green doed curve in Figure 5.2 (b).
5.3 Summary
In this Chapter, we, with Hamiltonian (5.3) and observables (5.5) to (5.11), have laid the founda-
tion for the NEGF description of 1D atoms and molecules in the next Chapter. To this end, the
discuion on LiH around Figure 5.1 has already given an idea how we will proceed in calculating
the ground state properties. In Chapter 6, we extend these results and go beyond the mean-ﬁeld
(Hartree-Fo) treatment including correlations in the second(-order) Born approximation. Also,
we present results for other atoms and molecules in one spatial dimension and discu their cor-
related dynamics in the presence of time-dependent external ﬁelds (see E(t) as introduced by
Eq. (5.4)).
e brief discuion on the pump-probe experiment in Chapter 5.2.2 has motivated the in-
clusion of electron correlations in the nonequilibrium Green function approa. However, in the
following, we do not aim at modeling the ﬁeld-induced ionization of atoms (and molecules). is,
on NEGF basis and by solving the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations (3.37) and (3.38) without
further approximations, turns out to be too expensive and complicated—we note that only a very
few aempts have been made so far, see Refs. [HBBB10, BHBB10b]16. Instead, we, beyond the
ground state properties of the considered models, primarily focus on the internal and short-time
dynamics and, in this scope, investigate the role of dynamic correlations. In addition, the pur-
15is indicates the sequential proce of xuv- and subsequent (respectively, preceding) ir-ﬁeld perturbation.
16Due to la of precision and temporal resolution, these works have not been succeful in describing the correlated
ionization dynamics. Particularly, we note that great care needs to be taken when applying the obscure approximation
seme established in Ref. [HBBB10].
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pose is, of course, the benmarking of the grid-based FE-DVR method developed in Part II of this
thesis.
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Equilibrium Properties and Nonequilibrium Behavior
6.1 Electronic Ground State Properties
As benmarks for the eﬃcient FE-DVR method developed in Part II of this thesis and as prepara-
tory work for time-dependent (laser ﬁeld) applications in Chapter 6.2, we, in this Section, present
ground state (i.e., equilibrium) Green function results for the atomic/molecular model system
discued in Chapter 5.2, see Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4). ereby, for thorough comparison and as-
sement of the Green function ﬁndings, exact reference data are computed from the full Ne-
particle time-dependent Srödinger equation (TDSE) using the method of imaginary time prop-
agation1. All approximate results follow from the Matsubara Green function gM(),  2 [ ; 0]
in FE-DVR representation, where the Dyson equation (3.40)—as equilibrium limit of the two-time
Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations—is solved self-consistently in Hartree-Fo and second Born approxi-
mation, cf. Eqs. (4.2) and (4.4) in Chapter 4.1.1.
As examples of few-electron atoms, we focus on one-dimensional helium (He) and beryllium
(Be; Ne = Z1 = 4 and Nn = 1 in Eq. (5.4)). As molecular representatives, we study the one-
dimensional hydrogen molecule (H2; Ne=Nn=2, Z1;2=1), the linear version of the molecular
ion H+3 (Ne=2,Nn=3,Zn=1 8n) and the heteronuclear molecule lithium hydride (LiH). Further,
all atoms and molecules are considered in the singlet (closed-shell) spin state with jS;MSi= j0; 0i
unle noted otherwise, i.e., generally, =2 in all expreions.
roughout, to account for the atomic and molecular ground state, we have osen an inverse
temperature of =100 E 1h , whi requires the HOMO-LUMO gap (the energy spacing between
the highest occupied molecular orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital in the context
of Hartree-Fo, cf. Chapter 4.1.1) to be considerably larger2 than 2 ln(3 + 2
p
2)0:04 Eh. is
is very well satisﬁed in all considered cases3. In addition, to ensure convergence, we have used
simulation boxwidths ranging from 30 to 50 a0, cf. Eq. (3.4), and up to 231 FE-DVR basis functions
1e code development and the production of most data are due to S. Bau, e.g., Refs. [BBB10d, BHLE10].
2Estimated according to the FWHM (full width at half maximum) of the Fermi distribution’s ﬁrst derivative in order
to ensure integer occupation of atomic or molecular orbitals.
3e size of the HOMO-LUMO gap is between 0:3 and 0:8 Eh.
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whi correspond to an interval partitioning into ne = 29 ﬁnite elements and ng = 9 local DVR
basis functions per element (note that the basis has dimension nb=ne(ng 1) 1, cf. Chapter 3.2).
Generally, if the FEs do not follow an equidistant distribution, eentially more elements are placed
in the center of the simulation box to support the large electron density and its modulation about
the nuclei4.
6.1.1 Properties of He, Be, H2, H+3 , and LiH
First, let us concentrate on the one-dimensional models of helium and beryllium. e helium atom
is the most elementary closed-shell two-electron system and serves as convenient ”testing ground”
not only, as here, for NEGF calculations but also for other quantummany-body approaes su as
multiconﬁguration (time-dependent) Hartree-Fo [HBB10] or density functional theory [RB09a].
1D beryllium acts as the next more sophisticated closed-shell system [BHBB10b].
Regarding the helium ground state, there exists (in Hartree-Fo theory) only a single orbital
with energy5 1 =  0:750 Eh that is occupied by two electrons. Beryllium—with four active
electrons—poees two doubly occupied orbitals (1= 1:371Eh and 2= 0:313Eh). e self-
consistent approximate and exact ground state energies hH^gsi are given in Table 6.1. In general, the
inclusion of electron correlations must lower the ground state energy whi is the manifestation
of the Rayleigh-Ritz principle. For both atoms, we observe that the second Born approximation
complies with this condition and accounts for 65-70% of the correlation energy, cf. Eq. (5.11),
where, for beryllium, hH^corrgs i is more than three times larger than the value for helium. Overall,
the second Born deviation to the exact ground state energy is le than 0:005 Eh (0:014 Eh) for
He (Be) compared to 0:014 Eh (0:045 Eh) in Hartree-Fo approximation, i.e., the second Born
results come relatively close to the exact ones. For the individual energy contributions to hH^gsi,
the reader is referred to Appendix D (Table D.1 and Table D.2). We note, however, that, as so
Coulomb potentials are used for the electron-electron and electron-nucleus interaction (cn=c=1
in Eq. (5.4)), the virial theorem [Foc30] does not apply.
If neceary, ground state energies can be speciﬁed very accurately through the Dyson equa-
tion—including eentially more decimal places than are shown in Table 6.1. We want to illustrate
this for the helium atom. To this end, we set up a simulation box with x0=50 a0 and divide the
space into ne=11 ﬁnite elements that are arranged nonequidistantly. As function of the number
of DVR basis functions ng (given in braets), one, at Hartree-Fo level, obtains the following
converged decimal places: 2:22 Eh (ng=5),  2:224209 Eh (10), and 2:2242095 Eh (15). e
laer energy indicates a very precise value for the Hartree-Fo limit. In second Born approxima-
tion, ng=15 is needed for convergence in the sixth decimal place, then: hH^gsi= 2:233419 Eh
whi has to be compared to the exact energy of  2:2382578 Eh. We note that, in the second
4An optimized FE-DVR basis with spatial extension of 200 a0 and non-equidistant interval segmentation has been
discued in Ref. [BBB10b] for the case of 1D helium.
5e orbital energies are obtained from a self-consistent ﬁeld calculation. In compliance with Koopmans theorem,
the negative energy of the HOMO predicts the ﬁrst ionization energy. On the other hand, taking the LUMO energy
(the energy of the ﬁrst unoccupied orbital) as electron aﬃnity is oen a fairly poor aumption.
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Table 6.1: Self-consistent ground state (binding) energies of the 1D model atoms (molecules).
Ground state energy hH^gsi (Eh) Binding energy hH^bi (Eh)
Calculation He Be H2 H+3 LiH
TDHF  2:2242  6:7394  1:3531  1:4710  4:8534
TD2ndB  2:2334  6:7714  1:3740  1:5035  4:8886
TDSE (exact)  2:23831  6:78522  1:391  1:5324  4:91
1 e.g., Ref. [HGE94]; 2 from Ref. [HBBB10].
Table 6.2: Self-consistent bond lengths of the molecules in Table 6.1.
Bond length db (a0)
Calculation H2 H+3 (2) LiH
TDHF 1:9925 4:3654 3:3860
TD2ndB 2:0561 4:5579 3:5053
TDSE (exact) 2:151 4:770 3:6
Born case, the convergence is complicated due to the nonanalytic  -dependence of the Matsubara
Green function, see the discuion below.
e one-electron ground state densities hn^(1)i(x) of the helium and beryllium atom (obtained
via Eq. (5.8) and being normalized toNe 1) are displayed in the boom graphs of Figure 6.1. For
He, the density diﬀerences of Hartree-Fo (green dashed curve), second Born (blue solid curve)
and TDSE (red dash-doed line) are quite small and most dominant in the central region of 0:5 a0
about the He nucleus located at the origin. Along with increased electron number and correlation
energy, a stronger deviation of approximate and exact densities is observed in the case of beryllium.
However, as for He, the second Born density proﬁle is situated well between the Hartree-Fo and
the exact density, su that the second Born method produces coherently more accurate results
than the mean-ﬁeld calculation.
Now, let us turn over to themolecular examples and gather details on themodels of H2, H+3 and
LiH, the equilibrium properties of whi, unlike in atoms, depend on additional parameters—the
nuclei separations. In this work, we focus on the static case, i.e., no molecular vibrations are (e.g.,
thermally) excited. en, whether or not individual atoms combine into molecules depends on
the binding energy hH^bi whi appears as function of the interatomic distances dnmb , cf. Eq. (5.5).
Figure 6.2 shows the corresponding potential energy curves (PECs) of the ground state. e color
coding of the approximate and exact results is as in Figure 6.1, and our reference TDSE data for
H2 and H+3 well coincide with those of Refs. [KKB01, YZB96].
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Figure 6.1: One-electron ground state density hn^(1)i(x) for the one-dimensional models of he-
lium (He), beryllium (Be), hydrogen (H2), the molecular ion H+3 , and lithium hydride (LiH) in
Hartree-Fo (TDHF, green dashed line) and second Born approximation (TD2ndB, blue solid
line). e exact ground state density (TDSE, red dash-doed line) is obtained from propagating
the Srödinger equation in imaginary time. For the molecules, the density proﬁles correspond
to the self-consistent bond lengths db speciﬁed in Table 6.2. e squares (color-coded according
to the legend) mark the nuclei positions and the thin bla lines outline the resulting total core
potentials whi have been scaled by factor 0:2 and shied (the squares have ordinate zero).
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Figure 6.2: Potential energy curves, i.e., binding energy hH^bi as function of interatomic distance
db, for the models of hydrogen (Hs;t2 ; s: singlet, t: triplet), the molecular ion H+3 , and lithium
hydride (LiH). For H+3 , db corresponds to the distance of both outermost hydrogen atoms. e
thresholds for complete fragmentation (diociation thresholds) are labeled (H$H) at 1:340Eh
and (Li$ H) at  4:880 Eh. e inset refers to H2 in the triplet (i.e., spin-polarized) electron
conﬁguration with nonbinding aracter. For the equilibrium bond lengths, i.e., the position of the
minima in hH^bi, see Table 6.2. e diamonds and triangles indicate TDSE data from Refs. [KKB01]
and [YZB96].
For hydrogen, Figure 6.2 considers, both, the singlet (Hs2) and the triplet ground state (Ht2
with  = 1 and, e.g., jS;MSi = j1; 1i). Regarding the singlet state, the exact PEC is of Morse-
potential type and shows a minimum at about 2 a0 and a well-deﬁned diociation threshold
indicated as (H$H). Similarly, the Hartree-Fo and second Born approximation conﬁrm sub-
stantial hydrogen-hydrogen bonding, where the laer leads to an improvement of hH^bi that mea-
sures 55% of the Hartree-Fo energy discrepancy about the PEC minimum. However, neither the
Hartree-Fo nor the second Born approximation can accurately resolve the diociation proce.
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is is due to the fact that the closed-shell H2 molecule diociates into open-shell fragments, i.e.,
individual neutral hydrogen atoms. Su a transition cannot be described within the semilocal
(spin-restricted) approximations involved in the NEGF ansatz6. For the same reason, convergence
becomes diﬃcult at large interatomic distances7. However, the ground state properties at equilib-
rium bond length are not aﬀected by this failure of the many-body approximation (cf. Table 6.1
and Table 6.2), and, as long as the ﬁxed-nuclei approximation is applied, this also holds true in
nonequilibrium situations. In contrast to the singlet state, the triplet variant of H2 does not un-
dergo molecular binding and all potential energy curves behave correctly in the limit dba 10 !1.
In addition, as it is typical for spin-polarized systems, correlations play a minor role su that the
PEC is well approximated within Hartree-Fo. Neverthele, second Born corrections improve
the Hartree-Fo result, see the inset in Figure 6.2.
Like helium is the most elementary two-electron atom, H+3 (e.g., Ref. [ACK+09]) is the simplest
representative of a triatomic molecule. For the PEC in Figure 6.2, we aume relaxed bonds with
equal H-H spacing. ereby, H+3 has the same diociation threshold for complete fragmentation
than the hydrogen molecule, but leaves behind a positively arged proton in addition to two
neutral H atoms. e approximate and exact equilibrium bond lengths are slightly larger than in
H2 (compare with Table 6.2 and note that, for the molecular ion, db measures the distance between
the outermost hydrogen atoms). Regardle of the above mentioned failure of the NEGF ansatz
referring to the diociation proce, the nuclei positions are again consistently reproduced, and
the correct trend is observed when correlations are being included: e equilibrium bond length
shis to larger nuclear separations.
e approximate PEC calculations for the lithium hydride molecule reveal similar features
as observed for H2 or H+3 . Here, we only point out that the degree of electron correlations is,
in second Born approximation, slightly larger and that the corresponding minimum in hH^bi is
situated below the (Li$H)-threshold whi is not realized in Hartree-Fo approximation.
Summarizing the foregoing, the self-consistent binding energies and bond lengths obtained
from Figure 6.2 are listed in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, and the corresponding ground state densities
for the di- and triatomic molecules are shown in the upper three panels of Figure 6.1. Concerning
the densities, the molecular models universally indicate signiﬁcantly larger diﬀerences among
approximate and exact results than observed for the atomic examples, see the regions of high
density. Hence, in all cases, the second Born approximation (blue solid lines) leads to considerable
improvements of hn^(1)i(x). For LiH, the second Born ground state density is even in surprisingly
good agreement with the exact result. Moreover, the thin bla curves in Figure 6.1 delineate the
one-particle potentials v^(1)(x), cf. Eq. (5.4), that slightly vary with the equilibrium positions of
the nuclei that are indicated by squares. In this context, we emphasize that the density diﬀerences
are mainly based on correlation eﬀects and that the inﬂuence of the bond length variation8 is
secondary, for a discuion on H+3 see Ref. [BBB10b].
6We note that the same problem is encountered in density functional theory, e.g., Ref. [RPC+06].
7Although hH^bi(db) does not diverge as it occurs in Møller-Pleet perturbation theory.
8Induced by the speciﬁc many-body approximation.
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Figure 6.3: e threemost relevant approximate and exact natural orbitals (NOs)0(x), 1(x) and
2(x) for the lithium hydride molecule in its ground state obtained from Eq. (6.1) and weighted
by pn ; n are the NO occupation numbers. e result of the Hartree-Fo (second Born) ap-
proximation is given by green dashed lines (blue solid lines) and the TDSE data are shown by red
dashed-doed curves. e numbers on top of ea panel indicate the occupation number n for
the second Born (TDSE) calculation.
Natural Orbitals
A more precise identiﬁcation of the electronic structure and the second Born-type deviations from
the mean-ﬁeld (TDHF) picture is poible by means of natural orbitals (NOs), e.g., [HTR10]. Gen-
erally, the acceible set of natural orbitals n(x) (n = 0; 1; : : : ; nb   1 where nb denotes the
FE-DVR basis size) is obtained from the eigenvalue problem,Z
dx0 (1)gs (x; x0)n(x0) =  n n(x) ; (6.1)
with the one-electron ground state density matrix (1)gs (x; x0) = gM(0 ) and natural orbital
occupation numbers 0  n  1 where Pn n = Ne 1. In FE-DVR representation, the NOs
are constructed directly as n(x) =
P
im c
(n);i
m im(x) where the expansion coeﬃcients c(n) are
the eigenvectors of the Matsubara Green function gM;ii
0
mm0(0
 ) (n are the respective eigenvalues).
In Hartree-Fo approximation, natural and Hartree-Fo orbitals are identical and, at least for
!1, integral occupations (n=1 for n=0; 1; : : : ; N 1 and zero otherwise; N is the number
of electrons with same spin projection) reﬂect the non-correlatedaracter of the many-body wave
function whi is just a Slater determinant of all occupied NOs.
In the case of LiH, there exist two fully occupied natural orbitals that contribute to the Hartree-
Fo ground state, see 0 and 1 in Figure 6.3, and note the scaling by
p
n. For the ﬁrst, nodele
orbital 0(x), whi is mainly situated at the lithium atom, approximate and exact results are
lying almost on top of ea other. is is the clear sign that the core electrons are le aﬀected
by electronic correlations9. In comparison to Hartree-Fo (0 = 1), the occupation numbers are
9Note that, at Hartree-Fo level, ascending orbital energies can be aigned to the NOs.
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Table 6.3: Information entropy S as a correlation measure (cf. Eq. (6.2)). In Hartree-Fo approxi-
mation, it is S= Ne log  with spin degeneracy factor . Electronic correlations, generally, raise
the entropy.
Information entropy
Calculation He Be H2 H+3 LiH
TDHF  1:3863  2:7726  1:3863  1:3863  2:7726
TD2ndB  1:3327  2:5372  1:2319  1:1073  2:4793
anged by le than 0:6% for TD2ndB and TDSE.
For the second natural orbital, whi, at Hartree-Fo level, represents the two valence elec-
trons, correlation-induced deviations are larger. In addition, 1 is shared between both nuclei and
extends over several bond lengths. Due to second Born corrections 1 decreases by about 2% in
favor of the occupation of energetically higher orbitals, compare with Ref. [BBvL+09]. is repre-
sents the fact that the correlated many-body wave function for LiH cannot be expreed by a single
Slater determinant. Moreover, in correspondence with the one-electron density in Figure 6.1, the
explicit form of 1(x) is well approaed in the second Born approximation.
For TD2ndB and TDSE, also the third natural orbitals 2, being occupied by le than 5%, are
similar in shape, although the occupation for TD2ndB is le than half the TDSE value (TDHF: 2=
0). Finally, all remaining natural orbitals (those whi are not shown in Figure 6.3) are occupied
by le than 1%.
Information Entropy
A uniﬁed measure of the degree of electron correlation whi allows for comparison of diﬀerent
atoms and molecules is the information (or correlation) entropy, see, e.g., Ref. [NY00]. It is deﬁned
by ((1) is the one-electron density matrix and n denote natural orbital occupations, cf. Eq. (6.1)),
S =  Tr[(1) log (1)] =  
X
n
log(n) ; (6.2)
and describes the entanglement between a single electron in the system and the entirety of the
remaining Ne 1 electrons [HTR10]. In the case of integral (non-fractional) natural orbital oc-
cupations, i.e., in Hartree-Fo approximation, the information entropy adopts the value of S =
 Ne log(). For a spin-polarized and, respectively, for a closed-shell system the lower bound is
S = 0 and S =  Ne log(2). Fractional occupation numbers generated by correlations lead to an
entropy increase whi is consistent with the usual entropy perception.
For the closed-shell model atoms and molecules under investigation in this Chapter, Table 6.3
summarizes the values of the information entropy in Hartree-Fo and second Born approxima-
tion. Focusing ﬁrst on the two-electron systems He, H2 and H+3 , we observe that the presence of
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Figure 6.4: Second Born approximation: Convergence of the ground state energy hH^gsi for models
of helium (red), beryllium (green), hydrogen (bla), the molecular ion H+3 (gray) and lithium
hydride (blue) as function of the number of  -grid points n = 2nunp + 1 (red lines). e red
dashed curves show the convergence behavior for helium as function of np only. Parameter nu is
ﬁxed as indicated by the numbers.
more than one atomic core potential reveals a gradual growth in the degree of correlation. While
for helium S = 1:3327 is close to the non-correlated (Hartree-Fo) result of S = 1:3863, it
increases by about 0:1 for hydrogen and is largest for the molecular ion H+3 , where the two neg-
ative arges are shared between three hydrogen atoms. Secondly, referring to the four-electron
examples (Be and LiH), the electrons are more strongly correlated in the diatomic lithium hydride
molecule than in beryllium.
For completene, we note that the same trend as speciﬁed by the entropy can be extracted
also from the correlation energies whi are listed in Appendix D, seeTables D.1 and D.2.
Second(-order) Born Convergence Behavior
In the last part of this Section, we want to present some additional computational details concern-
ing the second Born calculations for He, Be, H2, H+3 and LiH. ese relate to the time-argument 
in the Matsubara Green function gM() where  2 [ ; 0] (=100 E 1h ), cf. Eq. (2.25).
While, for Hartree-Fo, the  -dependence of the Matsubara Green function is known (there
is an exponential decay (growth) as function of  for orbital energies above (below) the emi-
cal potential, cf. Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3)), it is nontrivial for many-body approximations that include
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electron-electron correlations, i.e., for whi the self-energy is nonlocal in time, see the Dyson
equation (4.4). ereby, strong deviations from exponential behavior can be expected, in particu-
lar, about the interval endpoints  =  and  =0 [BBvL+09]. Moreover, when a representation
other than the Hartree-Fo orbital basis is applied (note that we work in the FE-DVR picture),
the  -discretization is more elaborate due to mixing of Hartree-Fo orbitals. For these reasons,
an adequate  -grid and a thorough convergence analysis with respect to the grid parameters is
required.
As outlined in Chapter 4.1.1, we, for discretization of the interval [ ; 0], adopt a uniform
power mesh [BBvL+09, DvL05] that depends on two parameters, nu and np. Figure 6.4, shows
the convergence of the atomic and molecular ground state energies against the total number of
grid points n =2nunp + 1, where a steady state is typically obtained aer 10 to 20 iterations of
the Dyson equation. As we see, generally, a grid with n > 500 yields errors that are le than
10 4 Eh. In addition, how fast the energy converges depends on the number of electrons (compare
helium and beryllium) as well as on the molecular geometry (see H2 in comparison to H+3 ). On top
of that, a dense grid around =0 is also relevant for particle number preservation. We note that,
during the iteration proce, the particle numberNe= Tr[gM(0 )] can be an unstable observable
with respect to grid parameter variations (on that account, the trace over the second term on the
r.h.s. of Eq. (4.4) must vanish).
Overall, relatively large  -grids with more than a thousand grid points are neceary to obtain
satisfactory ground state results as they are displayed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. As a consequence, sim-
ilarly large grids must be taken into account in nonequilibrium situations when initial correlations
are non-negligible10 (turn to the following Chapter 6.2).
6.2 Nonequilibrium Behavior in External Fields
In this Section, we perform explicitly time-dependent second-order Born calculations for the model
atoms and molecules treated in the previous Section for their (non-)correlated ground state prop-
erties. To this end, we solve the full two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations, as it is outlined in Chap-
ter 4.1, in FE-DVR representation starting from the system’s ground state. In the presence of
external ﬁelds, cf. Eq. (5.4), we deploy the numerical methods developed in Part II including the
dynamic self-energies of Eqs. (3.32) and (3.35), and, in particular, prove the applicability of the par-
allel, distributed-memory code described in Chapter 4.2. Moreover, we want to test the generalized
Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz for the dynamics of one-particle observables.
Regarding the physics, we focus on two central topics: (i) the linear response properties of He
whi are of relevance for the ground state excitation spectrum, and (ii) the correlated short-time
electron dynamics in He and LiH being exposed to strong, non-perturbative laser ﬁelds in the
(extreme) ultraviolet ((x)uv) regime, i.e., we make use of photon energies 10 eV!ph  120 eV
and ﬁeld intensities larger than 1014 W/cm2.
10Maybe, a good idea—in future NEGF calculations—is to proceed from a time-grid representation to a basis expan-
sion similar to a FE-DVR that is applied for the spatial coordinates of the Green function.
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6.2.1 Linear Response Properties of He
Under a weak, i.e., perturbative, and spectrally broad dipole excitation, described by (cf. Eq. (5.4),
t0 denotes the time instant when the ﬁeld acts),
v^
(1;field)
i (t) = E(t)xi ; E(t) = E0 (t  t0) ; (6.3)
where the ﬁeld strength is typicallyE01 a.u. (su that the intensity is well below 1014 W/cm2),
the atom or molecule performs electric dipole transitions from the ground state into the excited
state manifold. ereby, the small ﬁeld strength makes sure that all kind of ionization and multi-
photon procees and excitations of higher order are negligibly small. Numerically, the dipole
excitation of Eq. (6.3) is realized by leing the constant ﬁeldE0 act for a single time step (or a few)
if its length is of the order of 10 2 0 or, otherwise, by using an extremely short (e.g., Gauian)
pulse (E(t)/exp( 12( t t00 )2), 0 10 1). e inﬁnitesimal temporal shortne ensures that, at
least principally, all excited states11 are acceible.
e carrier of the spectral information is the time-dependent dipole moment hd^(1)i(t), see
Eq. (5.9), from whi one can extrapolate to the internal electronic structure and to the complete
ground state dipole spectrum, the polarizability (!)/ R+1 1 dt e i!thd^(1)i(t), cf. Eq. (5.10), and
the response function [DvLS06].
In Figure 6.5, we compare the evolution of the dipole moment for the one-dimensional He atom
in Hartree-Fo (TDHF, green dashed line) and second Born approximation (TD2ndB, blue solid
line) to the exact result of the time-dependent Srödinger equation (TDSE, red dash-doed line).
In addition, we present the dipole moment for the single-time second Born calculation (bla dash-
dash-doed curve) that uses the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym (GKB) ansatz for reconstructing the
collision integral on the time diagonal, cf. Chapter 4.3. ereby, the diﬀerences in user memory
are huge: While the two-time evolution of the Green function consumes about one terabyte of
memory (the simulation parameters are x0 = 70, nb = 83, and  = 0:025), the GKB calculation
gets along with only about one to two gigabyte RAM (here, x0=40, nb=59, and =0:01).
Following the -ki at t=0, the dipole moment, generally, starts to oscillate about the position
of the He nucleus (note that symmetry inhibits a permanent dipole moment). ereby, we clearly
identify diﬀerences between the mean-ﬁeld and partly (fully) correlated results. In second Born
approximation, the time-dependent dipole moment reasonably well approaes the TDSE result
where, in comparison to TDHF, a general shi towards a larger main oscillation period is observed.
e corresponding frequency roughly agrees with the excitation frequency of the ﬁrst excited state
(cf. Figure 6.6: !01=0:533Eh, whi gives a period of 11:8 0). In addition, Figure 6.5 shows that
the GKBA curve, particularly at the initial stage of propagation, well follows the TD2ndB result.
However, we remark that, in all approximate calculations of Figure 6.5 (thi lines), the initial
state is non-correlated, i.e., of Hartree-Fo type. is, if dynamic correlations are included in
the calculation, can become noticeable in form of additional (collective) excitations of non-dipole
aracter, for details, see also the laser-induced electron dynamics discued in Chapter 6.2.2 as
11Of course, only those whi are acceible from the ground state by a dipole transition.
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Figure 6.5: Time-dependent dipole moment hd^(1)i(t) of the one-dimensional helium atom follow-
ing a perturbative dipole -ki excitation at t0=0, cf. Eq. (6.3). Whereas the green dashed (blue
solid) curve indicates the Hartree-Fo (second Born) result, the TDSE data are given by the red
dash-doed curve. e bla dash-dash-doed line corresponds to the usage of the generalized
Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz (GKBA). In all approximate curves except for the thin blue line (whi cor-
responds to the usage of the self-consistent correlated initial state, ploed up to t=25 0) the he-
lium atom is, for t0, prepared in the Hartree-Fo ground state of energy 2:2242Eh, cf. Chap-
ter 6.1.1.
well as Chapter 6.3. us, some care needs to be taken when comparing to the full TDSE result.
We emphasize that the usage of self-consistent initial states further improves hd^(1)i(t). For times
t < 25 0, the reader is referred to the thin blue solid line12 in Figure 6.5 or may compare with
Ref. [BBB10c].
e 1D He model has, just like real helium, discrete, Rydberg-like arranged energy levels
(bound states) and continuum states that represent the singly- or doubly-ionized atom, cf. Chap-
ter 5.2.1. e sematic level diagram of the singlet system is displayed in Figure 6.6 including a
couple of one- and two-electron excitation energies. Principally, as mentioned before, a detailed
analysis of the time-dependent dipole moment obtained in linear response, should—in terms of its
Fourier transform—give direct acce to the excited states. In the following, we want to report on
respective results whi are aievable in the second Born approximation.
e dipole spectrum as computed from the TDSE13 is given by the bla dash-doed line
in Figure 6.7 (a). It clearly indicates the series of singly- and doubly excited states outlined in
Figure 6.6. However, to arrive at this result, the time-dependent dipole moment had to be recorded
for several hundred atomic units, and, in addition, a very large simulation box (x0 50 a0) has
been used in combination with absorbing potentials [BHLE10, VB92] to suppre spectral box
artifacts, compare with Figure 6.7 (b). In full second Born approximation, su long and spatially
12Eentially longer full TD2ndB calculations are diﬃcult to perform when the mixed Green function gd( i; t)
( 2 [ ; 0]) is being included to account for initial correlations.
13Data from S. Bau; solution of the two-electron time-dependent Srödinger equation [HBB10].
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Figure 6.6: Level diagram of one-dimensional He from ground state (gs) to complete fragmen-
tation, !   hH^gsi > 2:238 Eh. e gray lines indicate the excited states of the singly-arged
ion, He+. e ﬁrst and second ionization threshold, I(1)P = 0:755 and I
(2)
P = 2:238 (in units
of Hartree, Eh), are marked by the red lines. e diﬀerence of the ionization potentials is
I
(2)
p   I(1)p = 1:483 Eh. e excitation energies of the ﬁrst singly excited states (bla lines
below I(1)P ) and some autoionizing resonances (bla lines between I
(1)
P and I
(2)
P ), computed from
exact diagonalization and TDHF time series, are collected alongside in the Table.
extended calculations are (with present numerical capabilities) prohibited due to the two-time and
non-Markovian structure of the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations. Instead, the propagation is limited to
relatively short times even if the parallel algorithm of Chapter 4.2 is applied [BBB10c]. Hence,
with a length of tf = 70 0 (1:7 fs), the second Born data of the dipole moment displayed in
Figure 6.5 are far too short to obtain complete spectral information by Fourier transform14 or
harmonic inversion [MT97].
In order to gather at least some indications on the ﬁrst and eventually on the second excited
state, we have applied an autoregreion (AR) spectral analysis [Mar87] whi is appropriate for
analyzing short time-series. Here, and autocorrelation model of order s is applied to the time-
dependent dipole moment,
hd^(1)i(t) = hd^(1)0 i+
sX
n=1
cn hd^(1)i(t  n¢t); ¢t = tf
s
; (6.4)
where hd^(1)0 i denotes the permanent dipole moment, cf. Eq. (5.10), whi is zero in the present
case. Further, the AR coeﬃcients cn are obtained from the Yule-Walker equations, for details see
14Even if high-resolution windowing is used.
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Figure 6.7: Ground state dipole spectrum for the one-dimensional He atom. (a) e bla
dash-doed line represents hd^(1)i(!) as computed from the solution of the TDSE using absorb-
ing boundary conditions and a simulation box whi is eentially larger than x0 = 50 a0,
see Ref. [HBB10]. While the peaks situated energetically below the ﬁrst ionization threshold
I
(1)
P are the singly excited bound states of He, the peaks between ! = 1:25 Eh and the sec-
ond ionization threshold I(2)P are the doubly excited states (i.e., resonances in the one-electron
continuum). e gray vertical lines indicate the excited state energies of the singly-arged ion
(He+), cf. Figure 6.6. Further, the colored curves (with nonlogarithmic scale) indicate the autore-
greion power spectral densities hd^(1)i(s; !) obtained from Eq. (6.5) with model order s=1000
and tf = 55 0. In Hartree-Fo (second Born) approximation, the ﬁrst excited state appears at
frequency !(1)01 =0:549 Eh (!
(2)
01 =0:537 Eh). e exact excitation frequency is !01=0:533 Eh,
see the inset. (b) e bla dashed line corresponds to the Fourier transform of hd^(1)i(t) (plus
Blaman window) in Hartree-Fo approximation where tf = 1000 0 and x0 = 50 a0. Note
that peaks beyond I(1)P are artiﬁcial box states that are narrower and partially damped out in the
case of the TDSE, compare with panel (a). e thin red vertical lines are the excited states as
computed for the same simulation box width from exact diagonalization. Moreover, the colored
lines in panel (b) show the integral f(!)= j R tf0 dt e i!thd^(1)i(t)j2 where tf=70 0 as in Figure 6.5
(nonlogarithmic scale, arb. units).
Ref. [Mar87]. Once computed, the coeﬃcients give acce to the power spectral density via ( is
the time step size),
hd^(1)i(s; !) /
1 
sX
n=1
cn exp( in!/2)

 2
: (6.5)
We note that hd^(1)i(s; !) is periodic in !s = 4¢t 1, i.e., s must be larger than 4 to resolve
frequencies below the ﬁrst ionization threshold I(1)P = 0:755 Eh whi is close to the negative
HOMO energy 1 given in Chapter 6.1.1 (Koopmans theorem).
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e results of the AR spectral analysis for approximate and exact calculations of equal length
tf=55 0 (¢t0:05 0) are shown in Figure 6.7 (a) by the colored lines. Overall, at relatively large
model order s, we obtain good results for the ﬁrst excited state, see also the inset plot whi covers
frequencies 0:5 !  0:6 (in units of Eh). For TDHF (green dashed line), the well pronounced
peak coincides with that obtained by discrete Fourier transform of hd^(1)i(t) of a mu longer
TDHF calculation displayed in Figure 6.7 (b), see the bla dashed line. As value for the Hartree-
Fo excitation energy, we get !(1)01 =0:549 Eh whi equals the result of Ref. [RB09b]. Further,
in second-order Born approximation (TD2ndB), we ﬁnd !(2)01 =0:537 Eh. is corresponds to an
improvement of the ﬁrst excited state energy of 75% in the deviation of Hartree-Fo to exact.
e TDSE result (red curve) reads !01=0:533 Eh, cf. Figure 6.6, and mates the peak position
of the bla dash-doed curve. Moreover, in the AR power spectral density hd^(1)i(s; !), also the
second excited singlet state is resolved whi is not the case for a direct Fourier transform of the
time-dependent dipole moment, compare with the colored lines in Figure 6.7 (b). e shi toward
smaller frequencies is thereby caused by the shortne of the time series. Although no physically
useful data can be determined from the second peak in the AR data, we observe that the TD2ndB
peak position is well situated in between the Hartree-Fo and the exact results.
From the above considerations, we conclude that concerning the excited state properties of
the 1D helium atom, the second Born approximation is able to show correlation-induced features
to a substantial level. However, the regime of large excitation energies was not acceible in
the present calculations, i.e., unfortunately, we could not tra the emergence of two-electron
resonance states whi are situated within the one-electron continuum (ranging from I(1)P to I
(2)
P )
and are the ultimate indication of a correlated quantum many-body state. Note that these states
occur only for a correlated treatment of the electron-electron interaction. Hence, they ﬁrst appear
for self-energies that are of second-order in the Coulomb potential. Once, again, we emphasize
that the present inability of the second Born calculation is neither due to the speciﬁc form of the
many-body approximation15 nor related to the spatial resolution16. Instead, it is a consequence
of the limited time of propagation. Using the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz, one eventually
may approa also the regime of doubly-excited resonance states. For a discuion on two-electron
excitations in artiﬁcial atoms [Ash96], the reader is referred to Chapter 6.3 of this thesis.
6.2.2 Ultra-violet Field-induced Electron Dynamics in He and LiH
In order to describe situations, where the model atom (or molecule) is exposed to an external laser
ﬁeld, we, in EDA (electric dipole approximation, cf. Eq. (5.4)), consider,
v^
(1;field)
i (t) = E(t)xi ; E(t) = E0 (t  t0) cos(!ph(t  t0)) : (6.6)
15We expect the correlated two-electron features to be included in second Born approximation on a similar level.
16e exact diagonalization data shown in Figure 6.7 (b) indicates that, for a simulation box of 50 a0 length, the
two-electron states appear as additional peaks in the spectrum, see the arrow and compare with the time-dependent
Hartree-Fo result.
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Figure 6.8: Combined contour-density plot (logarithmic) showing the time-dependent one-
electron density hn^(1)i(x; t) for the 1D helium atom initially (at t0=0) prepared in the Hartree-
Fo ground state. In none of the three panels (a-c) an external ﬁeld is applied to the system. (a)
Hartree-Fo approximation (TDHF), (b) second Born approximation (TD2ndB), and (c) solution
of the two-electron time-dependent Srödinger equation (TDSE: exact, but with Hartree-Fo
initial state). e contour lines cover a density range from 10 4 to 0:5 a 10 , including four con-
tour lines in ea decimal power between 10 1 and 0:1, and contours between 0:1 and 0:5 a 10
ea 0:05 a 10 .
Here, !ph denotes the photon energy, and, instead of applying a laser pulse with a speciﬁc time-
dependent carrier envelope, the theta-function in Eq. (6.6) simulates an instantaneous, i.e., sudden
swit-on of the ﬁeld whi, for non-perturbative intensities (or ﬁeld strengths E0), will induce a
highly nonlinear electron dynamics.
As a ﬁrst strong-ﬁeld example, we study the He atom in a ﬁeld ofE0=0:1 a.u. (intensity: 3:5
1014 W/cm2). To this end, we represent the nonequilibrium Green function within a simulation
box of width x0 = 30 a0 and use up to 49 FE-DVR basis functions. e photon energy !ph =
0:54 Eh (being equivalent to 84 nm uv radiation or 14:7 eV17) is osen su that the laser is near
resonant to the ﬁrst excited singlet state of the atom, compare with !01 in Figure 6.6. e short-
time ﬁeld response resolved in terms of the time-dependent density hn^(1)i(x; t) and its initial state
dependence is subject to Figures 6.8 to 6.10, cf. also Ref. [BBB10c].
171 Eh (1 Hartree) is equivalent to 27:2 eV.
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Figure 6.9: Same as in Figure 6.8, but including a non-perturbative uv laser ﬁeld E(t) =
E0(t) cos(!pht) with parameters E0=0:1 (3:5 1014 W/cm2) and !ph=0:54 (84 nm). Again,
in all panels, the helium atom is prepared in the Hartree-Fo ground state.
First, Figure 6.8 shows the density dynamics in the absence of the laser ﬁeld (E0 = 0 in
Eq. (6.6)) in form of logarithmic density plots including contour lines to guide the eye. In the
time-dependent Hartree-Fo approximation (TDHF), panel (a), the initial Hartree-Fo ground
state remains an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. us, the initial density does not ange in time,
hn^(1)i(x; t)  hn^(1)i(x; 0). However, if the Hartree-Fo initial state evolves under the inﬂu-
ence of electron-electron correlations (see panel (b), that shows the situation for the second Born
approximation (TD2ndB)) the electrons start to move. Precisely, a dynamics is initiated that is
conform with a collective, correlated oscillation of the two electrons in the aractive potential of
the helium nucleus. Of course, su an excitation may lead to ionization of the atom. However,
in the present example, outgoing wave paets are suppreed due to the ﬁnite simulation box.
Instead, we observe the onset of reﬂection including interference paern formation (see, e.g., re-
gion A). In comparison to the exact TDSE result with Hartree-Fo initial state18, panel (c), these
time-dependent features are well covered by the second Born approximation.
In Figure 6.9, the non-perturbative laser ﬁeld as parametrized above is swited on at time
18e Hartree-Fo ground state of the 1D helium atom suitable for the TDSE as initial condition (i.e., the wave
function on a complex 2D laice) is obtained from a two-electron TDHF code based on the Crank-Nicolson method,
see, e.g., S. Bau et al. in Ref. [BHLE10].
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Figure 6.10: Same short-time response as in Figure 6.9, but for the case of self-consistent initial
ground states in (b) and (c). Panel (a) is identical to Figure 6.9 (a).
t0 = 0, see the red curves, and, again, the time-dependent simulations start out of the Hartree-
Fo ground state. As can be seen in panel (a-c), the external ﬁeld drives the system out of equi-
librium leading to strong density deformations whi reveal that both electrons begin to oscillate
in the cumulative ﬁeld of the uv light and the helium core19. ereby, many temporal details in
hn^(1)i(x; t) at high and low density (see, e.g., the domains labeled A to E in Figure 6.9 (b)) are
well resolved in the TD2ndB calculation but are not captured by the TDHF result. Moreover, in
Figure 6.9 (b) and (c), the internal oscillatory density behavior of Figure 6.8 is superimposed on
the external ﬁeld response.
Figure 6.10 shows the density response aer the preparation of initial states whi are con-
sistent with the applied many-body approximation. For the TDSE (Figure 6.10 (c)), this means
that the fully correlated ground state is used20. For TDHF and TD2ndB, we take the respective
self-consistent ground states as discued in Chapter 6.1.1, i.e., the propagation of the NEGF in the
second Born approximation involves the mixed Green function gd( i; t) (with i on the imag-
inary bran on the Keldysh contour C) whi can be omied in the case of TDHF. Comparing
approximate to exact calculations in great detail, we see that TD2ndB performs reasonably well
and complies eentially beer with the TDSE density than with TDHF. is trend is observed
19Again, note, that ionization is suppreed and that reﬂections occur at the interval boundaries.
20Obtained by propagation of the TDSE in imaginary time.
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at high density about x=15 a0 (see label A) as well as for moderate- and low-density domains,
where hn^(1)i(x; t) is spatially more extended in the second Born approximation, see labels B and
C. In addition, the oscillatory behavior being present in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 vanishes due to the
self-consistency. For a diﬀerence plot quantifying hn^(1)i = jhn^(1)approxi hn^(1)exactij and for the same
situation with the diﬀerent contour lines ploed on top of ea other, see Ref. [BBB10c].
Using the two-time NEGF, it is, of course, poible to describe other atomic or molecular model
systems in nonequilibrium the electronic structure of whi is more complex than that of helium.
As a proof of principle, we consider the neutral LiH molecule of Chapter 6.1.1 in an (x)uv ﬁeld
of intensity 2:0  1016 W/cm2 (E0 = 0:75 a.u.) and frequency !ph = 1:3 Eh (35:5 eV). Prior to
excitation, we have ﬁxed the Li-H bond length db, within the ﬁxed-nuclei approximation, to the
self-consistent values given in Table 6.2. We emphasize that resolving the exact electron dynamics
in the LiH molecule from the TDSE including all four spatial coordinates is, in contrast to helium
(with only two electron coordinates), already ambitious but barely feasible. In contrast, going from
1D helium to the lithium hydride model solving the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations for the one-particle
NEGF is conceptually and computationally very simple because the increase of the number of
electrons only aﬀects the normalization of the Green function.
Figure 6.11 reveals the picture of the ﬁeld-induced electron dynamics in LiH over three laser
cycles (see the red arrow for the ﬁeld) as obtained from TDHF (panel (a)), full TD2ndB (panel (b)),
second Born approximation plus the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz (panel (c)) and the TDSE
(panel (d)). ereby, we have used an extended FE-DVR basis of size nb = 71 and a simulation
box of width x0=40 a0. Note that, in Figure 6.11, only the central part covering 20 a0 is shown.
As general trend, we, from hn^(1)i(x; t), observe that the full second Born calculation is superior
to TDHF. is, in particular, manifests itself in the distinct density between the lithium and the
hydrogen atom whi, periodically, is considerably too large for TDHF, see the density about
x=10 for times t=9 0 and t=13 0 indicated by the arrows. is failure is eentially corrected
in the second Born calculation, see the smoother density in panel (b).
Moreover, we ﬁnd that the single-time second Born calculation with the generalized Kadanoﬀ-
Baym ansatz produces reasonable results (in comparison to, both, TD2ndB and TDSE) although
the initial state is of Hartree-Fo type, i.e., is equal to that in panel (a). Hence, we can conﬁrm
that the weakne of the TDHF result in (a) is not related to the initial state preparation or the
reduced Li-H bond length in Hartree-Fo (cf. Table 6.2) but is clearly due to the neglect of electron
correlations whi, as Figures 6.11 (a-d) show, are very important regarding the electron dynamics
in molecules being exposed to strong ﬁelds.
6.3 Revisiting Few-electron Spectra
From traing the short-time linear response behavior of atoms (as done in Chapter 6.2.1) or
molecules, it is nearly impoible to resolve spectral features over the broad energy range of sev-
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Figure 6.11: Time-dependent one-electron density hn^(1)i(x; t) for the one-dimensional lithium
hydride molecule (LiH) in a strong laser ﬁeld E(t) = E0 cos(!pht) in EDA with self-consistent
initial states and bond lengths. e ﬁeld intensity is E0=0:75 a.u. (2:0  1016 W/cm2) and the
photon energy is !=1:3 Eh (35:5 eV). Panel (a) shows the result of the time-dependent Hartree-
Fo approximation (TDHF), panel (b) the dynamics in the fully self-consistent time-dependent
second Born approximation (TD2ndB), and the density in panel (c) is obtained by using the gener-
alized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz (GKBA; note that, here, the initial state is of Hartree-Fo type and
correlations are treated in second Born approximation). Panel (d) displays the exact density that
follows from the solution of the full, four-electron time-dependent Srödinger equation (TDSE).
Overall, panel (b) and (c) are in eentially beer agreement with (d) than panel (a): e arrows
in (a) indicate particularly strong deviations of TDHF compared to TDSE. For a comparison of the
density proﬁles at speciﬁc points in time, see also Ref. [BBB10c].
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eral tens of eV21 with excellent frequency resolution and inclusion of correlated transitions22. To
this end, the extended and accurate evolution of the system has to be recorded over a great many
oscillation cycles following a perturbative (e.g., dipole-ki) excitation. However, in a NEGF ap-
proa that includes electron correlations, full two-time second Born calculations are limited in
length. In addition, in atoms, autoionizing states and resonances are typically well separated in
energy—and also in space—from the single-electron part of the spectrum (they are situated above
the lowest ionization threshold) whi makes numerical acce to these states even more diﬃcult.
For these reasons, in order to demonstrate the TD2ndB performance with regard to correlation-
induced transitions, we want to restrict ourselves in the following to a system whi las the
long-range core potential and, hence, can be treated with le numerical eﬀort23.
A suitable system is to consider electrons in quantum dots (QDs), synonymously also called
artiﬁcial atoms [Ash96]. Su systems are realized on semiconductor interfaces and, in small
islands of material, conﬁne the quantummotion of arge carriers (e.g., electrons or excitons) in all
three spatial directions. Pairs of QDs and clusters or laices of individual dots24 are consequently
the equivalent of real molecules. Here, arge carriers may tunnel quantum meanically from
one dot to another giving rise to interesting collective, optical and transport properties [BK93].
Moreover, the coupling of the electronic motion to phonons has great inﬂuence on the optical
absorption spectra of QDs, e.g., Ref. [LNS+06a]. Beyond (nonlinear) optics and laser applications,
contacted QDs can act as devices, e.g., as a single-electron transistor due to the Coulomb bloade
eﬀect [Kas92], and have also been proposed for quantum gates [LD98].
Although being in some aspects simpler than real atoms, few-electron QDs reveal a similarly
ri electronic structure, see, e.g., Ref. [RM02] and references therein. ereby, with an extent on
the nanometer length scale, QDs can have a lot of diﬀerent geometries [SPBA04] and can trap
arges over a large density regime—from single- or few-electron dots to systems with mesoscopic
or macroscopic ensembles of arge carriers. Very interesting for theory and nanotenology
applications is the fact that the QD properties can be controlled directly through fabrication25 or,
from outside, by applying electric and/or magnetic ﬁelds.
eoretically, QDs are well-suited candidates to study ﬁnite size eﬀects and many calculations
are available in the literature based on diﬀerent numerical methods whi include self-consistent
ﬁeld (Hartree-Fo) calculations [YL07], conﬁguration interaction [SPBA04, RCBG06], exact diag-
onalization [JHK93, CF06, KHJN07], and quantumMonte Carlo [EHMG99, FBL01]. An application
of the NEGF framework can be found in Ref. [BBvL+09].
e QD conﬁnement is oen modeled by the potential of an (an)isotropic harmonic-oscillator.
For our purpose, we, instead, consider a quantum well potential and neglect weing layer (con-
21Cf. the 1D helium states in Figure 6.6.
22ese appear as correlation satellites in photoelectron spectra, see, e.g., Ref. [SES+99].
23Referring to the size of the one-dimensional FE-DVR basis.
24Referred to as quantum dot molecules.
25Using, e.g., eting teniques, lithographic paerning, or leing QDs epitaxially self-aemble on substrates.
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tinuum) states [LNS+06b]. e Ne-electron Hamiltonian reads (in SI units),
H^ =
NeX
i=1
 
  ~
2
2m
@2
@x2i
+ v(xi)
!
+
NeX
1i<j
e2
40
q
(xi   xj)2 + c
; (6.7)
v(xi) =
(
0 ; 0  xi  L0
1 ; else ;
where,m denotes the eﬀective electron ma, 0 is the material speciﬁc dielectric constant26 and
L0 represents the quantum well width. Further, c (here, in SI units) indicates soening of the
electron-electron interaction.
Measuring the total energy in units of thearacteristic quantum dot (or quantumwell) energy
E0= ~
2
m

l20
L20

, where l0 is a dimensionle auxiliary parameter, Hamiltonian (6.7) transforms into a
form similar to Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) in Chapter 5.2. Using a simulation box [0; l0], we have to replace
the one-particle potential by v^(1;system)i !0 for 0xi l0 and have to ange the interaction part
according to h^(2)ij ![(xi   xj)2 + c] 1/2. Note that lengths are now measured in multiples of
L0/l0. Moreover, the coupling (or Wigner) parameter,
=
e2mL0
40~2l0
; (6.8)
denotes the relative interaction strength, the ratio of the Coulomb energy EC= e
2l0
40L0
to the dot
energy E0, and is dimensionle. With variation of the coupling parameter, the quantum dot’s
electronic state can be tuned from Fermi gas- or liquid-like at 1 to Wigner molecule or crystal
behavior [EHMG99] at 1. e croover to !1 goes along with the appearance of (quasi)
claical motion of the individual electrons.
e eﬀect of l0 6=1 in Eq. (6.8) is only to scale thearacteristic length and quantum dot energy.
In the following, we set l0=5 and consider the case of moderate coupling =1. For a GaAs-based
semiconductor heterostructure with eﬀective electron mam=0:067me and dielectric constant
= 12:9, this corresponds to a L0 = 51 nm wide quantum well, whi is a realistic aumption.
In addition, we consider a four-electron quantum dot (Ne = 4 in Eq. (6.7)) and focus on the ex-
citation properties of the singlet (zero-temperature) ground state. For the case of thermodynamic
equilibrium, harmonic conﬁnement and diﬀerent particle numbers, the ﬁnite temperature regime
has been explored in Ref. [BBvL+09].
In comparison to real atoms, no Rydberg-like behavior is aigned to the energy spectrum
of artiﬁcial atoms. Instead, QDs exhibit purely ﬁnite (and poibly divergent) level spacing and
clear energy gaps whi increase with decreasing dot size. In addition, the absence of electron
continua causes states that are only acceible by multi-electron transitions to be non-degenerate.
As a consequence, (i) these states (the resonances in the case of real atoms) do, generally, not
decay radiationle by autoionization and (ii) appear not as isolated series but are energetically
embedded within the single-electron part of the spectrum [HRB03]. On top of that, QDs oen
26With 0 being the usual dielectric constant.
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show level buning, i.e., narrow, nearly degenerate levels whi cro or avoid the croing as
function of the coupling strength , cf. A in Figure 6.12. In higher dimensionality, su grouping
of states goes along with the onset of shell formation [RM02].
6.3.1 Approximate Excitation Level
To clearly distinguish between singly, doubly and other multiply excited states of the quantum
dot system, we can call on a metric introduced by J.F. Stanton and R.J. Bartlett [SB93] for atoms
and molecules. is metric is called approximate excitation level (AEL) and acts as a measure of
the number of electrons that are excited relative to the system’s ground state,
An =
1
2
Tr
(1)n (x; x0)  (1)gs (x; x0) : (6.9)
Here, the ground ((1)gs ) and the excited-state reduced density matrix ((1)n ) are expreed in the
natural orbital basis whi diagonalizes the FE-DVR ground state density matrix, cf. Eq. (6.1).
Further, n02N sorts the Ne-electron levels by their total energy.
In our case, the density matrices entering the AEL are constructed as,
(1)n (x; x
0) =
X
i1i01
X
i2:::iNe
c
(n)
i1i2:::iNe
c
(n)
i01i2:::iNe
i1(x)i01(x
0) ; (6.10)
aer exactly diagonalizing the full Hamiltonian, i.e., i(x)= jii denote inﬁnite square well poten-
tial eigenfunctions (i(x)=
q
2
l0
sin(ix/l0), i=1; 2; : : :) and c(n)~i = c
(n)
i1:::iNe
are the components
of the n-th eigenvector of matrix,
H~i~i 0 = h~i jH^j~i 0 i ; j~i i = ji1i2 : : : iNei =
NeO
j=1
jij i : (6.11)
As a speciﬁc eigenvector ofH~i~i 0 does not automatically lead to a correctly antisymmetrized singlet
ground or excited state, only those conﬁgurationsn are permied for whi the total wave function
(¤ 1:::Ne is the Ne-particle antisymmetrization operator, e.g., [Bon98]),
jªni = ¤ 1:::Ne jS;MSi j ni ; (6.12)
jS;MSi = j0; 0i ;
j ni =
X
~i
c
(n)
~i
j~i i ;
does not vanish and is indeed fully antisymmetric, cf. the conﬁgurations indicated in Table D.4
(Appendix D).
6.3.2 One- and Multi-electron Transitions
In this section, we report on the spectral features of the four-electron quantum dot speciﬁed
above27. ereby, we want to compare results in time-dependent second Born approximation to
27e inset of Figure 6.12 delineates the corresponding ground state density proﬁle hn^(1)i(x), x 2 [0; l0].
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TDHF, one the one hand, and to the exact solution of the time-(in)dependent Srödinger equation,
on the other hand.
e exact excitation energies relative to the QD’s ground state are given by ! = !(n) hH^gsi,
where !(n) are the relevant eigenvalues of matrixH~i~i 0 (Eq. (6.11)) and hH^gsi=5:5278 is the exact
singlet ground state energy in units of E0 (TDHF: 5:5384, TD2ndB: 5:5306, see also Table D.3 in
Appendix D; E0=11 meV for the material GaAs). e resulting excitation spectrum is shown by
the dots in Figure 6.12 where ordinate position and dot shape aracterize the type of transition.
While open dots indicate dipole transitions that have dipole strengths (transition rates),
D(gs$n) /
hªnj
NeX
i=1
xijªgsi

2
> 0 ; (6.13)
and are highlighted by additional vertical lines in the Figure, closed dots denote transitions of
non-dipole type, D(gs$n)0. e le-handed ordinate gives the AEL. roughout, its variation
from an integer has been found to be le than ¢An=0:21. e gray area indicates an interval
of width 0:5 about the respective integral number. As there are four electrons conﬁned in the
QD, there exist excitations of four kinds: Single (An  1), double (An  2), triple (An  3) and
quadruple transitions (An  4). Further, as indicated by the numbers, the QD has increasing
threshold energies at whi these transitions (of speciﬁc order) appear for the ﬁrst time.
Figure 6.12 includes the dipole spectrum as obtained by Fourier transform of hd^(1)i(t) from the
TDSE, see the red curve referring to the right ordinate. It underlines the dipole transitions found
by exact diagonalization and gives information on the dipole strengths whi vary over many
orders of magnitude. Together with the excitation of the ﬁrst excited state (at energy separation
! = 1:145 E0), whi indicates the most prominent dipole excitation annel, all one-electron
transitions have relatively large rates whi decrease as function of energy. In contrast, multi-
electron transitions (An>1) reveal comparably small rates. However, for !E 10 >4, a transition
type distinction based on D(gs$n) becomes extremely diﬃcult. In this regime, an unambiguous
aracterization is only poible through the AEL whi provides a clear picture.
So far, we have concentrated on the exact excitation spectrum of the quantum dot. In the
following, it will serve as reference for approximate considerations. But before outlining the result
of explicitly time-dependent Hartree-Fo and second Born calculations, let us focus on the spectral
information that a ground state self-consistent ﬁeld (Hartree-Fo) calculation can yield.
A ground state Hartree-Fo calculation provides a number of (spin) orbitals 'i whi mini-
mize the total energy functional hH^gsi['i]. However, in the optimization procedure, there appear
more orbitals than are actually occupied in the system’s ground state. From this total set f'ig of
orbitals, approximate excited states can be constructed as Slater determinants where one or more
electrons are lied into energetically higher, unoccupied (i.e., virtual) orbitals. is is the frozen
orbital approximation of Koopmans [Koo34]. We do not give a detailed description here—to this
end, the reader is referred to the textbook [SO96]. ough, concerning our four-electron QD, the
resulting excitation energies are given by the bla squares in Figure 6.12 and, by construction,
have integer AEL, An 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g. Due to, both, the neglect of electron correlations and the
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Figure 6.12: Excitation spectrum of a four-electron artiﬁcial atom with l0 = 5 and  = 1 in
Eq. (6.7); for GaAs E0 = 11 meV. e inset shows the singlet ground state density hn^(1)i being
symmetric about l0/2. e dots (red) mark the value of the approximate excitation level An as
obtained from Eq. (6.9). Dipole-allowed transitions are indicated by open dots, dipole-forbidden
excitations are represented by full dots. e red curve (aigned to the right ordinate) denotes the
dipole spectrum as obtained from the TDSE.e bla squares show the excitation energy of single
(An  1), double (2), triple (3) and quadruple transitions (4) as computed—in the frozen-orbital
or Koopmans’ approximation [Koo34]—from the ground state Hartree-Fo orbitals, for details
see Ref. [SO96].
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Figure 6.13: Same excitation spectrum as in Figure 6.12, but including the results of TDHF (dashed)
and the TD2ndB calculation (dots). While in Hartree-Fo approximation only singly excited states
are present, the second Born approximation well reproduces the peak positions (A) of the corre-
lated, two-electron transitions. Note that, for the TD2ndB result (obtained by Fourier transform
of the time-dependent dipole moment recorded for 175 ~E 10 (10:5 ps)), the initial state was of
Hartree-Fo type. is fact explains the additional peak structure (e.g., B) indicating dipole tran-
sitions of higher order (cf. situation in Figures 6.8 and 6.9).
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Figure 6.14: Dipole strengthsD(gs$n) of the four-electron quantum dot (l0=5) as function of the
coupling parameter , Eq. (6.8), whi can be tuned by the quantum well width L0, see Eq. (6.7).
All data are obtained by exact diagonalization and the states n are labeled as in Table D.4 (Ap-
pendix D). In the weakly interacting regime, <1, ea N -electron transition shows a 2(N 1)-
scaling, i.e., correlated transitions vanish for !0 (non-interacting case). At moderate to strong
coupling,  & 1, the treatment of doubly excited states (red points) is important as their dipole
strengths become comparable to those of single-electron transitions (gray). Note that quadruple
transitions are not shown.
static (or frozen) orbitals, the spectrum does not coincide with the exact one. However, in con-
trast to atoms and molecules where Koopmans ansatz is generally considered a bad approximation
for resonance states, principally all transitions are captured. Neverthele, larger deviations are
present, e.g., at frequencies !4 and !>7 (in units of E0).
Now, we proceed with the comparison to the linear response spectrum as obtained in TDHF
and TD2ndB approximation. e results are shown in Figure 6.13 for excitation energies below
!E 10 = 5:25. In the case of TDHF (see the bla dashed curve), we recover all one-electron
dipole transitions and the absence of doubly excited states28 provides clear indication that these
are induced by electron-electron correlations only. Moreover, due to the fact that natural orbitals
are permied to relax, the peak positions for TDHF are eentially more accurate than those of
the respective ground state calculation (cf. the squares). In addition, as correlation shis in the
one-electron part of the spectrum are relatively small, time-dependent Hartree Fo is an ade-
quate approximation for coupling strengths . 1 as long as the mean-ﬁeld electron dynamics is
concerned.
However, suppose the casewhere theQD is irradiated by a terahertz laser [UHS+11] the typical
bandwidth of whi is about 10 meV (0:91 E029) or slightly le in QD applications [KTB+02].
28Of course, likewise, neither three- nor four-electron transitions appear in TDHF.
29All explicit data refer to GaAs.
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en, at a laser frequency of 8 1012 Hz (3:0 E0), electron correlations are non-negligible since
the bandwidth covers the second singly excited as well as the adjacent (ﬁrst) doubly excited state30.
us, an additional, correlated excitationannel is activatedwhi is not taken into account in the
TDHF approximation. As the ratio of both transition rates is roughly D(4$69)
D(4$83) =0:4 (cf. Table D.4
in Appendix D), both annels will simultaneously aﬀect the electron dynamics. To support the
discuion, Figure 6.14 shows the strengths of the energetically lowest dipole transitions as function
of the coupling parameter . On top of that, non-marginal population of the correlated shake-up
state at !E 10 =2:28 may enable other, similarly eﬀective excitation annels that contribute in
subsequent (follow-up) transitions. For these reasons, a correlated treatment of the laser-quantum
dot system is deﬁnitely neceary in order to account for the multi-electron nature of the artiﬁcial
atom.
Principally, a full TD2ndB calculation—although approximate—should be capable to describe
these correlation-induced procees. However, due to the self-energy being only of second order
in the electron-electron interaction, cf. Eq. (3.35), we cannot expect TD2ndB to account for dipole
transitions with an excitation level An > 2. Neverthele, the time-dependent second Born ap-
proximation should well capture the dynamics since doubly excited states are the predominant
multi-electron excited states (being separated by several orders of magnitude in dipole strength
from three- and four-electron excitations, compare with Figures 6.12 and 6.14). As a prove of prin-
ciple, we, in Figure 6.13, show the respective dipole spectrum (see the bla doed curve) whi
has been computed with large numerical eﬀort31 starting from the non-correlated Hartree-Fo
ground state. Indeed, we observe that peaks of doubly excited states emerge and that they are
situated at the expected positions (see labels A in Figure 6.13). In addition, the ratio of the peak
heights relative to ea other and to the one-electron transitions are in good agreement with the
exact TDSE result (red curve). Also, we note that the dynamic determination of doubly excited
states in second Born approximation yields beer results than the static ﬁxed-orbital approxima-
tion (squares) based on the Hartree-Fo method.
Moreover, we need to understand the spectral substructure obtained in the case of TD2ndB.
is originates from the fact that the initial state is not self-consistent in terms of the many-body
approximation but is of Hartree-Fo type. is, under inﬂuence of dynamic electron correlations,
leads to an intrinsic density oscillation that triggers additional transitions. Bear in mind that the
Hartree-Fo ground state can be understood as a superposition of exact quantum dot eigenstates,
i.e., in terms of the many-body wave function, the system is initially not in the ground state. is
is the physical explanation for the appearance of higher-order transitions. For instance, the ﬁrst
peak at small energies (labeled B) is responsible for the transition 21 $ 34, cf. Table D.4. is
excitation also shows up in the TDSE calculation if the four-electron initial wave function is not
30Here and in the remainder of this Section, we count only dipole transitions.
31To be exact, the nonequilibriumGreen function has been propagated up to tf=175 ~E 10 in steps of =0:02 ~E 10
(nt=8750 time steps). ereby, nb=23 FE-DVR basis functions have been included and the distributed memory was
approximately 2  0:65 terabyte. e calculation was performed on the HLRN ”ice2”-bat system with 2048 MPI
procees and several restarts.
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fully converged, i.e., not perfectly relaxed into the ground state by imaginary time propagation.
A clear aignment of most peaks in the TD2ndB calculation is poible on the basis of the exact
diagonalization result but goes beyond the goal of the present discuion.
Finally, we mention that the peak positions of the second and third singly excited state are
slightly shied and appear energetically not in between the results of TDHF and TDSE as one
would expect. Eventually, this may indicate of hybridization eﬀect whi occurs when two states
become close in energy; see the close by doubly excited states and compare with the ﬁrst one-
and the second two-electron transition whi are not aﬀected as they are well separated in energy
from other states.
6.4 Summary
In this Chapter, using the NEGF, we have investigated (i) the equilibrium, i.e., ground state proper-
ties—inter alia the self-consistent energies, densities, potential energy curves and bond lengths—of
fundamental two- and four-electron atoms and molecules whi obey the one-dimensional model
Hamiltonian introduced in Chapter 5, cf. Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4), and (ii) have focused on the (spatially
resolved) correlated short-time electron dynamics induced by weak and strong time-dependent
external ﬁelds. Concerning the self-energy, cf. Chapter 3.3.3, the NEGF results are obtained in the
(ﬁrst-order) Hartree-Fo and the second-(order) Born approximation.
e reason for the restriction to two- and four-electron systems is based on a proof of principle
argument and stems from the availability of exact reference data that can be computed from the
time-dependent Srödinger equation (TDSE). We stre that full solutions of the TDSE forNe4
in 1D, are currently at the limit of numerically aainable spatial resolution (even, if all kind of
symmetries of the Ne-electron wave function are being exploited). In contrast, the power of the
NEGF approa is aﬃrmed by its basic insensitivene on the particle number32. However, the
price to pay for this promising property is threefold: (i) the two-time non-Markovian structure of
the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations, (ii) the reduced system description in terms the one-particle NEGF,
and (iii) the only-approximate treatment of electron correlations (although the self-energies are
derived in a conserving manner, cf. Chapter 2).
e former shortcoming of the NEGF approa, whi—in practical calculations—limits the
simulation time, can be, at least, partly pushed ba by an eﬃcient numerical implementation. To
this end, for the considered atomic and molecular models of He, Be, H2, H+3 and LiH, we have
applied the grid-based method of Chapter 3. ereby, the present analysis has shown that a one-
dimensional FE-DVR expansion of the Green function allows for a very accurate solution of the
Dyson equation (cf. the ﬁrst part of this Chapter) and is also extremely useful for propagating the
Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations in the two-time domain if, in the full second Born approximation, a
parallelized and distributed-memory code (as outlined in Chapter 4) is used.
Regarding the presented NEGF results for He and LiH, it has turned out that correlation eﬀects
32Far-from-equilibrium Green function calculations for more than four electrons are demonstrated in Appendix D in
connection with the Kohn mode of interacting electrons in a harmonic trap.
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are included to a substantial and valuable level in the case of TD2ndB, whi, being of second-
order in the electron-electron interaction, reﬂects the simplest approximation beyond Hartree-
Fo. Aer a discuion on the linear response properties of He in Chapter 6.2.1, we have also
put emphasis on the initial state dependence of the dynamics. Further, the discuion on LiH in
Chapter 6.2.2 has revealed that, in the presence of strong ﬁelds, a beyond-mean-ﬁeld treatment for
molecules is indispensable and that relatively good results are obtained already in the context of
the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz. Finally, the four-electron quantum dot system discued
in Chapter 6.3 has provided acce to correlated excitations of two-electron type whi, so far,
could not be investigated for the atomic or molecular examples due to the numerical complexity.
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Conclusions
In this thesis, we addreed the description of quantum few-body systems utilizing the method
of nonequilibrium Green functions (NEGFs). ereby, apart from a four-electron quantum dot
system (discued in Chapter 6.3), we mainly focused on the atoms (molecules) He and Be (H2,
H+3 and LiH) modeled in one spatial dimension (Chapter 6.1 and 6.2). To determine the equilib-
rium ground state properties, we iteratively solved the Dyson equation for the Matsubara Green
function, and, to study the correlated electron dynamics in the presence of (non-)perturbative ex-
ternal ﬁelds, we numerically integrated the full two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations as far as it
has been poible using the means at disposal. Except for the model aracter and the restriction
of the electron motion to one dimension, the analysis was carried out ab initio, i.e., no aump-
tions on the electronic structure and the dynamical procees were made. Hence, all equilibrium
and nonequilibrium properties arose self-consistently from the model Hamiltonian (Chapter 5)
whi involves long-range so-Coulomb interactions between the arge carriers and describes
the coupling to the external ﬁeld in the electric dipole approximation. roughout the analysis,
electron-electron correlations were treated on the level of the second(-order) Born approximation,
and, beyond single-time Hartree-Fo calculations, also the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz
was applied to a certain extent.
Irrespective of illustrative purposes, the reasons for applying the NEGF formalism to atomic
and molecular models were manifold. Firstly, model atoms and molecules represent natural gen-
eralizations of one-dimensional laice systems [PvFVA10] in the context of whi—instead of (a
few) on-site occupation numbers—an extended density distribution has to be resolved in space
and time. Secondly, the fact that electron-electron correlations play a substantial role in these
systems1 [BBB10d] motivated the inclusion of retardation, i.e., memory eﬀects in the Kadanoﬀ-
Baym equations from the beginning. irdly, the poibility that, in reduced dimensionality, exact
reference data can be obtained from the solution of the time-(in)dependent Srödinger equation
allowed us to discu on the performance of the second Born approximation, i.e., to detect the
degree to whi electron-electron correlation eﬀects are described.
1is particularly applies to the case where the electrons are in the singlet spin conﬁguration.
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Furthermore, the reason to study model atoms and molecules was aociated with the gen-
eral interest on far-from-equilibrium procees in atoms and molecules exposed to intense (laser)
ﬁelds [BK00, KI09]. In this direction, among other methods su as time-dependent density func-
tional theory [Bau97, RB09b] or density matrix renormalization group [WF04], the use of nonequi-
librium Green functions represents an alternative approa where, in contrast to wave function-
based methods, the many-body dynamics are described by means of reduced quantities—the two-
time correlation functions. However, along with previous works [DvLS06, DvL07] and the com-
putational advances presented in the thesis at hand, it remains to be seen whether or not two-time
NEGFs become truly important for time-dependent ﬁrst-principle investigations in the ﬁeld of
atomic and molecular physics.
e main objective of this thesis was to show that, on the basis of the ﬁnite element-discrete
variable representation (FE-DVR), at least in 1D, eﬃcient solutions of the two-time Kadanoﬀ-
Baym equations for inhomogeneous systems become poible2. ereby, the expansion of the
nonequilibrium Green function in terms of FE-DVR basis functions is favorable because (i) it al-
lows for a very ﬂexible combination of grid and basis methods, where the basis can be well adapted
to the problem considered, and where, eventually, the basis dimension can be reduced to a mini-
mum [BBB10b], (ii) it goes along with simple semianalytical matrix elements for the kinetic and
the one-particle potential energy [RM00], and (iii) it is highly advantageous with respect to the
treatment of binary interactions introducing a high degree of diagonality into the respective ma-
trix elements [BBB10a], whi are then readily evaluated from the underlying set of FE-DVR grid
points (i.e., from the generalized Gau-Lobao points deﬁned in Chapter 3.2).
Point (iii) in the above enumeration is particularly responsible for the fact that Feynman dia-
grams for the self-energy are easily interpreted in FE-DVR representation. To be exact, one ﬁnds
that, for a basis dimension nb and a skeleton diagramwithM vertex points, instead ofO(nb2M 2)
onlyO(nbM 2) summations are required in the evaluation of a single self-energy matrix element
(cf. Chapter 3.3.3). Hence, regarding the solution of the Dyson equation as well as the two-time
Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations, an oen repeated computation of the self-energy kernel in the second
Born approximation (M=4) is no longer a demanding iue for larger basis dimensions.
As a consequence, several hundred FE-DVR basis functions can easily be incorporated to de-
termine highly accurate solutions of the Dyson equation (Chapter 4.1.1). Principally, the ﬁnite
element-discrete variable representation leads to similar advances in spatial resolution when the
non-Markovian time evolution of the NEGF is concerned. But since here the memory requirement
in the numerics grows quadratically with, both, basis dimension and ﬁnal propagation time (and
since the computational resources are limited), in general, a compromise has to be found between
a reasonable basis size and the target simulation time (Chapter 4.1.2).
Further, in order to raise the poibility of extended two-time calculations, we, in the thesis
at hand, developed a code that allows to integrate the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations very
eﬃciently on multi-proceor maines. ereby, the established parallel program can not only be
2So far, the FE-DVR has not been used in the context of nonequilibrium Green functions calculations.
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used on shared-memory computers but is particularly suitable for large-scale distributed-memory
computing. is was realized by a well-organized distribution of the correlation functions g> and
g< over the compute nodes (Chapter 4.2), and benmark calculations on the HLRN system3 have
shown that load-balanced nonequilibrium Green function calculations can be aieved at a degree
of parallelization of 95% and more. We emphasize that without su a distributed-memory code,
it would not have been poible to calculate the dipole excitation spectrum of the four-electron
quantum dot (discued in Chapter 6.3) in the full (i.e., two-time) second Born approximation.
Turning ba to the application of the NEGF method on model atoms and molecules, we, in
Chapter 6.1, studied the spin-singlet ground states of the two-electron systems He, H2 and H+3 , and
likewise of the four-electron systems Be and LiH. ereby, all electrons were treated on the same
footing and the zero-temperature properties were extracted from the (non)correlated Matsubara
Green function gM() in FE-DVR representation. Regarding the total (binding) energies, the self-
consistent bond-lengths and the one-electron densities, the inclusion of electron-electron correla-
tions in the second Born approximation yielded satisfactory results. roughout, the comparison
of the results to the mean-ﬁeld (Hartree-Fo) ﬁndings, on the one hand, and to the exact ground
states, on the other hand, indicated that correlations are being described to a substantial level su
that the main features of the fully correlated ground states were correctly reproduced. According
to the total energies, we found that the second Born approximation accounts for about 60% of
the correlation energy (the energy contribution miing in the mean-ﬁeld picture). In addition,
by exploring the internal electronic structure by means of natural orbitals and their occupations,
we observed full consistency in the results. In summary, although being the simplest conserving
approximation beyond the level of Hartree-Fo, the second Born approximation turned out to
perform reasonably well.
Aer the discuion on the equilibrium properties, we solved the two-time Kadanoﬀ-Baym
equations under two aspects: (i) to explore the linear response properties of the one-dimensional
helium atom in Hartree-Fo and second Born approximation, and (ii) to ae the second Born
approximation on the basis of the short-time electron dynamics induced by strong laser ﬁelds (at
ultraviolet excitation conditions). Concerning the laer, we again focused on the helium atom but,
in addition, presented results for the lithium hydride molecule. Furthermore, initial correlations
were treated in themixed Green function approawhi involves the full (or extended) round-trip
Keldysh contour (Chapter 2).
From the behavior of the time-dependent dipole moment of the one-dimensional helium atom
exposed to a perturbative dipole -ki excitation, we observed that the second Born approximation
performs just as well in explicitly time-dependent situations than in equilibrium (Chapter 6.2.1).
ereby, as had been expected, systematically beer results were obtained when initially the atom
is prepared in the ground state that is self-consistent to the applied many-body approximation.
Moreover, by a thorough spectral analysis of the dipole moment time series, we found that the
energy of the ﬁrst excited state is improved by 75% (related to the energy diﬀerence between the
3I.e., on the maines of the North-German Supercomputing Alliance (hps://www.hlrn.de).
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Hartree-Fo and the exact result) in the second Born approximation.
Generally, the time-dependent dipole moment contains mu information about the electronic
structure. However, owing to the limited simulation time and consequent low spectral resolu-
tion, the extraction of the complete dipole spectrum turned out to be very diﬃcult. erefore,
we could only discu on the energetically lowest one-electron excitation annel. e autoion-
izing resonance states—clear signs of electronic correlations—appeared to be out of rea at least
in a full two-time treatment of the problem. is means that to acce them in a time-dependent
NEGF framework will require further approximations as, e.g., provided through the generalized
Kadanoﬀ (GKB) ansatz. Concerning the time-dependent dipole moment of the He model, the GKB
ansatz led to adequate results. To extend the GKB calculations su that, eventually, the complete
spectrum becomes acceible, is subject of ongoing work. Along with this intention, however, the
problem of preparing an initial state consistent with the GKB ansatz has to be solved [HBB11].
Otherwise, the excitation spectrum will be heavily overlayed by additional peaks of (non-ground
state) transitions.
e ﬁndings in Chapter 6.2.2 allow us to conclude that the second Born approximation per-
forms well also in the presence of strong laser ﬁelds4, i.e., in situations where the ﬁeld intensity is
larger than 1014 W/cm2. ereby, the discuion on the helium atom accentuated the importance
of a consistent initial state for modeling the system’s time evolution, and, the lithium hydride
example indicated that the second Born approximation, on, both, the full two-time and the GKB
level, is capable of correcting considerable deﬁciencies in the mean-ﬁeld dynamics. Of course,
generally, the considered ﬁeld strengths will lead to non-negligible ionization of the model atoms
and molecules. However, on the short time scales that have been considered ionization procees
were irrelevant.
Finally, to demonstrate that the second Born approximation can, principally, well describe
purely correlation-induced transitions was subject to the last part of Chapter 6. Here, we concen-
trated on the ground state excitation spectrum of a four-electron 1D quantum dot where the peaks
of two-electron excitations (the resonance states in the case of helium) were mu easier acceible
from the time-dependent dipole moment as, computationally, a smaller FE-DVR basis allowed for
longer two-time calculations and, in addition, no continuum states exist in the considered model
of the quantum dot.
”Cui bono?”5—Of course, this question is particularly reasonable in light of the fact that
full two-time solutions of the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations remain costly for inhomogeneous and
strongly interacting quantum systems even if the teniques developed here can be succefully
applied.
At this point, an entire or deﬁnite answer to this question cannot be given. But we believe
that, in the perspective, the thesis at hand will stimulate further investigations on the basis of the
nonequilibrium Green function whi instead of being methodical are motivated by a concrete
4In the examples presented, the photon energy was comparable to typical (one-electron) excitation energies.
5Latin for ”Whom does it serve?”.
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physical far-from-equilibrium problem. In the course of this, certainly, the NEGF methods’ full
potential can be utilized as the system to be described does not need to be closed or at zero-
temperature.
While the developed distributed-memory algorithm should be of general interest in the ﬁeld of
(quantum) kinetic equations that deal with retardation, the advances due to the FE-DVR represen-
tation of the nonequilibrium Green function should be of relevance for speciﬁc applications whi
require excellent spatial resolution at relatively low numerical cost. Furthermore, we emphasize
that the FE-DVR approa is very aractive also for other claes of many-body approximations
su as GW or T-matrix, because the generation of the corresponding self-energies will notably
simplify just as in the case of the second Born approximation.
Further, the grid-based representation of the nonequilibrium Green function makes the pre-
sented FE-DVR approa particularly interesting for the investigation of quantum scaering and
collision procees. In this context, a promising potential application of the developed teniques
could be the modeling of nuclear reactions6 su as the collision of one-dimensional nuclear
slabs [DRB10]. While, here, so far only results on themean-ﬁeld level have been reported [RBBD11],
the use of an FE-DVR basis could allow for eﬃcient (brute-force) NEGF simulations that include
correlations.
6According to A. Rios et al. (Ref. [RBBD11]), the method of nonequilibrium Green functions is ”underutilized in
nuclear physics”.
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A A
The Gauss-Lobatto Quadrature Rule
e quadrature rule introduced by Eq. (3.8) in Chapter 3.2.2 is a generalization of the standard
Gau-Lobao quadrature1 deﬁned on the interval [ 1; 1] (ng abscias),
Z +1
 1
dx g(x) = w0 g( 1) +
ng 2X
m=1
wm g(xm) + wng 1 g(1) ; (A.1)
x0 =  1 ;
xng 1 = 1 :
ereby, the extension to arbitrary interval boundaries is aieved by the linear transformation of
Eq. (3.5).
With the quadrature points xm and weights wm deﬁned by (Ln(x)= 12nn! d
n
dxn [(x
2   1)n] are
the Legendre polynomials),
0 =
dLng 1(x)
dx

x=xm
; (A.2)
wm =
8>>><>>>:
2
ng(ng   1) ; m = 0 and m = ng 1
2
ng (ng   1) [Lng 1(xm)]2
; else
;
Eq. (A.1) is accurate for polynomials of degree 2ng 1 or le. e abscias are symmetric about
the origin and the same applies to the weights,
xm = xng 1 m ; wm = wng 1 m ; m = 0; 1; : : : ; ng   1 : (A.3)
In Table A.1 (see page 112), we collect the numerical values of the Gau-Lobao points and
weights for diﬀerent ng. If le than nine decimal places are given, the values are exact2.
1e Gau-Lobao rule is also known as the Radau quadrature [Cha60].
2Note that, besides computing the Gau-Lobao points directly as roots according to Eq. (A.2) and Newton’s
method [PTVF07], there exist other methods, e.g., the Golub-Wels algorithm [GW69].
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Table A.1: Numerical values of the precomputed and tabulated Gau-Lobao points xm and
weights wm for ng=3 up to ng=15 (m=0; 1; : : : ; ng   1 with the symmetries of Eq. (A.3)).
ng xm wm
3 0 1:333333333
1 0:333333333
4 0:447213595 0:833333333
1 0:166666667
5 0 0:711111111
0:654653671 0:544444444
1 0:1
6 0:285231516 0:554858377
0:765055324 0:378474956
1 0:066666667
7 0 0:487619048
0:468848793 0:431745381
0:830223896 0:276826047
1 0:047619048
8 0:209299218 0:412458795
0:591700181 0:341122692
0:871740149 0:210704227
1 0:035714286
9 0 0:371519274
0:363117464 0:346428511
0:677186280 0:274538713
0:899757995 0:165495362
1 0:027777778
10 0:165278958 0:327539761
0:477924950 0:292042684
0:738773865 0:224889342
0:919533908 0:133305991
1 0:022222222
ng xm wm
11 0 0:300217595
0:295758136 0:286879125
0:565235327 0:248048104
0:784483474 0:187169882
0:934001430 0:109612273
1 0:018181818
12 0:136552933 0:271405241
0:399530941 0:251275603
0:632876153 0:212508418
0:819279322 0:157974706
0:944899272 0:091684517
1 0:015151515
13 0 0:251930849
0:249286930 0:244015790
0:482909821 0:220767794
0:686188469 0:183646865
0:846347565 0:134981927
0:953309847 0:077801687
1 0:012820513
14 0:116331869 0:231612794
0:342724013 0:219126253
0:550639403 0:194826149
0:728868599 0:160021852
0:867801054 0:116586656
0:959935045 0:066837284
1 0:010989011
15 0 0:217048116
0:215353955 0:211973586
0:420638055 0:196987236
0:606253205 0:172789647
0:763519690 0:140511700
0:885082044 0:101660070
0:965245927 0:058029893
1 0:009523810
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A B
Two-time Propagation of the NEGF;
Algorithm and Tests
Collision Integrals
In detail, the collision integrals relevant for the time evolution of the nonequilibrium Green func-
tion, cf. Eq. (2.44) in Chapter 2, read ( 2 f1; 2g denotes the spin degeneracy factor and without
lo of generality t0=0),
i>1 (t; ¹t) =
Z t
0
dt0§> < (t; t0) g>(t0; ¹t) +
Z ¹t
0
dt0§> (t; t0) g< >(t0; ¹t) (B.1)
  i
Z 
0
d 0§e(t; i 0) gd( i 0; ¹t) ;
i<2 (¹t; t) =
Z ¹t
0
dt0 g> <(¹t; t0)§< (t0; t) +
Z t
0
dt0 g<(¹t; t0)§< > (t0; t)
  i
Z 
0
d 0 ge(¹t; i 0) §d( i 0; t) ;
ie(t; i¹) =
Z t
0
dt0§> < (t; t0) ge(t0; i¹) +
Z 
0
d 0§e(t; i 0) gM( 0   ¹) ;
id( i¹ ; t) =
Z t
0
dt0 gd( i¹ ; t0)§< > (t0; t) +
Z 
0
d 0 gM(¹    0)§d( i 0; t) ;
where, concerning the FE-DVR representation, the notation implies matrix multiplication and
X? 7 (X = g;§) means X?   X7 with the same time arguments for both expreions. Fur-
ther, the self-energies §x (x=>;<; d; e) do not include the time-local Hartree-Fo part as it is
absorbed in the single-particle energy ¹h, compare with Eq. (3.39) in Chapter 3.
For completene, we collect the symmetry properties: i?1 (t1; t¹1)= [i?2 (t¹1; t1)]y and, on the
time diagonal, i>1;2(t; t)= i<1;2(t; t). In addition, it is id( i)=[ie(t; i(   ))]y.
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Algorithm Overview
Including initial correlations via theMatsubara Green function gM(), per time step 1 (in units
of 0), we have to propagate the greater and leer correlation functions, g>(t; ¹t) and g<(¹t; t), as
well as the mixed Green functions, gd( i¹ ; t) and ge(t; i¹), cf. Figure 2.4. ereby, as outlined
in Chapter 2, it is suﬃcient to compute g>(t; ¹t) for t>¹t and g<(¹t; t) for t¹t.
Following the method described byA. Stan,N.E. Dahlen and R. van Leeuwen in Ref. [SDvL09],
one has to take into account ﬁve distinct propagation steps (note that, below, all Green functions
are known for all times le than and equal to t):
g>(t+ ; ¹t) = u(t) g>(t; ¹t)  v(t) i>1 (t; ¹t) ; (B.2)
g<(¹t; t+ ) = g<(¹t; t)uy(t)  i<2 (¹t; t) vy(t) ;
g<(t+ ; t+ ) = u(t)
 
g<(t; t) +
1X
n=0
c(n)(t)
!
uy(t) ; (time diagonal)
and,
ge(t+ ; i¹) = u(t) ge(t; i¹)  v(t) ie(t; i¹) ; (B.3)
gd( i¹ ; t+ ) = gd( i¹ ; t)uy(t)  id( i¹ ; t) vy(t) ;
where,
u(t) = exp
  i ¹h(t)  ; v(t) = 1¹h(t)  1 exp   i ¹h(t)  ; (B.4)
are constructed from the energy ¹h(t) = ¹h[g; ~u](t) = h(t)+§HF [g<; ~u](t) (single-particle plus
Hartree-Fo energy), and, recursively,
c(n)(t) =
i 
n+ 1
h
¹h(t); c(n 1)(t)
i
  ; c
(0)(t) =  i  i<diag(t; t) ; (B.5)
with, on the time diagonal, i<diag(t; t)= i<1 (t; t)   i<2 (t; t)= i>1 (t; t)   i>2 (t; t). In Eq. (B.5), as a
general rule, 0<n<5 is known to yield suﬃcient accuracy, e.g., [SDvL09].
In the practical calculation, the following steps are proceed in sequence:
(i) Provide the self-consistent (equilibrium) Matsubara Green function gM;i1i¹1m1m¹1() as obtained
from the Dyson equation, cf. Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) in Chapter 4.1.1.
(ii) Initialize the Green functions gx;i1i¹1m1m¹1(; ) (x=<; e; d) with time argument t0=0 according
to Eq. (4.1).
(iii) Compute ¹hi1i¹1m1m¹1(t) as sum of h
i1i¹1
m1m¹1(t) and §
HF;i1i¹1
;m1m¹1
[g<; ~u](t).
(iv) Diagonalize ¹h(t) and construct the matrix elements ui1i¹1;m1m¹1(t) and v
i1i¹1
;m1m¹1
(t) deﬁned by
Eq. (B.4).
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(v) Evaluate all the self-energies§x;i1i¹1;m1m¹1(; ) (x=>;<; e; d) that enter the collision integrals.
(vi) Perform the collision integrals i>;i1i¹11;m1m¹1(; ), i
<;i1i¹1
2;m1m¹1
(; ) and ix;i1i¹1m1m¹1(; ) (x=e; d) with the
time arguments as required by Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3).
(vii) Propagate all neceary Green functions1, g?;i1i¹1m1m¹1(; ) and ged;i1i¹1m1m¹1 (; ), using, respectively,
Eq. (B.2) and Eq. (B.3).
(viii) Return to (ii) with t incremented by .
Conservation of Particle Number
e particle number at a time t is obtained from the NEGF by,
Ne= i  Tr[g<(t; t)] ; (B.6)
where 2f1; 2g denotes the degeneracy factor.
Taking Eq. (B.6) at t = t+  and inserting the third line of Eq. (B.2) yields,
Ne =  i  Tr
h
u(t)g<(t; t)u
y
(t)
i
  i  Tr
"
u(t)
1X
n=0
c(n)(t)uy(t)
#
:
e ﬁrst term on the right hand side just gives Ne (the particle number at time t) since the trace
is invariant under cyclic permutation and u(t) is unitary. Consequently, the second term has
to vanish, i.e., P1n=0 Tr[c(n)(t)] = 0. In fact, ea single trace must disappear separately as the
time-stepping seme remains valid when adding the matrices c(n)(t) term by term. Due to the
recursive deﬁnition, it follows (case n=0),
Tr[i<diag(t; t)] = 0 ; (B.7)
whi is an important property to satisfy in the implementation—its violation2 provides indications
to potential errors.
Invariance of the Kohn Mode in a Conserving eory
Another sensitive test for the numerics is to consider an ensemble of electrons in a harmonic
conﬁnement (v^(1)(x) = 12!2x2 in Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) (Chapter 5.2); trap frequency !) and to
observe and record the form of the Kohn (center of ma or sloshing) mode.
Generally, the so-called Kohn theorem3 [BJH89, Koh61] states that, for an interacting clas-
sical or quantum system in a harmonic trap4 and initially in the ground state (or in equilib-
rium), the application of a homogeneous time-dependent dipole ﬁeld E(t) induces a center of
1Due to symmetry reasons, one may skip calculating one of the mixed Green functions and keep either ge or gd,
see the third line in Eq. (2.38) of Chapter 2.
2By values larger than the computational accuracy.
3Also known as the generalized Kohn theorem.
4Of arbitrary dimensionality.
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ma (c.m.) dynamics that coincides with that of a noninteracting system: e c.m. coordinate
X(t)=N 1e
P
i xi(t) performs the motion of a forced harmonic oscillator.
Mathematically, the theorem can be expreed by means of collective ladder operators [BJH89]
c^=
P
i ! x^i i p^i (in atomic units; p^i denotes the momentum operator of particle i) whi create
(annihilate) states with exce (lo) energy !. Realizing that
h
H^(2); c^
i
  = 0, where H^
(2) is
the exact pair interaction Hamiltonian, cf. Eq. (2.8), the dynamics of c^ are obtained from the
Heisenberg equation as [BBvL07],
d
dt c^
 = i! c^  iNeE(t) : (B.8)
With the deﬁnition of the center of ma X^ =(2Ne) 1(c^+ + c^ ), one, in Eq. (B.8), recovers the
driven oscillation,
d2
dt2 X^ + !
2X^ = E(t) : (B.9)
Strictly speaking, the Kohn theorem holds only for an exact treatment of the pair interactions
with the result that the commutator above vanishes (leading over to Eq. (B.8)), i.e., it not necearily
remains true, if the interaction part H^(2) is being approximated. However, the validity of the
Kohn theorem can be extended to an important cla of approximate (zero and ﬁnite temperature)
theories [BBvL07]. It can be proven that the Kohn theorem is obeyed for any approximation that
preserves particle number and total momentum. Because this is nothing but the suﬃcient criterion
formulated by Baym and Kadanoﬀ for a conserving theory, any ©-derivable approximation—as is
the Hartree-Fo and second Born approximation—fulﬁlls the Kohn theorem.
Concerning simulation tests, the Kohn theorem is applied with the implication that any equi-
librium (one-electron) density proﬁle hn^(1)i(x; t  0) retains its shape when initially only the
c.m. mode (of eigenfrequency !) was excited. is behavior can be accurately tested along with
the time-dependence of the c.m. coordinate X(t) (the dipole-moment hd^(1)i(t)) and the kinetic
and single-particle potential energy.
As example, we, in Figure B.1, consider the Kohn mode dynamics of ten spin-restricted elec-
trons ( = 2) in four diﬀerent approximate cases: time-dependent Hartree-Fo (TDHF, green
dashed curves), fully self-consistent time-dependent second Born (TD2ndB 2, blue solid curves),
time-dependent second Bornwith non-correlated Hartree-Fo initial state (TD2ndB 1, blue doed
curves) and time-dependent second Born under usage of the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym ansatz
plus Hartee-Fo initial state (GKBA, bla dash-doed curves). All these approximate calcula-
tions are known to preserve particle number and momentum, and, in all cases, we observe exact
sinusoidal oscillation of the time-dependent dipole moment with frequency !=1 (i.e., with con-
ﬁnement frequency), see Figure B.1 (a).
However, we emphasize that, despite the uniform sloshing mode behavior observed in all
calculations, there is great diversity in the temporal evolution of the energies, see Figure B.1 (b).
Aer the dipole-ki excitation, the kinetic and potential energies start to oscillate. ereby, TDHF
and TD2ndB 2, indicate clear harmonic oscillation with twice the conﬁnement frequency and a
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Figure B.1: Kohn mode dynamics of ten spin-restricted electrons in a one-dimensional harmonic
trap of frequency !=1. Initially, for t 12 (in units of 0) , the system is in the singlet ground
state (FE-DVR basis size nb=41). (a) Time evolution of the dipole moment hd^(1)i(t) for diﬀerent
approximations following a non-perturbative dipole-ki (red) at ﬁeld strength E0=1. For beer
visibility, lines have been separated vertically by 0:25 a0. (b) Temporal behavior of the diﬀerent
energy contributions: the kinetic energy (ht^(1)i(t)), the one-electron part of the potential energy
(hv^(1)i(t)), the Hartree-Fo energy (hh^(2)hf i(t)) and the correlation energy (hh^(2)corri(t)) in second
Born approximation. In both ﬁgures, the thin solid lines (bla) are sinusoidal curves to guide the
eye; the respective frequency in (a) is !=1, in (b), !=2 since the kinetic and potential energy
oscillate with twice the conﬁnement frequency (the phase shi is 2 ).
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constant phase shi of 2 between ht^(1)i(t) and hv^(1)i(t) as is required for the Kohnmode. Further,
note, that the energy oﬀset in TD2ndB 2 is due to inclusion of electron correlations. In contrast,
TD2ndB 1 and GKBA do not show a harmonic oscillation in the kinetic and potential energy.
is is caused by the non-correlated initial state and the dynamic built-up of correlations. Hence,
although the c.m. motion is of Kohn mode type, we cannot observe a purely rigid translation of
the equilibrium density proﬁle hn^(1)i(x) in these two cases.
Next, let us consider the Hartree-Fo energy hh^(2)hf i(t). For, both, TDHF and TD2ndB 2,
it is constant5 although not exactly equal due to the presence of distinct initial states (we note
that the diﬀerence is virtually not extractable from Figure B.1 (b)). On the contrary, hh^(2)hf i(t)
starts to oscillate about its initial value for TD2ndB 1 and the GKBA. Finally, the correlation
energy hh^(2)corri(t) (being zero for TDHF) remains constant for the full second Born calculation
while it reveals nontrivial time-dependence—being initially zero—for the cases where the system
is prepared (at t 120) in the Hartree-Fo ground state (i.e., for TD2ndB 1 and GKBA).
In conclusion, only those calculations including self-consistent initial states (hence, TDHF and
the full second Born calculation) demonstrate all dynamic features that are consequences of the
Kohn theorem.
5In the case of TD2ndB 2, small deviations from a constant value (especially for later times) are aributed to the
ﬁnite time step .
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The GKB Ansatz;
Retarded/Advanced Green Function and Algorithm
Treatment of the Retarded and Advanced Green Functions
From Eq. (4.16) in Chapter 4.3, we see that the generalized Kadanoﬀ-Baym (GKB) ansatz for re-
constructing oﬀ-time-diagonal Green functions still involves double-time propagators, namely gR
and gA (for their deﬁnition in terms of g?, see Eq. (2.39)). ese propagators must be provided as
additional input before one can make practical use of the ansatz. For the description of homoge-
neous systems, it is oen a good idea to consider the noninteracting Hamiltonian as reference for
constructing gR and gA. In this work, however, we want to include the propagators on the mean-
ﬁeld (Hartree-Fo) level. is, in the collision terms of the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations, guarantees
consistency with regard to the separation of time-local and -nonlocal parts of the self-energy.
When the mean-ﬁeld, i.e., §HF (t), is self-consistently obtained from the one-particle density
matrix during the GKB time-evolution, the equations of motion for the retarded/advanced Green
function read (in FE-DVR representation),
i @
@t
i1i2m1m2   ¹hi1i2m1m2(t)

gR/A;i2i¹1m2m¹1 (t; t
0) = C(t  t0) ai1i¹1m1m¹1(t; t0) ; (C.1)
+ adjoint equation with t$ t0 ;
where ¹h(t) is deﬁned by (2f1; 2g),
¹hi1i2m1m2(t)=h
i1i2
m1m2(t) + §
HF;i1i2
;m1m2
[g<; ~u](t) ;
and,
a(t; t0) = i [g>(t; t0)  g<(t; t0)] =
(
i gR(t; t0) ; t  t0
 i gA(t; t0) ; t < t0 ;
denotes the spectral function, e.g., [Bon98].
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Formally, using relative and center-of-ma variables, T = 12(t + t0) and  = t   t0, Eq. (C.1)
has the solution,
gR/A(T; ) = i C() exp
 
 i
Z T+/2
T /2
d¹t ¹h(¹t)
!
def:= i C() y(t; t0) ; (C.2)
where gA(T; )=[gR(T; )], and,
y(t; t0) = [y(t0; t)]y ; (C.3)
y(t; t) = 1 :
Note that, in the second line of Eq. (C.3), in any basis representation, the 1 stands for the identity
matrix, i.e., in FE-DVR representation, yi1i2m1m2(t; t)=
i1i¹1
m1m¹1 .
Reconstruction of the Collision Integral
Using the retarded and advanced Green functions in the form of (C.2), the GKB ansatz of Eq. (4.16)
can be reformulated as,
g?(t; t0)  C(t  t0) y(t; t0) g?(t0; t0) + C(t0   t) g?(t; t) y(t; t0) ; (C.4)
where, for t= t0, we (due to the second property in Eq. (C.3)) exactly recover the Green function
on the time diagonal.
For the time-propagation of the nonequilibrium Green function under the GKB ansatz, we
now apply Eq. (C.4) in the collision integral i<diag(t; t) whi becomes1,
i<diag(t; t) =
Z t
0
d¹t

§> [y; ~u](t; ¹t) g
<(¹t; ¹t) y(¹t; t)  §< [y; ~u](t; ¹t) g>(¹t; ¹t) y(¹t; t) ; (C.5)
+ y(t; ¹t) g<(¹t; ¹t)§> [y; ~u](¹t; t)  y(t; ¹t) g>(¹t; ¹t)§< [y; ~u](¹t; t)

:
Here, the quantity y enters in many facets. Precisely, we need y(¹t; t) for all times2 ¹t t. However,
for ¹t 6= t (the case ¹t= t is trivial), it is not a good idea to compute y directly from Eq. (C.2). Doing
so, would, for ea pair (¹t; t), require a diagonalization of the matrixH(¹t; t)=
R ¹t
t dt0 ¹h(t0), cf. the
deﬁnition of y in Eq. (C.2). As a consequence, for progreed propagation times, a large number of
diagonalizations would have to be performed in ea time step. is makes the algorithm highly
ineﬃcient.
In order to circumvent this problem, we reduce the computation of y to a simple recurrence
1Neglecting initial correlations (ge=gd=0).
2Note that y with interanged time arguments is readily obtained from the second line in Eq. (C.3).
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relation whi is justiﬁed for small 1 (in atomic units):
y(¹t; t) = exp
 
 i
Z ¹t
t
dt0 ¹h(t0)
!
 exp
 
 i
Z ¹t
t 
dt0 ¹h(t0) + i  ¹h(t  )
!
= exp
 
 i
Z ¹t
t 
dt0 ¹h(t0)
!
exp
 
i  ¹h(t  )
= y(¹t; t  )uy(t  )
= u(t  ) yy(¹t; t  ) : (C.6)
Here, to arrive at the third equality, the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorﬀ formula, ea+b=eaebe  12 [a;b]  ,
has been used (in whi the commutator vanishes). Further, u(t   ) is just the time-evolution
operator of the previous time step, cf. Eq. (B.4), and y(0; 0)=1.
Algorithm Overview
Ignoring initial correlations (ge=gd=0 in the collision integrals of Eq. (B.1)), the propagation of
the Kadanoﬀ-Baym equations (FE-DVR I.+II.) under the GKB ansatz conﬁnes itself to (cf. Eq. (B.2)
in Appendix B and note the matrix notation),
g<(t+ ; t+ ) = u(t)
 
g<(t; t) +
1X
n=0
c(n)(t)
!
uy(t) ; (C.7)
c(n)(t) =
i 
n+ 1
h
¹h(t); c(n 1)(t)
i
  ;
c(0)(t) =  i  i<diag(t; t) ;
u(t) = exp
  i ¹h(t)  ; (C.8)
where  1 (in units of 0), and, in the ﬁrst line, the sum is typically truncated at 0<n< 5 as
the quantity c(n)(t) is of the order O(n+1).
Compared to the diagonal time step of the full propagation seme (see Appendix B), the GKB
propagation only diﬀers in the evaluation of the collision integral i<diag(t; t), whi is obtained from
Eq. (C.5) with all oﬀ-diagonal nonequilibrium Green functions being reconstructed according to
Eq. (C.4). We emphasize that, to this end, all previous Green functions, i.e., all g<(¹t; ¹t) with ¹t t,
are needed in the GKB ansatz (see Eq. (C.5)) and, thus, cannot be discarded aer ea propagation
step as it is the case for the Hartree-Fo approximation3. However, in contrast to Eq. (4.11) in
Chapter 4.1.2, the memory demand is eentially reduced as it scales linear (instead of quadratic)
with the ﬁnal propagation time tf. In byte, the memory requirement4 is O(2  16nb2 tf  1).
3Note that the greater correlation functions on the time-diagonal are readily obtained from the relation g>(¹t; ¹t)=
 i+ g<(¹t; ¹t), cf. Eq. (4.16) in Chapter 4.3.
4While the factor of 2 takes into account that memory has to be reserved for y(¹t; t) and g<(¹t; ¹t) (with ¹t t tf),
the factor of 16 ensures complex-double precision in all matrix elements.
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With the above considerations and the FE-DVR indices being restored, the algorithm involves
the following steps:
(i) Initialize the leer correlation function5: g<;i1i¹1m1m¹1(0; 0)= i g
0;i1i¹1
m1m¹1(0
 ).
(ii) If t = 0 (initial time), set yi1i¹1m1m¹1(0; 0) = 
i1i¹1
m1m¹1 ; else compute y
i1i¹1
m1m¹1(¹t; t) for all ¹t < t
according to the recurrence formula (C.6) using the time-evolution operator u(t ) of the
previous time step and set yi1i¹1m1m¹1(t; t)=
i1i¹1
m1m¹1 .
(iii) In the given many-body approximation, compute the self-energies §>;i1i¹1;m1m¹1 [g
<; y; ~u](t; ¹t)
and§<;i1i¹1;m1m¹1 [g
<; y; ~u](¹t; t) for all ¹t t using the reconstructed nonequilibrium Green func-
tions of Eq. (C.4).
(iv) Perform the collision integral i<;i1i¹1diag;m1m¹1(t; t) of Eq. (C.5).
(v) Compute the matrix elements ¹hi1i¹1m1m¹1(t)=h
i1i¹1
m1m¹1(t) + §
HF;i1i¹1
;m1m¹1
[g<; ~u](t) and diagonalize
¹h(t). From the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, construct the matrix elements ui1i¹1;m1m¹1(t)
of the time-evolution operator, cf. Eq. (C.8). For t > 0, it is important to baup the old
time-evolution operator, cf. step (ii).
(vi) Get the new Green function g<;i1i¹1m1m¹1(t+ ; t+ ) from Eq. (C.7).
(vii) Increase t by  and continue with (ii).
5Here, g0(0 ) is just the one-particle density matrix in Hartree-Fo approximation, cf. Eq. (4.2) in Chapter 4.1.
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Supplement Tables
Table D.1: Ground state energy contributions of the model atoms (He, Be) and molecules (H2, H+3
and LiH) addreed in Chapter 6.1.1. Hartree-Fo approximation.
Energy (Eh) He Be H2 H+3 LiH
ht^(1)i 0:2904 1:1447 0:1503 0:1070 0:6779
hv^(1)i  3:2383  11:2561  2:6434  3:3071  9:1863
hh^(2)hf i 0:7237 3:3719 0:6382 0:5837 2:7690
Table D.2: Self-consistent ground state energy contributions of the model atoms (He, Be) and
molecules (H2, H+3 and LiH) addreed in Chapter 6.1.1. Second(-order) Born approximation.
Energy (Eh) He Be H2 H+3 LiH
ht^(1)i 0:2878 1:1245 0:1491 0:1109 0:6741
hv^(1)i  3:2266  11:1646  2:6029  3:2235  9:0838
hh^(2)hf i 0:7240 3:3354 0:6366 0:5798 2:7414
hh^(2)corri  0:0186  0:0668  0:0431  0:0676  0:0762
Table D.3: Ground state properties of the four-electron quantum dot of Chapter 6.3 in Hartree-Fo
(second Born) approximation. e total energy is hH^gsi=5:5384 E0 (hH^gsi= 5:5306E0).
Energy (E0) Hartree-Fo Second Born
ht^(1)i 2:0478 2:0525
hv^(1)i 01 01
hh^(2)hf i 3:4906 3:4939
hh^(2)corri 01  0:0158
1 zero by deﬁnition.
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